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Author’s Note 

 
Over the past four years, I’ve seen dozens of startup Founders wrestle with the same financial concepts and 

calculations.  Perhaps I’m in the minority, but I think it’s critical for Founders to understand these issues to ensure that 

they negotiate fair deals for themselves and understand all of the economic implications of the terms they accept. 

 

I searched for a useful guide to share with my portfolio companies.  I found some great books that address the 

qualitative aspects of deals.  I also found plenty of blog posts that provide a simplified overview of some of the 

calculations that Founders encounter.  However, I failed to find a comprehensive resource that covers what I feel are 

critical topics with an appropriate level of detail.  That led me to write this book.   

 

I attempted to structure this book in a manner that you read cover-to-cover or use as a reference to clarify specific 

concepts.  Feel free to skip straight to the concepts or examples most relevant to the current stage of your company. 

Regardless of how you use this book, I hope you find it helpful.   

 

Despite my best efforts, I’m certain I omitted topics that would have been helpful or failed to explain certain concepts 

clearly enough.  I plan to update this book periodically to remedy any shortcomings.  I’d love to hear your feedback 

on how I can make this guide as useful as possible.   

 

Dave Lishego 

dmlishego@gmail.com 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

 

According to a Wall Street Journal article from 2016, only 30% of startup Founders make money on the sale of their 

company. That’s a sobering statistic. In many cases, that outcome occurs because the company is unsuccessful. 

However, in other cases, the company is successful, but the Founders previously agreed to unfavorable terms that put 

them at a disadvantage.  

 

The purpose of this book is to help startup Founders avoid the latter scenario. While nobody can guarantee a 

startup’s success, understanding deal terms and venture capital math helps Founders make informed financial 

decisions and avoid unwittingly hurting themselves.  

 

This book designed is for startup Founders and aspiring Founders who plan to build a high-growth company, raise 

money from individual investors (angel investors) or venture capital firm investors (VCs). Presumably, these Founders 

are building their company toward a liquidity event such as an initial public offering (IPO) or merger/acquisition 

(M&A) transaction. When raising money, it’s critical to understand how the investment affects the founding team, 

employees, existing investors, and other stakeholders. Unfortunately, many Founders have limited prior exposure to 

venture capital finance and are susceptible to accepting unfavorable terms.  

 

There are plenty of great blog posts on fund-raising and venture finance, but few, if any, comprehensive resources for 

Founders that explain necessary calculations in detail. This book aims to fill that void by providing a detailed but 

accessible overview of the key financial terms and calculations Founders will encounter on the journey from formation 

through the first round or two of funding. While nonfinancial terms appear briefly, the focus of this book is on the 

calculations related to the key financial terms of an investment deal. 

 

The structure of this book mirrors the financing life cycle of a company. Topics appear in roughly the order Founders 

encounter them when building and financing a company.   

 

 Common stock/Founder’s shares 

 Stock options 

 Convertible notes 

 Preferred stock 

 

The first few sections review basic material. Different starting points will be best depending on the reader’s prior 

exposure to financing early-stage companies. Readers should feel free to skip ahead.  

 

Assumptions and Limitations 

Readers should understand a few key assumptions and simplifications throughout this book: 

 

 This book is not 100% comprehensive but covers most of the key calculations required to understand the 

economic terms of an investment. 
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 This book assumes that the ultimate goal of the Founders is to reach an exit (i.e., an IPO or a M&A 

transaction). The discussion focuses on M&A transactions because they are far more common than IPOs. 

 

 The examples and terminology assume companies organized as C-Corporations. Most investors prefer C-

Corps due to a streamlined legal process and tax advantages. Many of the concepts are similar for Limited 

Liability Companies (LLCs) and S-Corps, but there are some differences. Founders should always consult an 

experienced attorney on any matters related to company formation, taxes, issuing securities, etc.  

 

 The discussion ignores taxes. Income and capital gains taxes have a real, and often significant, impact on the 

financial outcomes of Founders, employees, and investors. However, they are complex and vary on a case-

by-case basis, which is beyond the scope of this book.  

 

Legal Disclaimer 

While this book discusses aspects of legal documents, the author is not a lawyer, and nothing contained herein is 

legal advice. Always hire experienced legal counsel when forming a company, issuing stock options, raising money 

from investors, contemplating an exit, etc. The keyword is experienced – find an attorney with significant experience 

working with startups and knowledge of the relevant issues. Even if they cost more, it’s worth the expense to ensure 

that everything is handled properly.  

 

The names of any companies, investors, shareholders, etc. used throughout this book are fictional and not intended 

to represent any real people or organizations. Any resemblance to real people or organizations is entirely 

coincidental.  

 

Basic Terminology 

Below are definitions of a few high-level concepts encountered throughout the remainder of this book.  

 

Debt and Equity 

Most investment securities fall into one of two categories: debt or equity.  

 

Debt is an agreement to make a future repayment of money lent to a company. A person or entity loaning the money 

is a debt holder. 

 

Equity provides an ownership stake in a company in the form of shares that entitle the holder to a proportional share 

of any distributions from the company. A person or entity owning the equity is a shareholder.  

 

When a company liquidates the debt holders receive repayment ahead of shareholders. After repayment of debt 

holders, the remaining proceeds are distributed among the shareholders.  

 

Debt and equity both take numerous forms, many of which appear later in this book.   

 

Enterprise Value and Equity Value 

The enterprise value of a business is its total value. The equity value is the portion of that total value available to 

shareholders. Recall that debt holders receive repayment before shareholders. Thus 

 

Equity value = enterprise value − total debt 
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By definition, equity value is less than or equal to enterprise value.  

 

With the basic housekeeping out of the way, the discussion beings in Chapter 2 with company formation and 

common stock.  
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Chapter 2 – Common Stock 

 

The logical place to begin is to cover the basics of common stock. When the Founders form a company, they receive 

common stock, typically in exchange for a modest investment. Common stock is the simplest equity security and lays 

the foundation for more complicated preferred stock introduced in later chapters.  

 

In this chapter, readers will learn 

 

 The difference between issued and authorized shares 

 How to calculate share price 

 An understanding of cap tables 

 An understanding of waterfall diagrams 

 The basics and importance of vesting 

 The importance of 83b elections 

 How vesting affects the cap table and waterfall 

 

Common stock is the simplest equity security. It entitles the shareholder to her proportionate percentage of the 

equity value of the company. If the shareholder owns 100 of 1,000 total shares, she owns 10% (100/1,000) of the 

equity. If the company liquidates or distributes dividends, this shareholder receives 10% of the proceeds. Preferred 

stock adds a few wrinkles that will be addressed later in this book. 

 

Authorized versus Issued Shares 

On formation, a corporation authorizes a chosen number of shares of common stock. Authorized shares are 

available to be issued but aren’t owned by anyone. The corporation issues a subset of the authorized shares to the 

Founder(s). The corporation authorizes significantly more shares than it issues to the Founders because it will 

eventually issue additional shares to the holders of stock options, warrants, and preferred stock that convert to 

common stock, and it is easier to authorize shares at formation than at a later date. By definition, issued shares 

cannot exceed authorized shares:  

 

Issued shares ≤ authorized shares 

 

At the beginning, the shares issued to the Founders are likely the only shares outstanding. Thus each Founder is 

entitled to her proportional share of the equity value of the company. A simple example illustrates the point. 

 

Example 2.1 

WexTech forms a corporation and authorizes 20 million shares of common stock. The corporation issues 1 million shares to the 

Founders, Katie and Henry. Nobody owns the remaining 19 million authorized, but unissued shares. However, they can be issued in 

the future. Katie receives 600,000 of the 1 million shares, and Henry receives 400,000 of the 1 million shares. Thus Katie owns 60% 

(600,000/1 million) of the outstanding equity, and Henry owns 40% (400,000/1 million). If the company liquidates, Katie receives 60% 

of the proceeds and Henry receives 40%.  
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Share Price 

A company’s share price is determined by dividing its equity value by its fully diluted shares outstanding. Fully 

diluted shares are the total number of shares of common stock assuming that all options and warrants have been 

exercised and all preferred stock has converted to common stock. This book describes options, warrants, and 

preferred stock in subsequent chapters. At this time, it is sufficient to understand that fully diluted shares include all 

issued shares.  

 

Share price = equity value/fully diluted share count 

 

WexTech has 1 million issued shares. If it has an equity value of $2 million, its share price is $2.00 per share ($2 

million/1 million).  

 

Cap Table 

A capitalization table (or cap table) is the standard for displaying a company’s ownership structure. The cap table 

reflects only the issued shares, not all the authorized shares. Figure 2.1 is the cap table for Example 2.1. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Cap table for Example 2.1. 

 

How to Read a Cap Table 

 

 The first column (“Shareholder”) lists the shareholders’ names. These may be individual shareholders like 

Katie and Henry, or classes of shareholders, like “Founders” and “Investors”. 

 

 Each row represents a shareholder or class of shareholders. The bottom row is the aggregate holdings 

of all shareholders. It is the sum of all of the rows above.  The second column (“Common Shares”) lists 

the number of shares held by each shareholder. The example in Figure 2.1 has only one class of stock 

(“Common”), but later examples add columns for Options, Preferred Stock, etc. In general, the cap table 

includes one column for each class of equity security.  

 

 The third column (“Fully Diluted Shares”) contains the total number of all classes of shares held by each 

shareholder. It is the sum across the columns. 

 

Remember, fully diluted shares include the total number of shares of common stock assuming that all 

options, warrants, and preferred securities have been exercised or converted into common stock. With 

only common stock issued, the fully diluted shares equal the total number of common shares. As 

additional classes of shares are added, the “Fully Diluted Shares” column is generally the second-to-last 

column. 

 

Shareholder 
Common  
Shares 

Fully Diluted  
Shares 

Fully Diluted  
Ownership Percentage 

Katie 600,000 600,000 60.0% 
Henry 400,000 400,000 40.0% 

Total 1,000,000 1,000,000 100.0% 
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 The last column (“Fully Diluted Ownership Percentage”) represents each shareholder's proportional (pro 

rata) ownership percentage of the company based on the fully diluted shares in the third column. 

Divide each row’s fully diluted shares by the total fully diluted shares.  

 

Waterfall Diagram 

Another useful way to visualize the ownership structure of a company is an exit diagram, also known as a waterfall 

diagram. The waterfall is a graph of proceeds received by different shareholders – or classes of shareholders – for 

different total equity values in a hypothetical liquidation.  

 

Many Founders make the mistake of not considering the waterfall until late in their company’s development. This can 

be a mistake, as will be shown in later chapters. Preferred stock – described in Chapter 5 – behaves quite differently 

from common stock, and considering the cap table in isolation is misleading. Even if the company is years away from 

a liquidity event, examining the waterfall is necessary to comprehend the economic ownership structure.  

 

The waterfall for Example 2.1 appears in Figure 2.2.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Waterfall diagram for Example 2.1. 

 

How to Read a Waterfall Diagram 

 

 The x-axis represents different equity values of the company in a hypothetical liquidation. In this 

example, the values are small because WexTech recently formed and has not generated significant value 

yet.  

 

 The y-axis represents the value of each shareholder’s ownership (i.e., the proceeds she’d receive in a 

liquidation at a given equity value). 
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  In this example, calculate the values for Katie and Henry by multiplying their fully diluted ownership 

percentages (60% and 40%, respectively) by the total equity values on the x-axis. For a total equity value 

of $6 million, Katie’s shares are worth $3.6 million (60% × $6 million), and Henry’s shares are worth $2.4 

million (40% × $6 million). For a total equity value of $10 million, Katie’s shares are worth $6 million 

(60% × $10 million), and Henry’s shares are worth $4 million (40% × $10 million). 

 

Vesting 

If one of the Founders decides to quit the company, it’s important to prevent her from taking all of her shares with 

her. Then you have someone who is no longer contributing to the business – and may have animosity toward the 

other Founders – owning a major portion of the equity. Vesting solves this problem. Vesting means that Founders 

receive their shares upon formation of the company, but don’t own them outright until sometime in the future, 

subject to the vesting schedule.  If the Founder’s service terminates before the shares are fully-vested, the company 

has a period of 90-180 days during which it has the right to repurchase the unvested shares at the original issue price.    

 

When forming a company, it’s important to require vesting of Founders’ shares. This helps to ensure commitment and 

protects the remaining Founders if one or more Founders quit.  

 

Founder shares are typically subject to a monthly vesting schedule. For instance, if the Founders’ shares vest monthly 

for three years, each Founder will earn 1/36 of her shares each month until fully vested.   The vested shares are hers to 

keep if she leaves the company, but the company has a right to repurchase any unvested shares.  After her shares are 

fully vested, she has unconditional ownership of her shares. 

 

Founder vesting may also be subject to cliff vesting. The cliff sets a minimum amount of time before any shares vest. 

If the shares are subject to a one-year cliff, no shares vest in the first 12 months. Consider a four-year monthly vesting 

schedule with a one-year cliff. At the 12-month mark, 25% of the shares vest, and the remaining 75% vest monthly 

over three years (i.e., 1/48 of the total grant vests each month for the next 36 months). 

 

Example 2.2 

WexTech requires four-year monthly vesting for the Founders. Henry and Katie each earn 1/48 of their shares every month. If Henry 

quits after six months, 50,000 of his shares (6/48 × 400,000) have vested.  

 

Example 2.3 

WexTech requires four-year monthly vesting with a one-year cliff. The Founders don’t vest any shares for one year. At that time, 25% 

of the shares vest, then 1/36 of the remaining shares vest each month for three years.  If Henry quits after six months, none of his 

shares vest, and he leaves empty-handed.  

 

Founder shares typically include provisions for accelerated vesting. If the company exits before the shares fully vest, 

the shares are treated as fully vested. This prevents the Founders from being penalized if the company is successful 

and reaches a quick exit. It is a good idea to include an accelerated-vesting provision for the Founders. Accelerated 

vesting comes in two generic forms: 

 

 Single-trigger acceleration means that the shares vest immediately if the company is acquired.  

 Double-trigger acceleration means that the shares vest if the company is acquired and the Founder is fired 

without cause. Double-trigger acceleration is often used as a retention strategy to keep the Founders with 

the acquiring company for a period of time.  
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Impact of Vesting on the Cap Table 

The cap table generally assumes that all shares have vested and thus, reflects both vested and unvested shares. 

However, if a Founder quits or is terminated and it’s clear that the remaining shares won’t vest, the cap table must be 

adjusted appropriately.  

 

Example 2.4 

WexTech requires four-year monthly vesting for the Founders. Henry and Katie each earn 1/48 of their shares every month. If Henry 

quits after six months, 50,000 of his shares (6/48 × 400,000) have vested. The cap table must be adjusted to remove his unvested 

shares because WexTech no longer employs him, and there is no longer a possibility that the shares will vest. The adjusted cap table 

is shown in Figure 2.3. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Cap table adjusted to remove unvested shares. 

 

Impact of Vesting on the Waterfall 

The waterfall only considers shares that are eligible to receive a distribution as part of a hypothetical exit. The 

waterfall discussed previously assumed that the Founders owned their shares outright. Vesting adds a wrinkle. Unless 

there is accelerated vesting on a liquidation event, only vested shares are considered.  

 

Example 2.5 

WexTech generates a waterfall to understand the distribution of proceeds if the company is acquired immediately following Henry’s 

departure. Without accelerated vesting, the waterfall is the same as Figure 2.2. Katie and Henry hold 75,000 and 50,000 vested 

shares, respectively. Thus, Katie owns 60% (75,000/125,000) of the equity, and Henry owns 40% (50,000/125,000). 

 

With single-trigger acceleration, Katie’s remaining shares vest immediately on an acquisition. Henry’s shares do not vest because he 

is no longer a WexTech employee. Thus, Katie holds 600,000 vested shares, and Henry holds 50,000 vested shares. Katie owns 92.3% 

(600,000/650,000) of the equity, and Henry owns 7.7% (50,000/650,000). The waterfall is shown in Figure 2.4.  

 

Shareholder 

Common  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Ownership Percentage 

Katie 600,000 600,000 92.3% 

Henry 50,000 50,000 7.7% 

Total 650,000 650,000 100.0% 
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Figure 2.4 Waterfall for Example 2.5 with single-trigger acceleration. 

 

Katie’s pro rata percentage of the total proceeds increases because Henry’s shares aren’t vested. She now holds 92.3% 

(600,000/650,000 ) of the common stock.  

 

83b Election 

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) treats gains on equity holdings – the difference between the purchase price and 

the market value – as taxable income. For shares subject to vesting – called restricted stock - the IRS allows 

shareholders to recognize income on purchase of the stock and prior to vesting. Immediately after issuing Founders’ 

shares, the issue price and fair market value are nearly identical, so the income is almost zero. The Founders owe 

income taxes on a negligible gain, resulting in a much smaller tax expense than if they wait to pay taxes until they sell 

the shares.  

 

To take advantage of this benefit, Founders must file an 83b election with the IRS within 30 days of receiving their 

shares.  

 

Without filing an 83b election, Founders must recognize taxable income at each vesting milestone. For instance, with 

a four-year vesting schedule with a one-year cliff, Founders must recognize taxable income at the one-year mark and 

then each month for the subsequent 36 months.  This gets cumbersome and complicated.   

 

It’s important to consult with an accountant and attorney before making a final decision, but it is almost always 

advantageous to file an 83b election. 
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Qualified Small Business Stock 

One reason many investors prefer C-Corps over LLCs or S-Corps is the tax advantages for qualified small business 

stock (QSBS). The IRS defines QSBS as stock acquired directly from a domestic C-Corp with less than $50 million in 

assets.   If investors hold QSBS for at least five years, a portion of their gain – presently defined as the lesser of $10 

million or ten times the original investment – is exempt from taxes. For early investors – particularly angel investors 

who are making small investments and almost certainly holding their stock for at least five years – this means a 

significant tax savings.  

 

Summary 

 A company authorizes a large number of shares at formation and issues a subset of those shares to the 

Founders. 

Issued shares ≤ authorized shares 

 

Fully diluted shares are the total number of shares of common stock assuming exercise of all options 

and warrants and conversion of all preferred stock. These topics are discussed in detail in later chapters. 

 

Share price = equity value/fully diluted shares 

 

 A cap table displays the ownership structure of the company. Each row represents a shareholder or class of 

shareholder. Each column represents a class of shares. Thus each cell in the table denotes the number of 

shares of a given class of stock owned by a given shareholder or class of shareholders.  

 

 A waterfall diagram displays the proceeds owed to each shareholder or class of shareholders over a range of 

hypothetical liquidation values. Waterfalls for companies with stock options and preferred stock can be 

complicated. 

 

 Founders’ shares typically require vesting. Each Founder must remain with the company for a specified 

duration or she forfeits some or all of her shares.  

 

 Accelerated vesting allows unvested shares to vest immediately if the company is acquired. 

 

 An 83b election is an IRS form that allows Founders to pay taxes on their shares before they appreciate. 

Filing can save both the company and the Founder a significant amount on taxes. It is important to file an 

83b election within 30 days of receiving Founders’ shares.  

 

 Unvested shares appear on the cap table, but the waterfall excludes unvested shares unless subject to 

accelerated vesting.  
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Tips 

 

 Require vesting of Founders’ shares and include an accelerated vesting provision.  

 File an 83b election with the IRS within 30 days of receiving Founders’ shares. 

 

Forming a company is the easy part. Now it’s time to begin building a business, raising money, hiring employees, etc. 

When a company hires its first employees, it usually needs to offer stock options or other equity compensation to 

attract strong candidates. Chapter 3 introduces stock options, how they work, and how they affect the cap table and 

waterfall.  
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Chapter 3 – Stock Options 

At some point, companies must hire employees. When hiring their first employees, most startups lack the money to 

pay a market-rate salary. To hire talented people, they must provide adequate compensation somehow. They solve 

the problem by issuing stock options or restricted stock, which provides the employees an opportunity for an 

ownership stake in the company. Stock options can be extremely valuable if the company is successful.  

 

It’s important for Founders to understand stock options and other forms of equity compensation in order to attract 

high-caliber employees without inadvertently short-changing themselves. 

 

In this chapter, readers will learn 

 Basic stock option terminology 

 Option vesting 

 Expiration of options 

 The differences between the primary types of securities issued to employees: qualified options, nonqualified 

options, and restricted stock 

 Option pools 

 How options affect cap tables and waterfalls 

 

Options Basics 

Stock options give the holder a right to purchase common stock at a fixed price called the strike price (or exercise 

price). The strike price is set at the time the options are issued and equals the current price of common stock. The 

employee receiving options expects that the future share price will exceed the strike price, so she purchases valuable 

shares at a steep discount.  

 

When the holder of the options purchases the shares she is entitled to, it is called exercising the options. She pays an 

amount equal to the number of shares multiplied by the strike price and receives the corresponding number of 

shares.  

 

Example 3.1 

Henry and Katie hire an employee named Molly. Molly receives options for 12,000 shares of WexTech common stock with a strike 

price $2.00 per share. Later, WexTech common stock is valued at $10.00 per share. Molly pays $24,000 to exercise her options 

(12,000 shares × $2.00 strike price) and receives 12,000 shares valued at $120,000 (12,000 × $10,000). She gains $96,000 ($120,000 − 

$24,000). Of course, this gain is only on paper until the company reaches an exit and she can sell the shares. 

 

Example 3.2 

WexTech is acquired for $100 per share. Molly pays $24,000 to exercise her options and gains $1,176,000 ($100 × 12,000 − $2.00 × 

12,000). 

 

Options are called in the money when the current share price exceeds the option strike price. If the current share 

price is less than the strike price, the options are called out of the money, and exercising them makes no financial 

sense.  Exercising out of the money options is overpaying for shares.   
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Note that many options allow cashless exercise in the case of an acquisition or IPO, where the options are exchanged 

directly for the difference between the strike price and transaction share price. In Example 3.1, with cashless exercise, 

Molly receives $96,000 directly instead of paying $24,000 to receive $120,000. Without cashless exercise, Molly must 

have access to $24,000 in cash to exercise her options, which can be a barrier to employees exercising their options.  

 

Vesting 

Options can be extremely lucrative for the employee if the company is successful. However, Founders should avoid 

giving up equity – and diluting their own ownership – for someone who turns out to be a bad hire or who quits after 

a few months.  

 

Thus, it’s important to require vesting of employee options. Vesting schedules for employee options usually require a 

cliff, which helps to discourage job-hopping. Without a proper vesting schedule, employees have incentive to bounce 

around to as many startups as possible to collect a diversified portfolio of options in different startups and hope that 

one of them is hugely successful.   

 

A typical vesting schedule for employee options is four-year monthly vesting with a one-year cliff.  

 

Example 3.3 

Molly’s options for 12,000 shares are subject to four-year monthly vesting with a one-year cliff. Because of the one-year cliff, none of 

her options vest until after her first year at the company. At 12 months, options for 3,000 shares vest. For the next 36 months, 

options for 250 shares (9,000/36) vest each month until her 12,000 options are fully vested.  

 

Suppose that Molly quits or is fired after nine months. None of her options vest, and she leaves empty-handed. Without the one-

year cliff, she would have vested options for 2,250 shares (250 shares per month × 9 months).  

 

If Molly quits or is fired after 16 months, options for 4,000 shares (250 shares per month × 16 months) have vested.   

 

Expiration 

Options are subject to an expiration date. If not exercised by that time, they can no longer be exercised and become 

worthless.  Typically, options expire after a period of 10 years.  However, that timeline shrinks if the employee 

terminates service with the company.  Employees that terminate service with the company typically have a period of 

less than 90 days to exercise their options or they forfeit the right.   

 

Early Exercise 

Some options permit early exercise. This allows the holder to pay the strike price and exercise the options before 

vesting. The shares are still subject to forfeiture until the full vesting period is complete.  

 

Early exercise removes the benefit of optionality because the holder doesn’t get to wait and see how the company 

performs before choosing to exercise. However, early exercise can provide a potentially significant tax benefit. The 

holder can file an 83b election and only be taxed the ordinary income tax rate on gains at the time of exercise – which 

should be minimal if they are exercised shortly after grant. The IRS taxes any subsequent gains as long-term capital 

gains (a lower tax rate). If the company is successful, this can mean a major tax savings for the employee.  

 

Of course, exercising early eliminates the primary benefit of options – the ability to wait and see how the company 

develops before paying any money to exercise the options.  The loss of optionality typically outweighs the tax 

benefits and early exercise may reduce employee retention and create other complications for the company.   
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Companies permitting early exercise of options should encourage employees to file an 83b election, as described in 

Chapter 2, to avoid having to withhold state and federal taxes and pay the company’s portion of FICA taxes. 

 

Types of Options 

Options come in several forms. Each type has different tax consequences, it is important to consult with an 

experienced accountant and attorney before making any decisions. The three main types of options are 

 

 Qualified options (also called incentive stock options [ISOs]) 

 Nonqualified options 

 Restricted stock units (RSUs) 

 

Note: RSUs aren’t technically options, but they’re issued as equity compensation in the same situations as options and 

fit into the scope of the present discussion. 

 

Qualified Options 

ISOs offer tax benefits to employees but are subject to numerous restrictions, including 

 

 They can only be issued to employees. 

 They must be issued under a shareholder- and board-approved stock option plan.  

 The expiration must be no more than 10 years from issuance. 

 They must be nontransferable. 

 A maximum of $100,000 in stock underlying ISOs can become exercisable in any individual year. 

 

The strike price of ISOs cannot be less than the fair market value of the underlying shares. If the company has not 

completed a recent equity financing that priced its shares, it will likely have to pay an independent third party to 

conduct a valuation of its common stock, called a 409A valuation.   

 

Under certain circumstances, ISOs provide tax advantages to employees. The gains from ISOs are taxed as long-term 

capital gains if employees wait at least two years to exercise ISOs and then hold the resulting shares for at least one 

additional year following exercise. 

 

While ISOs have tax benefits for employees, they offer no tax advantage to the company. Furthermore, the restrictions 

described earlier create additional overhead and complications.  

 

Nonqualified Options 

Nonqualified options are subject to far fewer restrictions than ISOs. They can be issued to anyone – not just 

employees - provided the Board of Directors approves them. When holders exercise nonqualified options, the gains 

are subject to ordinary income tax rates.  

 

Like ISOs, the strike price of nonqualified options cannot be less than the fair market value of the underlying shares. If 

the company has not completed a recent equity financing that priced its shares, it will likely have to pay a third party 

to conduct an independent valuation – called a 409A valuation – to set a price.   
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Nonqualified options are easier to manage than ISOs because they have fewer restrictions. Furthermore, they provide 

the company with a tax advantage. When nonqualified options are exercised, the compensation deemed paid by the 

options is tax deductible for the company. In other words, the difference between the exercise price and market price 

of the shares is tax deductible. 

 

Restricted Stock Units 

Technically, RSUs aren’t a form of option. However, they’re often issued to employees in lieu of options, so this is an 

appropriate place to discuss them. RSUs are shares of common stock subject to vesting and other restrictions. Instead 

of receiving an option to purchase shares, employees receive shares that are subject to vesting, similar to Founders’ 

shares. 

 

RSUs don’t have an exercise price; they negate the need for a 409A valuation. Furthermore, RSUs have value 

regardless of the performance of the company. The common shares (at least in theory) are always worth something, 

whereas options are only valuable when they are in the money. As a result, a single share in the form of a RSU has 

more value than an option for a single share. Companies typically issue fewer RSUs than options for the same 

position. When using RSUs for compensation, it’s important that potential hires understand the distinction so that 

they don’t think they’re receiving an inferior offer.   

 

Option Pool 

Founders, investors, and employees all want to understand the total capitalization of the company. To show the 

impact of the options that will be issued in the future, companies typically reserve an option pool of authorized 

shares. A typical option pool in an early-stage company is 10–20% of the fully diluted shares. The fully diluted shares 

include the shares reserved for the option pool.  

 

Founders should always work with an experienced attorney to develop an option plan and secure required approvals. 

Furthermore, it is important to generate award letters for each employee receiving an option grant. It may be 

expensive, but companies can get into serious trouble with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and IRS, 

among others, if these matters aren’t handled properly.  

 

Example 3.4 

WexTech issues 1 million shares to the Founders and reserves an option pool equal to 10% of its fully diluted capitalization. Note 

that fully diluted capitalization includes the shares in the option pool.  

 

Option pool = 0.10 × fully diluted shares including the option pool 

 

By definition, 

  

Fully diluted shares including the option pool = fully diluted shares excluding the option pool + option pool 

 

Thus 

 

Option pool = 0.10 × (fully diluted shares excluding the option pool + option pool) 

 

Subtract the option pool from both sides: 

 

Option pool × (1 − 0.10) = 0.10 × fully diluted shares excluding the option pool 

 

Option pool × 0.90 = 0.10 × fully diluted shares excluding the option pool 
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Divide by 0.90: 

 

Option pool = (0.10 × fully diluted shares excluding the option pool)/0.90 

     = (0.10 × 1 million)/0.90 

     = 111,111 

 

Impact on Cap Table 

Options introduce a new column to the cap table. All options appear in the cap table, even if not fully vested. The cap 

table from Example 3.4 is shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Cap table with available option pool from Example 3.4. 

 

Assume that WexTech grants 12,000 options to Molly, as described in Example 3.1. The cap table is shown in Figure 

3.2 with the available options in the option pool in a separate row.  

 

 

Figure 3.2 Cap table with granted and available options. 

 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, a fully diluted cap table includes both vested and unvested shares and options. Thus, even 

if none of Molly’s options have vested, they still appear on the cap table.  

 

Impact of Options on the Waterfall Diagram 

The fully diluted cap table reflects all stock options, including those in the option pool that haven’t been granted yet 

and those that haven’t vested yet. However, in a liquidity event, the ungranted options don’t receive any proceeds, 

and the unvested options do not receive any proceeds unless they feature accelerated vesting. Because the waterfall 

only considers shares eligible for a distribution in a hypothetical exit, it ignores the ungranted and unvested options. 

The one exception is unvested options subject to accelerated vesting.  

Shareholder 

Common  

Shares Options 

Fully Diluted  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Ownership Percentage 

Katie 600,000 600,000 54.0% 

Henry 400,000 400,000 36.0% 

Available Options 111,111 111,111 10.0% 

Total 1,000,000 111,111 1,111,111 100.0% 

Shareholder 

Common  

Shares Options 

Fully Diluted  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Ownership Percentage 

Katie 600,000 600,000 54.0% 

Henry 400,000 400,000 36.0% 

Molly 12,000 12,000 1.1% 

Available Options 99,111 99,111 8.9% 

Total 1,000,000 111,111 1,111,111 100.0% 
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Each of the following examples assumes that Founders are entitled to accelerated vesting, but options are not. 

 

Example 3.5 

Consider the cap table in Figure 3.3. Molly’s options are subject to a four-year monthly vesting schedule with a one-year cliff. Her 

options have a $2.00 per share strike price.  Her options do note feature accelerated vesting. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Cap table with granted and available options. 

 

First, consider the waterfall six months after Molly receives her option grant. Because none of Molly’s options vested, only the 

Founders – Katie and Henry – are entitled to any proceeds in a hypothetical exit. Katie claims 60% of the value (600,000 shares/1 

million shares), and Henry claims 40% of the value (400,000 shares/1 million shares). The waterfall diagram appears in Figure 3.4. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Waterfall when Founders’ shares feature accelerated vesting, but options do not feature accelerated 

vesting and have not vested. 
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Shareholder 

Common  

Shares Options 

Fully Diluted  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Ownership Percentage 

Katie 600,000 600,000 54.0% 

Henry 400,000 400,000 36.0% 

Molly 12,000 12,000 1.1% 

Available Options 99,111 99,111 8.9% 

Total 1,000,000 111,111 1,111,111 100.0% 
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Example 3.6 

Two years after being hired, 6,000 of Molly’s 12,000 options vested. For simplicity, assume that the company hasn’t issued options to 

any additional employees in the intervening two years. This is an unrealistic assumption, but it helps to illustrate the point without 

overcomplicating matters.  

 

Now there are 1,006,000 shares to consider: Katie’s shares, Henry’s shares, and Molly’s vested options. At first glance, it appears that 

Katie claims 59.6% (600,000 shares/1,006,000 shares), Henry claims 39.8% (400,000 shares/1,006,000 shares), and Molly claims 0.6% 

(6,000 shares/1,006,000 shares), but that’s not exactly right. Remember, Molly only exercises her options if they are in the money.  

It costs her $2.00 per share to exercise her options, so she only exercises if the shares she receives in exchange are worth more than 

$2.00 per share. Molly’s participation depends on the company valuation.  

 

There are 1,006,000 shares on a fully diluted basis. Molly only exercises her options if the company has an equity value greater than 

$2 million. The $2 million equity value plus the $12,000 (6,000 shares × $2.00 strike price) paid to exercise her options equals 

$2,012,000, which yields a postexercise share price of $2.00 ($2,012,000/1,006,000). 

  

For equity values less than $2 million, Molly doesn’t exercise her options. Katie claims 60% (600,000 shares/1 million shares), and 

Henry claims 40% (400,000 shares/1 million shares). For valuations greater than $2 million, Molly also participates. Katie claims 59.6% 

(600,000 shares/1,012,000 shares), Henry claims 39.8% (400,000 shares/1,006,000 shares), and Molly claims 0.6% (6,000 

shares/1,006,000 shares). The waterfall is shown in Figure 3.5. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Waterfall for Example 3.6 with partially vested options. 
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The preceding discussion ignores taxes. In reality, Molly owes taxes on her gains. Thus share price must be some 

amount greater than the strike price or she loses money after paying taxes 

 

Example 3.7 

Four years after Molly’s option grant, her options are fully vested. The math is the same as in Example 3.5, but Molly has options for 

12,000 shares instead of 6,000 shares. If Molly exercises her options, Katie claims 59.3% (600,000 shares/1,012,000 shares), Henry 

claims 39.5% (400,000 shares/1,012,000 shares), and Molly claims 1.2% (12,000 shares/1,012,000 shares).  

 

Molly only exercises her options if the share price is greater than $2.00 per share. Again, the threshold occurs when the equity value 

is greater than or equal to $2 million. The waterfall is shown in Figure 3.6. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Waterfall for Example 3.7 with fully vested options 

 

Example 3.8 

WexTech hires a new employee named Brooke and grants her options for 3,000 shares with a strike price of $5.00 per share. The cap 

table is shown in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7 Cap table for Example 3.8. 

 

Assume that Brooke’s and Molly’s options are fully vested. The fully diluted share count for the waterfall is 1,015,000 shares because 

the waterfall ignores the available options in the option pool.   

 

Molly and Brooke only exercise their options when they are in the money. Molly exercises her options for a lower valuation than 

Brooke because they have a lower strike price. As calculated earlier, Molly exercises her options for an equity value of $2 million. 

Brooke hasn’t exercised her options, so there are still 1,012,000 shares outstanding after Molly exercises. 

 

Brooke exercises her options for an equity value greater than $5,060,000 ($5.00 per share × 1,012,000 shares).  

 

The waterfall forms three distinct segments: 

 

 For total equity value less than $2 million, neither Brooke’s nor Molly’s options are in the money. Katie claims 60% 

(600,000/1 million), and Henry claims 40% (400,000/1 million).  

 For total equity value between $2 million and $5,075,000, Molly’s options are in the money, but Brooke’s are not. Katie 

claims 59.3% (600,000/1,012,000), Henry claims 39.5% (400,000/1,012,000), and Molly claims 1.2% (12,000/1,012,000). 

 For total equity value greater than $5,060,000, both Molly’s and Brooke’s options are in the money. Katie claims 59.1% 

(600,000/1,015,000), Henry claims 39.4% (400,000/1,015,000), Molly claims 1.2% (12,000/1,015,000), and Brooke claims 

0.3% (3,000/1,015,000).  

 

The waterfall is shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. 

 

Shareholder 

Common  

Shares Options 

Fully Diluted  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Ownership Percentage 

Katie 600,000 600,000 54.0% 

Henry 400,000 400,000 36.0% 

Molly 12,000 12,000 1.1% 

Brooke 3,000 3,000 0.3% 

Available Options 96,111 96,111 8.6% 

Total 1,000,000 111,111 1,111,111 100.0% 
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Figure 3.8 Waterfall with two option holders. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9 Waterfall from Example 3.8 with with enlarged y-axis to accentuate option holders. 
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Warrants 

Warrants are similar to stock options. They have an expiration date and strike price like options and can be exercised 

for shares of stock. However, they are usually issued as part of investment transactions and typically not subject to 

vesting. Additionally, warrants are often exercisable for preferred stock, while options are almost always exercisable 

for common stock. The treatment of warrants in the cap table and calculations to determine whether warrants will be 

exercised are the same as those for options.  

 

Summary 

 

 Stock options grant the holder a right to purchase common stock at a future date at a fixed price called the 

strike price. It is beneficial to exercise options if the strike price is less than the market value of the shares (in 

the money). 

 

 The right to exercise stock options expires after a fixed amount of time.  

 

 Employee stock options should always require vesting. Monthly vesting over four years with a one-year cliff 

is a fairly typical vesting schedule. That is, no options vest within the first 12 months. At that time, 25% of the 

options vest, and 1/36 of the remaining options vest each month for the next 36 months.  

 

 Stock options come in two different forms: qualified options (ISOs) and nonqualified options. Nonqualified 

options are subject to fewer restrictions than ISOs and generally are easier to manage. A third type of 

incentive compensation – restricted stock units – functions similarly to Founders’ shares.  

 

 Companies typically reserve an option pool – reflected on the cap table – to represent authorized shares to 

be issued to employees in the future in the form of stock options.  

 

 The waterfall diagram only considers options that are in the money and vested or subject to accelerated 

vesting.  

 

Tips 

 

 Always require vesting of employee stock options or restricted stock units. A four-year vesting schedule with 

a one-year cliff is typical.  

 Reserve an option pool equal to 15-20% of the fully diluted shares. 

 Permit cashless exercise for employee options. 

 Always consult with an experienced attorney and accountant to ensure that the option plan, award letters, 

tax treatment, etc. are handled appropriately.  

 

After understanding Founders’ shares and equity compensation, it’s time to start tackling outside investment. The two 

most common forms of investment in early-stage startups are convertible notes and preferred stock. The discussion 

begins with convertible notes in Chapter 4 and proceeds to preferred stock in Chapter 5.  
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Chapter 4 – Convertible Notes 

Convertible notes – also known as convertible debt – are a common form of security for pre-seed- and seed-stage 

financing. In the current market, most companies raise money in the form of convertible notes before raising equity 

investment. While convertible notes offer several advantages over equity, there are also disadvantages and potential 

pitfalls that Founders should consider.  

 

In this chapter, readers will learn 

 

 Basic note terminology including principal, interest rate, maturity date, discount, and cap 

 How to apply conversion discounts  

 How to apply valuation caps 

 Change of control preferences 

 Mandatory conversion 

 Security interests 

 Warrant coverage 

 Participation rights 

 Treatment at change of control 

 Treatment at maturity 

 Pros and cons of receiving investment in the form of convertible debt 

 

A convertible note is debt that converts to equity when the company completes an equity financing transaction. 

 

Investors issue a term sheet - a short document summarizing the key terms of the note. The subsequent sections of 

this chapter introduce each of the key terms of a convertible note and the typical term sheet language. Sample term 

sheet language provided courtesy of the Cooley GO Docs Convertible Note Generator.  

 

Principal/Financing Amount 

The principal of a note is the amount of investment received by the company from the investor. Typical term sheet 

language is as follows: 

 

Financing amount:  Up to $[__] from investors identified by the Company (the “Investors”, each an 

“Investor”).  

 

Interest Rate 

Most convertible notes accrue interest. The interest rate commonly ranges from 4–8% annually. Unless explicitly 

stated otherwise, interest rates in this book refer to annual rates. Interest accrues until the note is converted or repaid. 

Notes rarely require cash interest payments. 

 

Interest comes in two forms: simple and compound. Most convertible notes accrue simple interest. See Appendix 2 

for information on compound interest. The interest rate in a term sheet appears as follows: 
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Interest: Simple interest will accrue on an annual basis at the rate of [__]% per annum based on [__] days per year. 

 

The amount of accrued interest is a function of the principal, the interest rate, and the time elapsed since note 

issuance. The general formula for calculating simple interest on a note is  

  

Accrued interest = principal × (interest rate/days per year) × days outstanding 

 

where days per year is typically 365 or 360 as specified in the note and days outstanding is the number of days 

elapsed since note issuance.  

 

Days outstanding = (current date − issue date) 

 

Example 4.1 

On January 1, 2015, Nancy invests $100,000 in WexTech in a convertible note with 6% simple interest. Assuming 365 days per year, 

the interest accrued at any given time is 

 

Accrued interest = principal × (interest rate/365) × days outstanding 

 

As of January 1, 2016, Nancy’s note accrues $6,000 in interest: 

 

Accrued interest = $100,000 × (0.06/365) × 365 = $6,000 

 

As of July 1, 2016, Nancy’s note accrues $8,992 in interest:  

 

Accrued interest = $100,000 × (0.06/365) × 547 = $8,992 

 

It’s easy to calculate the number of days a note is outstanding using a spreadsheet program like Microsoft Excel or 

Google Sheets. Take the difference between the present date and the note issuance date. In Figure 4.1, C2 = B2 − A2. 

Note that cells A2 and B2 in this example are formatted as dates, while cell C2 is formatted as a number.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Example of calculating days outstanding for a convertible note. 

 

Extending the calculation to multiple notes issued at different times is simple. Repeat the same calculation for each 

note, and sum the results to yield the total principal plus interest. 

 

Example 4.2 

Triple-T Software receives a total of $275,000 in convertible note investment from four separate investors. All four note holders 

invest in notes accruing 8% simple interest.  

 

Todd invests $100,000 on March 15, 2016.  

Julie invests $50,000 on April 1, 2016. 

John invests $25,000 on April 25, 2016. 

Jenn invests $100,000 on May 1, 2016. 
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As of July 15, 2017, 

 

Todd’s accrued interest: $100,000 × (0.08/365) × (July 15, 2017 − March 15, 2016) = $100,000 × (0.08/365) × 487 = $10,674 

Julie’s accrued interest: $50,000 × (0.08/365) × (July 15, 2017 − April 1, 2016) = $50,000 × (0.08/365) × 470 = $5,151 

John’s accrued interest: $25,000 × (0.08/365) × (July 15, 2017 − April 25, 2016) = $25,000 × (0.08/365) × 446 = $2,444 

Jenn’s accrued interest: $100,000 × (0.08/365) × (July 15, 2017 − May 1, 2016) = $100,000 × (0.08/365) × 440 = $9,644 

 

Total accrued interest = $10,674 + $5,151 + $2,444 + $9,644 = $27,912 

 

Maturity Date 

The maturity date is a future date when the principal and accrued interest must be repaid if they haven’t converted 

to equity. Alternatively, some notes provide an option (or requirement) to convert to equity at a predetermined price 

at maturity if not yet converted. An example maturity section in a term sheet is as follows: 

 

Maturity: Unless earlier repaid or converted, outstanding principal and unpaid accrued interest on the Notes will be due 

and payable upon request of the Majority Holders made on or after the date which is [__] months from the initial closing 

(the “Maturity Date”). 

 

Typical maturity dates range from 12–60 months. A longer time to maturity is advantageous for the company because 

it provides more time to raise an equity round and convert the note or, alternatively, to generate adequate cash flow 

to repay the note. If a note has a short time to maturity and the investors demand payment, it can cripple or even kill 

an early-stage company.  

 

Maturity dates arise from more traditional debt securities. If an investor loans money to a company, it is necessary to 

set a date when that money must be repaid.   

 

Discount  

Most notes specify a conversion discount, or discount, applied to the share price paid by equity investors when the 

note converts to equity. The note holders convert their note to equity at a lower price than that paid by the equity 

investors. The discount, like the interest rate, provides an incentive to early investors. The note investors would likely 

be unwilling to pay the same price as equity investors making their investment at a later, less risky time.  

 

Typical discount language in a term sheet is as follows: 

 

All principal, together with all accrued but unpaid interest under the Notes, will convert into shares of the Preferred 

Stock at [__]% of the price per share paid by the other purchasers of Preferred Stock. 

 

When a note converts, the number of shares received by the note holders equals 

 

Shares = (principal + accrued interest)/discounted share price  

 

The general formula to calculate the discounted share price is 

 

Discounted share price = equity share price × (1 − discount %) 
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As the time of writing, typical discounts are 10–30%, which translates to paying 70–90% of the share price paid by the 

equity investors. Many notes specify a flat discount – for instance, 20% – regardless of when the note converts to 

equity. Others specify a stepped discount that increases the longer the note is outstanding, for example, 20% if the 

note converts within 12 months of issuance and 30% if the note converts beyond 12 months of issuance.  

 

Example 4.3 

Nancy’s note has a 20% conversion discount, and her principal plus accrued interest equals $106,000. Equity investors purchase 

shares at $4.00 per share. Nancy’s shares convert at the discounted share price of  

 

Discounted share price = equity share price × (1 − discount %) = $4.00 × (1 − 0.2) = $3.20  

 

Nancy’s note converts at a price of $3.20 per share. Nancy receives 33,125 shares ($106,000/$3.20) on conversion.  

 

Cap 

Notes also commonly specify a valuation cap, or cap, that limits the valuation at which the note converts. In other 

words, the note will convert at the lower of the cap or a discount to the value of the equity round. The intent of a cap 

is to protect the note investors if the company raises its first equity round at a high valuation. Without a cap, the note 

holders would convert at a discount to a high valuation, which is probably not fair compensation for the risk they took 

as early investors.  

 

Valuation caps also help to balance potentially competing interests between the company and its investors.  

Uncapped notes can lead to bizarre dynamics. Investors want the company to succeed, but success means their notes 

convert at a higher valuation, resulting in a lower ownership percentage. 

 

 In a capped note, the language around conversion expands, as shown below: 

 

All principal, together with all accrued but unpaid interest under the Notes, will automatically convert into shares of 

the Preferred Stock at the lesser of (i) [__]% of the price per share paid by the other purchasers of Preferred Stock and 

(ii) the price obtained by dividing $[__] by the Company’s fully diluted capitalization immediately prior to the financing 

(which in all cases excludes any shares issued upon conversion of convertible debt).   

 

Caps vary widely depending on the size of the investment, the stage and industry of the company, and other factors. 

Caps may apply to pre-money valuation or post-money valuation. Chapter 5 discussed this topic in more detail. At 

this time, it is sufficient to know that a cap on post-money valuation is uncommon and harmful to Founders.   

 

Example 4.4 

Nancy’s note discussed in Example 4.3 has a $5 million cap at a 20% discount. If WexTech raises an equity round at a $4 million 

valuation, Nancy’s note converts at a 20% discount to the share price determined by the $4 million valuation. The same holds for any 

valuation less than $6.25 million, where a 20% discount to the valuation yields a value less than the $5 million cap.  

 

If WexTech raises an equity round at a valuation greater than $6.25 million, Nancy’s note converts at the share price determined by 

the $5 million valuation cap and the outstanding pre-money shares.  

 

Change of Control Preference 

A change of control preference means that investors have an option to receive a multiple of their initial investment 

if the company is acquired. For instance, a 2× preference means the investor receives two times her principal value. 
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Change of control preferences may also be applied to principal plus accrued interest, which yields a larger payout to 

the investors. The language in a term sheet is as follows: 

 

If the Company is acquired prior to the Qualified Financing, then at the Investor’s option Investor will receive cash 

repayment equal to the outstanding principal and accrued but unpaid interest, plus an additional payment equal to 

[__]× the principal amount of the Note. 

 

The term Qualified Financing refers to an equity financing round where the notes convert to equity.  

 

The intent of the change of control preference is to guarantee the investors a moderately attractive return if the 

company is acquired before the notes convert. Investors encourage capital efficiency, and company management 

should be applauded for reaching an exit with minimal investment. However, investors who took early risk may feel 

shortchanged if they’re simply repaid principal plus accrued interest.  

 

Remember, since the note does not convert to equity, the change of control preference is paid before any 

shareholders receive payment. This is not currently a widespread term, but it appears frequently enough that it’s 

worth understanding.  

 

Example 4.5 

Nancy’s $100,000 note has a 2× change of control preference applied to principal only. Assume that her note has accrued $12,000 of 

interest, so the total principal plus accrued interest is $112,000. WexTech receives an offer to be acquired for $5 million dollars. 

Nancy’s change of control preference dictates that she receives $200,000 in proceeds (2 × $100,000). If the change of control 

preference were applied to principal plus interest, Nancy would receive $224,000 (2 × $112,000).  

 

Mandatory Conversion 

Many notes contain a mandatory conversion term that forces the note to convert to equity. Mandatory conversion is 

triggered when the company raises an equity round larger than a specified threshold amount. For example, if the 

company raises an equity round of at least $2 million, the note automatically converts. Typical term sheet language is 

as follows: 

 

In the event the Company consummates, prior to the Maturity Date, an equity financing pursuant to which it sells 

shares of its preferred stock (the “Preferred Stock”), with an aggregate sales price of not less than $[__], excluding 

any and all indebtedness under the Notes that is converted into Preferred Stock, and with the principal purpose of 

raising capital (a “Qualified Financing”), then all principal, together with all accrued but unpaid interest under the 

Notes, will automatically convert into shares of the Preferred Stock 

 

The mandatory conversion trigger should be achievable but also large enough to provide adequate runway for the 

company to achieve commercial milestones. Typical mandatory conversion triggers range from $500,000 to several 

million dollars. 

 

Mandatory conversion is critical if the note includes a valuation cap. Without mandatory conversion, investors in a 

capped note have incentive to wait as long as possible to convert their notes. If the company is unsuccessful, they’re 

protected because debt receives payment before equity. If the company is successful, they can convert later at the cap 

valuation after much of the risk is reduced.  
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Security Interest 

Security interests are becoming less and less common, but they still warrant discussion. A secured note grants the 

holder a priority claim on some or all of the company's assets. A secured note is paid in preference to unsecured 

notes. The security interest also allows the note holders to take possession of certain company assets (collateral) if 

the note is not repaid. Typical term sheet language is as follows: 

 

The Notes will be secured by all assets of the Company. 

 

The intent of a security interest is to protect note investors in a downside scenario. However, given that most 

convertible note investors intend to convert to equity, many Founders view security interests as overly onerous.  

 

Warrant Coverage 

Warrant coverage provides investors with the right to purchase shares in the future at a strike price fixed today. 

Notes that feature warrant coverage generally do not include a discount and vice versa.  The intent of warrant 

coverage is similar to that of a discount: an extra incentive for early investors.  

 

Warrant coverage is expressed as a percentage of coverage, meaning a percentage of the principal. The warrants are 

typically exercisable for shares in the equity round into which the notes convert. They may also be exercisable into 

common stock or a preferred stock from an earlier financing round.    

 

Typical term sheet language is as follows: 

 

Upon issuance of the Notes in each Closing, each Investor would receive [__]-year warrants (the “Warrants”) to 

purchase a number of shares of Warrant Stock equal to (a) [__]% of the original principal amount of the Notes held by 

such Investor, divided by (b) the Conversion Price for a warrant exercise price of $[__] per share of Preferred Stock. 

“Conversion Price” means the price per share paid by the other purchasers of Preferred Stock in the Qualified 

Financing (as equitably adjusted for stock splits, combinations, stock dividends, or similar recapitalization events 

affecting the Next Round Stock), as applicable. 

 

Example 4.6 

Instead of a 20% discount, Nancy’s $100,000 note includes 20% warrant coverage exercisable for preferred shares in the next 

financing. This means that she receives warrants to purchase $20,000 worth of shares at a fixed price. If the strike price is $2.50 per 

share, Nancy’s warrant allows her to purchase 8,000 shares ($20,000/$2.50).  

 

Participation Rights 

Note investors occasionally request participation rights (also called pro rata rights or preemptive rights). These 

terms provide the note holder with rights to participate in future financing rounds to avoid dilution by future 

investors. Participation rights typically appear in two ways: a right to participate in the next financing round and a 

right to participate in future financing rounds after the note converts.  

 

 The investor can purchase shares in the next financing round up to a fixed dollar amount (i.e., $500,000), 

often expressed as a multiple of the investor’s initial investment. 

 

Each time the Company proposes to offer any Equity Securities at any time through and including the 

closing of the Next Equity Financing, the Major Investor shall have a right of first offer to participate in such 

offering(s), on the same terms and for the same price as all other investors in such offering(s), by purchasing 
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an aggregate number of Equity Securities (whether in one offering or across multiple offerings) valued at up 

to the one times (1×) the Principal amount.  

 

 After converting to equity, the investor is entitled to purchase her proportional percentage of subsequent 

financing rounds. Specifically, she can purchase her pro rata percentage of the new round as described 

below (language courtesy of Y Combinator SAFE documents).  Pro rata rights of this sort are typically 

granted to investors in an equity financing round that invest more than a minimum threshold amount.  The 

participation right in a note attempts to extend that right to the note holders.  However, equity investors 

may not agree to this term for future financing rounds.      

 

Pro rata for purposes of the Pro Rata Rights Agreement will be calculated based on the ratio of (1) the 

number of shares of Capital Stock owned by the Investor immediately prior to the issuance of the securities 

to (2) the total number of shares of outstanding Capital Stock on a fully diluted basis, calculated as of 

immediately prior to the issuance of the securities.  

 

There are a few drawbacks to consider. If existing investors have participation rights but choose not to participate, it 

may send a negative signal to potential new investors. When existing investors exercise their participation rights, it 

can result in extra dilution for the Founders. The additional investment from the participation rights is sometimes 

added to the size of the equity round – rather than displacing equity investors – resulting in additional investment in 

the company but also additional dilution for existing shareholders. 

 

Information Rights 

Information rights provide note holders with access to financial statements and updates on the company’s progress. 

Like participation rights, information rights foster goodwill with investors who are supporting the company at its 

earliest stages. Note that subsequent investors may wish to limit information rights to only institutional investors or 

“major investors” that have invested more than a designated threshold amount.  

 

Treatment at Change of Control 

In most cases, notes convert by the time the company reaches an exit. If they have not converted, the note typically 

gives investors one or more of the following options:  

 

 The note holder receives her principal plus accrued interest. This is generally the most company-friendly 

option because the investors don’t share in any of the upside. However, it can lead to investors feeling 

shortchanged. This can also be negative for the company in a small exit because debt receives payment 

before equity. Typical term sheet language is as follows (“Qualified Financing” refers to a financing round in 

which the note converts to equity): 

  

If the Company is acquired prior to the Qualified Financing, Investor will surrender this note for cancellation 

at the closing of such transaction and receive cash repayment equal to the then outstanding principal plus 

then accrued but unpaid interest.  

 

 The note holder receives a change of control preference as described previously. For instance, the note 

holders are paid 2× principal [or 2× (principal + accrued interest)]. Debt receives payment before equity, so 

this can be negative for the company in the case of a small exit. Typical term sheet language is as follows:  
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If the Company is acquired prior to the Qualified Financing, Investor will receive cash repayment equal to the 

outstanding principal and accrued but unpaid interest, plus an additional payment equal to [__]× the 

principal amount of the Note. 

 

 The notes convert to common stock at a discount to the acquisition price. The note may specify a greater 

discount for “significant” or “change of control” transactions. This is effectively equivalent to the change of 

control preference. A 50% “significant transaction” discount is equivalent to a 2× change of control 

preference. However, the notes convert to equity and no longer receive the preferential treatment of debt. 

Typical term sheet language is as follows: 

 

If the Company is acquired prior to the Qualified Financing, then all principal together with all accrued but 

unpaid interest under the Notes will convert into shares of Common Stock at [__]% of the price per share 

paid by the acquirers. 

  

 The notes convert to common stock at a valuation cap. In the case of a large exit, this provides a great 

outcome for investors but means substantial dilution for the Founders. Typical term sheet language is as 

follows: 

 

If the Company is acquired prior to the Qualified Financing, then each Investor’s Note will be converted into 

shares of Common Stock at a conversion price implied by a $[__] fully diluted valuation. 

 

There may be other treatments created by imaginative lawyers and investors, but the options just described are most 

common. Note that these choices are not mutually exclusive. Notes often allow investors to choose the most 

advantageous of two or more of the above-mentioned options.  

 

Treatment at Maturity  

Notes often convert in an equity round prior to the maturity date. However, the deal documents specify what 

happens at maturity if the notes have not converted. The note documents typically give investors one or more of the 

following options: 

 

 The note holder receives repayment of her outstanding principal plus accrued interest. The typical term 

sheet language is as follows: 

 

Unless earlier repaid or converted, outstanding principal and unpaid accrued interest on the Notes will be 

due and payable upon request of the Majority Holders made on or after the date which is [__] months from 

the initial closing (the “Maturity Date”). 

 

 The note automatically converts to common stock at a valuation cap. Typical term sheet language is as 

follows: 

 

In the event that the Note remains outstanding on the Maturity Date, then the outstanding principal balance 

of this Note and any unpaid accrued interest will automatically convert in whole without any further action 

by Holder into such shares of the Company’s Common Stock at a conversion price equal to the quotient 

resulting from dividing $[__] by the number of outstanding, fully diluted number of shares immediately prior 

to the Maturity Date (including all outstanding options, warrants and any other shares reserved for future 
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issuance under stock option or other equity incentive plans of the Company, but excluding the shares of 

equity securities of the Company issuable upon the conversion of Notes or other indebtedness). 

 

 The note automatically converts into the prior round security at the prior round price or a discount to that 

price. This is generally not applicable for pre-seed or seed notes because there is no “prior round.” Typical 

term sheet language is as follows: 

 

In the event that the Note remains outstanding on the Maturity Date, then the outstanding principal balance 

of this Note and any unpaid accrued interest will automatically convert in whole without any further action 

by Holder into such shares of the Company’s last round of Preferred Stock at a conversion price equal to 

[__]% of the price per share originally paid by investors in that round of Preferred Stock. 

  

 Investors and management agree to extend the maturity date of the note. This isn’t predefined in the 

documents but is an option on which the company and investors can mutually agree.  

   

SAFE/KISS 

Y Combinator popularized an alternative to convertible notes called the Simple Agreement for Future Equity 

(SAFE). 500 Startups’ Keep It Simple Security (KISS – Equity Version) uses a similar structure. These securities 

function similarly to convertible notes, but they are not debt securities and thus do not accrue interest or, in the case 

of a SAFE, have a fixed maturity date. Rather, they are agreements to purchase equity in the future at a discount 

and/or subject to a valuation cap. Both are widely used, widely understood forms of investment.  

 

When determining whether to use a SAFE or convertible note, there is no “right” answer, but a few differences to 

consider include 

 

 SAFE requires the company to be structured as a C-Corp.  

 

 SAFE documents are standard and publicly available. This means that they’re a known commodity and can 

ideally streamline discussions with investors because there are only a handful of negotiable terms. 

 

 SAFEs don’t have a maturity date. If the company never raises a preferred equity round, the SAFE may never 

convert. This can lead to some strange dynamics with investors.  

 

 SAFE is a relatively new investment security, so the legal and tax implications are less understood. 

 

The math related to converting a SAFE or KISS to equity is identical to that of a convertible note. Convertible note 

calculations are covered extensively later in this book.  

 

Pros and Cons of Raising Money via Convertible Notes 

Convertible notes are regularly used to finance the earliest stages of company development. They’re also used for a 

bridge round between two equity rounds. A bridge rounds provides the company with additional funding to achieve 

commercial milestones that may be necessary to attract investors for the next equity round.  

 

In fact, convertible notes were initially developed to fund bridge rounds with clear visibility to the next financing 

round. As a result, they introduce certain challenges for seed rounds. There is no “right” answer to the question of 
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whether a convertible note or equity is the best security for seed-stage investment, but it’s critical to understand 

some of the tradeoffs between the two.  

 

Pros 

 

 The company and investors don’t have to agree on a value for the company yet. It’s hard to agree on a 

valuation for an early-stage company with limited commercial traction. Similarly, it’s difficult to set a 

valuation for a company whose progress is “between rounds” and requires a bridge to reach the next 

commercial milestone. The convertible note postpones valuing the company to a more appropriate time. 

 

 The legal documents associated with convertible notes are simpler than the documents required for equity 

financing, resulting in reduced legal expenses.  

 

 Investments from different investors can be accepted (closed) at different times, offering more flexibility than 

equity financing. This warrants explanation:  

 

The earlier an investor makes her investment, the riskier her investment because there is more uncertainty 

surrounding the company. Earlier investors require lower valuations to compensate for this additional risk. 

When a company raises an equity round, it assigns a value to the company. If two investors – Investor A and 

Investor B – invest at the same valuation but Investor A invests much earlier, both pay the same price, but 

Investor A takes significantly more risk. There is little incentive for Investor A to invest first. Thus most equity 

rounds close on a single date or in a series of tightly spaced closings. 

 

Because no price is set for convertible notes, the number of closings and time between closings are more 

flexible than equity rounds. The additional flexibility can save a lot of time for the Founders and bring money 

into the company more rapidly than in an equity round.  

  

 

Cons 

There are also several drawbacks of convertible debt to consider: 

 

 Convertible debt is still debt. If the company liquidates and the convertible notes don’t convert to equity, the 

note holders receive repayment before any shareholders – including the Founders – receive proceeds. For a 

small exit or a note with a change of control preference, the Founders may receive nothing.  

 

 Convertible debt clouds the ownership structure of a company. Many Founders internalize only the principal 

value and ignore the impact of interest, discounts, and caps. This can lead to an unpleasant surprise when 

the note converts and the Founders realize that they’ve given up a much larger percentage of the company 

than they realized.  

 

 If not handled properly, convertible debt can provide the note holders with an inflated liquidation preference 

sometimes called a liquidation preference overhang. This concept is covered in detail in Chapter 5. At this 

stage, it’s simply important to know that it has a negative impact on the Founders and other existing 

shareholders. 
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 Notes featuring a valuation cap still implicitly set a valuation or range of valuations. The cap can potentially 

serve as an anchor for the next round of valuation.  

 

 Certain federal grant programs – particularly National Science Foundation (NSF) SBIR grants – conduct 

financial viability audits before awarding grants.  Debt – including convertible debt – is one of the factors 

considered. As a result, convertible debt may prohibit companies from receiving certain federal grants, or 

note holders may feel pressured to convert before they feel comfortable doing so.  Note that this issue does 

not exist with SAFEs because they are not debt securities. 

 

 Convertible debt may be unattractive to investors focused on leveraging the Qualified Small Business Stock. 

Recall from Chapter 2 that investors must hold QSBS for five years to take advantage of the tax deduction. 

Investing via convertible note delays the start of the five-year clock. In other words, if a company takes six 

years to reach an exit, but investors held a convertible note for 1.5 years before converting to equity, the 4.5 

years of equity holding is not sufficient to garner a tax advantage.  

 

 

Summary 

 

 Convertible notes are a form of debt that converts to equity, most often when the company raises an equity 

financing. It is a common form of security for pre-seed- and seed-stage financing rounds as well as bridge 

rounds.  

 

 A typical convertible note accrues interest and specifies a maturity date when the company must repay the 

note if it hasn’t converted to equity. 

Other terms that commonly appear in convertible notes include 

o A conversion discount that allows note holders to convert their principal plus accrued interest to 

equity at a discount to the share price paid by the equity investors.  

o A valuation cap to limit the share price at which the note holders convert their principal plus 

accrued interest to equity.  

o A change of control preference pays note holders a multiple of their initial investment if the 

company reaches an exit prior to conversion of the notes.  

o Warrant coverage is an alternative to a discount. Note holders receive rights to purchase shares of 

stock at a fixed strike price. The strike price may be a discount to a future round share price.  

o Participation rights allow note holders to invest in future financing rounds to maintain their 

ownership percentage. 

 

 SAFE is a security that behaves similarly to convertible debt but is not technically a debt security. SAFEs do 

not have a fixed maturity date or accrue interest, but they convert into future equity at a discount or cap 

similar to convertible notes.  
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Tips 

 

 Understand the pros and cons of convertible notes and equity investment before determining which security 

to use. 

 Avoid convertible notes that include both a discount and warrant coverage.  

 Avoid convertible notes with a post-money valuation cap.  

 It can be a good idea to offer participation rights and information rights to early investors, but recognize 

that later-stage investors may require waiver of these rights at a later date.  

 Always build a pro forma cap table to estimate the ownership of investors and Founders after converting 

notes. Chapters 6–12 provide numerous examples of the procedure. 

 

In addition to understanding convertible notes, it’s important to understand equity financing. With rare exceptions, 

convertible notes ultimately convert to preferred stock. Thus convertible notes are a stepping-stone to an equity 

investment. Chapter 5 provides a high-level overview of equity financing.  
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Chapter 5 – Equity Financing Basics 

While convertible notes are common for pre-seed- and seed-stage deals, equity investments are far more common 

across all other stages of venture capital. Equity financing is somewhat unavoidable: note investors expect their 

investment to convert to equity eventually. The terms for equity financing deals are more complex than notes with 

more opportunities for missteps. The type of stock issued and the terms of the deal have a dramatic impact on the 

Founders’ eventual outcome.  

 

In this chapter, readers will learn 

 Naming conventions 

 Pre-money and post-money valuation 

 Cumulative and noncumulative dividends 

 Liquidation preferences 

 An overview of important nonfinancial terms 

 Antidilution protection  

 Basic types of preferred stock 

 Calculating dividends 

 

Naming Conventions 

An equity financing is the sale of stock to investors. Equity financing rounds are traditionally named as “Series ___,” 

where the blank is a letter of the alphabet. Series A is the first round, Series B is the second round, Series C is the third 

round, and so on. Definitions have been shifting in recent years, and the delineations between different types of 

rounds are not as clear as they were historically. Many companies raise a Series Seed round or even a Pre-Seed round 

prior to a Series A.  

 

Valuation 

Valuations are expressed in terms of pre-money valuation and post-money valuation. The pre-money valuation is 

the equity value of the company before the new investment. The post-money valuation is the equity value of the 

company after the new investment.  

 

In the simplest transactions, 

 

Post-money valuation = pre-money valuation + investment 

 

Share price = pre-money valuation/existing shares 

 

Equivalently,  

 

Share price = post-money valuation/post-money fully diluted shares 

 

Post-money fully diluted shares = existing fully diluted shares + investor shares 
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The share price is also called the original purchase price.  

 

Example 5.1 

WexTech raises a $5 million Series A round at a $15 million pre-money valuation. The pre-money cap table is shown in Figure 5.1. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Pre-money cap table for Example 5.1. 

 

The pre-money valuation is $15 million and there are 1,111,111 pre-money shares on a fully diluted basis. Thus 

 

Share price = pre-money valuation/existing fully diluted shares = $15 million/1,111,111 = $13.50 per share 

 

Because the Series A investors invest $5 million, 

 

Series A shares = Series A investment/share price = $5 million/$13.50 = 370,370 

 

And the total post-money fully diluted share count is 

 

Post-money shares = existing fully diluted shares + Series A shares = 1,111,111 + 370,370 = 1,481,481 

 

The post-money cap table is shown in Figure 5.2. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.2 Post-money cap table for Example 5.1. 

 

In practice, the concepts of pre-money valuation and post-money valuation are more complicated than presented 

here. Convertible debt and increases to employee option pools introduce complications. Chapter 6 covers these 

concepts in detail. 

 

Shareholder

Common 

Shares Options

Fully-Diluted 

Shares

Fully-Diluted 

Ownership Percentage

Katie 600,000 600,000 54.0%

Henry 400,000 400,000 36.0%

Molly 12,000 12,000 1.1%

Available Options 99,111 99,111 8.9%

Total 1,000,000 111,111 1,111,111 100.0%

Shareholder

Common 

Shares Options

Series A 

Shares

Fully-Diluted 

Shares

Fully-Diluted 

Ownership Percentage

Katie 600,000 600,000 40.5%

Henry 400,000 400,000 27.0%

Molly 12,000 12,000 0.8%

Available Options 99,111 99,111 6.7%

Series A Investors 370,370 370,370 25.0%

Total 1,000,000 111,111 370,370 1,481,481 100.0%
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This book ignores the issue of setting the valuation. For early-stage financing, where companies have minimal 

operating history, valuing the business is more art than science. The investor’s target ownership percentage, the 

Founders’ sensitivity to dilution, the size of the financing round, the Founders’ past track record, and the company’s 

performance all have an impact on valuation, which ultimately comes down to negotiation.  

 

Preferred Stock 

Most equity investments from angels and VCs come in the form of preferred stock. Preferred stock provides 

investors with advantages over common shareholders and offers the right to convert to shares of common stock on a 

one-to-one basis if converting is advantageous. There are several differences between preferred stock and common 

stock. 

 

Dividends 

Dividends are a payments from the company to its shareholders. They provide a return to the shareholders without 

having to sell the company or file for an IPO. Holders of preferred stock are entitled to dividends in preference to any 

dividends paid to common stock. In other words, the common stock cannot receive dividends until after preferred 

stock receives dividends.  

 

Dividends come in two forms: cumulative and noncumulative.  

 

Noncumulative Dividends  

Noncumulative dividends must be declared by the Board of Directors. If the Board doesn’t declare a dividend during 

a particular fiscal year, the right to receive that dividend goes away. It does not carry forward or accumulate. Typical 

term sheet language is as follows: 

 

Noncumulative dividends will be paid on the Series A Preferred in an amount equal to $[___] per share of Series A 

Preferred when and if declared by the Board  

 

Early-stage companies rarely declare or pay cash dividends. They aren’t profitable yet, and distributing cash to 

investors shortens their runway. However, a later-stage company that is profitable and hasn’t yet reached an exit may 

pay dividends to return cash to its investors.  

 

Cumulative Dividends  

Cumulative dividends accrue whether or not the Board of Directors of the company actually declares a dividend. 

Dividends accrue at a fixed percentage of the original purchase price, similar to interest accruing on a note. Typical 

term sheet language is as follows: 

 

The Series A Preferred will carry an annual [__]% cumulative dividend payable upon a liquidation.  For any other 

dividends or distributions, participation with Common Stock on an as-converted basis. 

 

Accrued dividends typically aren’t paid until the company liquidates. The accrual is analogous to interest accruing on 

a note.  

 

Dividends per share = original purchase price × dividend % × (days/365) 
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Liquidation Preference 

Preferred stock carries a liquidation preference. When a company is acquired or liquidates, if preferred shareholders 

don’t convert their preferred stock to common stock, they receive a multiple of their original investment before 

common shareholders receive any proceeds. Normal terminology is 1× for one times the original purchase price, 2× 

for two times the original purchase price, etc. A 1× liquidation preference is by far the most common.  

 

Liquidation preference = multiple × purchase price 

 

As mentioned previously, debt receives payment before equity. Preferred shareholders receive a liquidation 

preference before common shareholders receive payment. The astute reader will have noticed that common stock 

gets buried another layer further down the stack.  

 

The situation worsens for common shareholders as the company raises additional rounds of preferred stock. Typically, 

the most recent equity rounds have seniority to the prior rounds. Series C liquidation preference must be paid before 

Series B, Series A, or common shareholders receive any proceeds. Series B liquidation preference must be paid before 

Series A or common shareholders receive any proceeds. Series A liquidation preference must be paid before common 

shareholders receive any proceeds. A typical liquidation stack is shown in Figure 5.3, where the top of the stack 

receives payment first. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Example of liquidation stack. Classes of securities at the top of the stack receive payment before any 

classes lower down the stack. 

 

In some cases, multiple classes of preferred stock are on equal footing (called pari passu, which is Latin for “with an 

equal step”). For instance, if Series A and Series B are pari passu, they split the available proceeds on a pro rata basis 

based on liquidation preference until their liquidation preferences are satisfied. Figure 5.4 provides an illustration of 

the liquidation stack. 

 

Secured Debt

Unsecured Debt

Series C Preferred Stock

Series B Preferred Stock

Series A Preferred Stock

Common Stock Common Stock

Debt

Preferred Stock
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Figure 5.4 Example of liquidation stack with Series A and Series B pari passu. Classes of securities at the top of the 

stack receive payment before any classes lower down the stack. 

 

Redemption Value 

As mentioned earlier, preferred stock dividends receive preferential treatment, much like liquidation preferences. 

Thus, in a liquidation, preferred shareholders receive dividends and liquidation preference before any proceeds flow 

to the common shareholders.  

 

Total redemption value = liquidation preference + total dividends 

 

For shares accruing cumulative dividends, the total redemption value grows over time. 

 

Example 5.2 

GammaLab raises a $1 million Series Seed round with 8% cumulative dividends and a 1× liquidation preference. The investors 

purchase 1 million shares at $1.00 per share.  

 

Series Seed redemption value = liquidation preference + total dividends = 1 × $1 million + $1 million × 0.08 × (days/365) 

 

After one year, 

 

Series Seed redemption value = $1.08 million 

 

After two years, 

 

Series Seed redemption value = $1.16 million 

 

There are different types of preferred stock that behave differently in liquidation scenarios. The next section describes 

them in detail.  

 

Types of Preferred Stock 

Preferred stock comes in several different forms. The most common forms in venture financing rounds are 

 

 Convertible preferred  

 Participating convertible preferred  

 Participating convertible preferred with cap  

Secured Debt

Unsecured Debt

Series C Preferred Stock

Series B Preferred Stock / Series A Preferred Stock

Common Stock Common Stock

Debt

Preferred Stock
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This section ignores the impact of dividends.  

 

Convertible Preferred 

Convertible preferred stock (also called nonparticipating preferred) is the simplest and most company-friendly 

form of preferred stock. In a liquidation, convertible preferred shareholders may choose to receive their liquidation 

preference and accrued dividends or convert to common stock and receive their pro rata portion of the proceeds 

available to common stock.  

 

Example liquidation preference language from a term sheet, assuming a 1× liquidation preference, is as follows:  

 

First pay one times the Original Purchase Price plus declared and unpaid dividends on each share of Series A 

Preferred (or, if greater, the amount that the Series A Preferred would receive on an as-converted basis). The balance 

of any proceeds shall be distributed pro rata to holders of Common Stock. 

 

Nonparticipating preferred shareholders convert to common stock when converting yields proceeds greater than 

their liquidation preference. 

 

A representative waterfall for nonparticipating preferred is shown in Figure 5.5.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Representative waterfall for nonparticipating preferred stock (Chapter 7 describes how to generate this 

waterfall). 

 

There are three distinct segments to the curve, assuming a single class of preferred stock: 

 

 When the total equity value is less than the liquidation preference plus accrued dividends, the preferred 

shareholders receive 100% of the proceeds. 

 

 When the total equity value is greater than the liquidation preference plus accrued dividends but less than 

the conversion point where it is advantageous to convert to common stock, the preferred shareholders 
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receive their liquidation preference. 

 

 When the total equity value exceeds the conversion point where it is advantageous for the preferred to 

convert to common stock, the preferred converts and the preferred shareholders receive their pro rata 

percentage of the total equity value. 

 

Participating Convertible Preferred 

Participating convertible preferred stock (sometimes just called participating preferred) is more investor friendly 

than nonparticipating preferred.  Instead of choosing between receiving a liquidation preference and accrued 

dividends or their pro rata portion of the common stock proceeds, the participating preferred shareholders receive a 

liquidation preference and receive their pro rata portion of what remains as if converted to common stock.  

 

Example liquidation preference language in a term sheet, assuming 1× liquidation preference, is as follows: 

 

First pay one times the Original Purchase Price plus declared and unpaid dividends on each share of Series A Preferred. 

Thereafter, the Series A Preferred participates with the Common Stock pro rata on an as-converted basis. 

Because it participates with common stock, participating preferred has no conversion point.  However, if the company 

files for an IPO that meets the QPO guidelines described earlier under “Mandatory Conversion,” participating 

preferred must to convert to common stock.  

 

A sample waterfall for participating preferred in an acquisition scenario is shown in Figure 5.6.  

 

 

Figure 5.6 Representative waterfall for participating preferred stock (Chapter 7 describes how to generate this 

waterfall). 

 

There are two distinct segments to the curve: 
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 When the total equity value is less than the liquidation preference plus accrued dividends, the preferred 

shareholders receive 100% of the proceeds. 

 

 When the total equity value is greater than the liquidation preference plus accrued dividends, the preferred 

shareholders receive their liquidation preference plus their pro rata percentage of what remains after paying 

the liquidation preference. 

 

The representative waterfall for participating preferred stock in a QPO scenario is shown in Figure 5.7. This is a far less 

common scenario than the one represented in Figure 5.6. 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Representative waterfall for participating preferred stock in a QPO scenario. This scenario is far less 

common than the one in Figure 5.6 (Chapter 7 describes how to generate this waterfall).  

 

In this case, there are three distinct segments to the curve, though the definitions are slightly different.   

 

 When the total equity value is less than the liquidation preference plus accrued dividends, the preferred 

shareholders receive 100% of the proceeds. 

 

 When the total equity value is greater than the liquidation preference plus accrued dividends but less than 

the QPO threshold, the preferred shareholders receive their liquidation preference plus their pro rata 

percentage of what remains after paying the liquidation preference. 

 

 When the total equity value exceeds the QPO threshold, the preferred converts to common stock and the 

preferred shareholders receive their pro rata percentage of the total equity value. The waterfall shows a 

discontinuity at this point. Remember, mandatory conversion of participating preferred only occurs for an 

IPO meeting the QPO requirements.  
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Capped Participating Convertible Preferred  

Participating convertible preferred with a cap (sometimes just called capped participating preferred) is a more 

company-friendly version of participating preferred. The shareholders still receive their liquidation preference and 

participate with common stock. However, the preferred proceeds are capped at a multiple of the initial investment – 

usually 2–4×. The preferred shareholders can optionally convert to common stock, which may yield additional 

proceeds. Capped participating preferred is also subject to mandatory conversion at the QPO threshold, as discussed 

earlier, though it rarely comes into play because it will typically be advantageous to convert to common stock at a 

value below the QPO threshold.  

 

Example term sheet language, assuming a 1× liquidation preference, is as follows: 

 

First pay one times the Original Purchase Price plus declared and unpaid dividends on each share of Series A 

Preferred. Thereafter, Series A Preferred participates with Common Stock pro rata on an as-converted basis until the 

holders of Series A Preferred receive an aggregate of [____] times the Original Purchase Price (including the amount 

paid pursuant to the preceding sentence). 

 

A representative waterfall for capped participating preferred is shown in Figure 5.8.  

 

 

Figure 5.8 Representative waterfall for capped participating preferred stock (Chapter 7 walks through the details of 

generating this waterfall).  

 

There are four distinct segments of the graph, assuming a single class of preferred stock: 

 

 When the total equity value is less than the liquidation preference plus accrued dividends, the preferred 

shareholders receive 100% of the proceeds. 

 

 When the total equity value is greater than the liquidation preference plus accrued dividends but less than 

the value that triggers the participation cap, the preferred shareholders receive their liquidation preference 

plus their pro rata percentage of whatever remains after paying the liquidation preference. 
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 When the total equity value is greater than the value that triggers the participation cap but less than the 

point where it is advantageous to convert to common stock (or the QPO threshold – whichever is less), the 

preferred shareholders receive an amount equal to the participation cap. 

 

 When the total equity value exceeds the point where it is advantageous to convert to common stock, the 

preferred converts and the preferred shareholders receive their pro rata percentage of the total equity value. 

Note that capped participating preferred is also subject to mandatory conversion in a QPO, as described 

earlier; however, it is generally advantageous to convert to common stock at values less than the QPO 

trigger.  

 

Hopefully, this section proved that examining the waterfall is extremely important when issuing preferred stock. While 

all classes of preferred stock convert to common stock for a large exit, it’s important to be realistic. Very few startups 

achieve a large exit. Pitchbook’s 2016 Valuation and Mergers and Acquisition (M&A) Report indicated that roughly 

35% of exits were less than $25 million and roughly 50% were less than $50 million. The aforementioned figures 

ignore all the companies that shut down without achieving a positive exit. For Founders fortunate enough to achieve 

a $100 million or $1 billion exit on minimal investment, preferred stock converts to common stock, and most of these 

details don’t matter. However, for a more modest outcome or a company which require substantial investment to 

reach an exit, the difference between nonparticipating and participating preferred or a 1× or 2× liquidation 

preference is dramatic.  

 

Figure 5.9 illustrates the impact. Assume that $5 million is invested in a company for 25% of the equity on a fully 

diluted basis. The Founders hold 75% of the equity. Consider the waterfall for three different securities: 

 

 Nonparticipating preferred 

 Participating preferred with a 5× QPO threshold 

 Capped participating preferred with a 3× cap 

 

Figure 5.9 contains the returns received by the Founders for each different equity value.  
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Figure 5.9 Returns to Founders for identical investments with three different types of preferred stock. 

 

Antidilution Protection 

Ideally, a company builds value, and the equity value and share price continue to increase with each financing. 

However, things don’t always go according to plan.  A company may need to raise money at a lower valuation than 

prior rounds. This is called a down round. The sale of new shares at a low price in a down round significantly dilutes 

existing shareholders. 

 

Antidilution protection – as the name implies – reduces the dilution of existing investors in a down round. 

Specifically, antidilution protection modifies the ratio at which preferred shares convert to common shares by 

changing the conversion price. As mentioned previously, preferred shares typically convert to common shares on a 

one-to-one basis. The conversion price equals the original purchase price of the preferred stock. If an investor 

purchases 500,000 shares of preferred stock for $2.00 per share and her shares convert into 500,000 shares of 

common stock, the conversion price is $2.00 per share. Antidilution protection reduces the conversion price so that 

one share of preferred stock converts to more than one share of common stock. In the simple example above, if the 

conversion price were $1.50 per share, the investor’s 500,000 preferred shares convert to 666,667 shares of common 

stock ($1 million investment/$1.50 per share conversion price). 

 

  

Total Equity 

Value

Non-Participating 

Preferred

Participating 

Preferred

Capped Participating 

Preferred 

$0.0M $0.0M $0.0M $0.0M

$5.0M $0.0M $0.0M $0.0M

$10.0M $5.0M $3.8M $3.8M

$15.0M $10.0M $7.5M $7.5M

$20.0M $15.0M $11.3M $11.3M Non-Participating Preferred Converts to Common

$25.0M $18.8M $15.0M $15.0M

$30.0M $22.5M $18.8M $18.8M

$35.0M $26.3M $22.5M $22.5M

$40.0M $30.0M $26.3M $26.3M

$45.0M $33.8M $30.0M $30.0M Capped Participating Preferred Cap Triggered

$50.0M $37.5M $33.8M $35.0M

$55.0M $41.3M $37.5M $40.0M

$60.0M $45.0M $41.3M $45.0M Capped Participating Preferred Converts to Common

$65.0M $48.8M $45.0M $48.8M

$70.0M $52.5M $48.8M $52.5M

$75.0M $56.3M $52.5M $56.3M

$80.0M $60.0M $56.3M $60.0M

$85.0M $63.8M $60.0M $63.8M

$90.0M $67.5M $63.8M $67.5M

$95.0M $71.3M $67.5M $71.3M

$100.0M $75.0M $71.3M $75.0M
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Antidilution protection comes in three basic forms: 

 

 Weighted average 

o Broad-based weighted average 

o Narrow-based weighted average 

 Full ratchet 

 

Broad-Based Weighted-Average Antidilution Protection 

The formula for broad-based weighted-average antidilution protection is 

 

NCP = OPP × (A + C)/(A + B) 

 

where  

 

NCP = new conversion price 

OPP = original conversion price of the class being adjusted (typically the original purchase price) 

A = total fully diluted shares outstanding before the dilutive financing 

B = shares of new preferred stock purchased in the dilutive financing 

C = Shares of new preferred stock that would be issued if the share price were OPP (i.e., the new investment amount  

divided by OPP) 

 

Narrow-Based Weighted-Average Antidilution Protection 

The formula for narrow-based weighted-average antidilution protection is the same as for broad based, but the 

definitions are slightly different. The formula remains the same as for broad-based weighted-average with a different 

definition of A: 

 

NCP = OPP × (A + C)/(A + B) 

 

where A = shares of common stock issuable on conversion of the class of shares being adjusted (i.e., if applying 

antidilution protection to Series A preferred shares, only consider the numbers of fully diluted Series A shares). 

 

Full-Ratchet Antidilution Protection 

With full-ratchet antidilution protection, the existing preferred shares convert to common stock at the share price of 

the new preferred shares.  

 

NCP = share price of the dilutive financing triggering antidilution protection 

 

Note that antidilution for investors means more dilution for employees and Founders. It’s important to understand 

that full ratchet antidilution is the least Founder-friendly option.  No antidilution protection is the most Founder-

friendly option. Broad-based weighted-average protection is the middle-of-the-road option and the most commonly 

applied.  
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Example 5.3 

WexTech raises a $5 million Series A at a $15 million pre-money valuation and a share price of $13.50 per share. The post-money 

cap table is shown in Figure 5.10 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10 Post-Series A cap table for Example 5.3. 

 

The company raises a $5 million Series B financing at $6.75 per share, a significant reduction from the prior round.  

 

Series B shares = Series B investment/Series B share price = $5 million/$6.75 = 740,741 

 

The impact of the offering under the following four scenarios is explored next: 

 

 No antidilution protection 

 Broad-based weighted-average protection 

 Narrow-based weighted average protection 

 Full-ratchet protection 

 

No Antidilution Protection 

With no antidilution protection, there are no adjustments to the Series A conversion price. The post-money cap table is shown in 

Figure 5.11.  

 

 

Figure 5.11 Post–Series B cap table with no antidilution protection.  

 

  

Shareholder

Common 

Shares Options

Series A 

Shares

Fully-Diluted 

Shares

Fully-Diluted 

Ownership Percentage

Katie 600,000 600,000 40.5%

Henry 400,000 400,000 27.0%

Molly 12,000 12,000 0.8%

Available Options 99,111 99,111 6.7%

Series A Investors 370,370 370,370 25.0%

Total 1,000,000 111,111 370,370 1,481,481 100.0%

Shareholder 

Common  

Shares Options 

Series A  

Shares 

Series B  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Ownership Percentage 

Katie 600,000 600,000 27.0% 

Henry 400,000 400,000 18.0% 

Molly 12,000 12000 0.5% 

Available Options 99,111 99,111 4.5% 

Series A Investors 370,370 370,370 16.7% 

Series B Investors 740,741 740,741 33.3% 

Total 1,000,000 111,111 370,370 740,741 2,222,222 100.0% 
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Broad-Based Weighted-Average Antidilution Protection 

Using the terms defined earlier, 

 

OPP = Series A purchase price = $13.50 

A = 1,481,481 

B = 740,741 

C = Series B investment/Series A purchase price = $5 million/$13.50 = 370,370 

 

Then 

 

NCP = OPP × (A + C)/(A + B) = $13.50 × (1,481,481 + 370,370)/(1,481,481 + 740,741) 

        = $11.25 

 

The Series A shares convert to common stock at $11.25 per share instead of the original purchase price of $13.50. This means that 

each share of Series A preferred converts to 1.2 shares of common stock ($13.50/$11.25 = 1.2).  

 

Series A Preferred converts to 444,444 shares of common ($5 million Series A investment/$11.25 per share conversion price = 

444,444 shares). The cap table is shown in Figure 5.12.  

 

 

Figure 5.12 Post–Series B cap table with broad-based weighted-average antidilution protection. 

 

Narrow-Based Weighted Average Anti-dilution Protection  

In this scenario, the definition of A changes to only include the Series A fully diluted shares. 

  

A = Series A fully diluted shares = 370,370 

 

and 

  

NCP = $13.50 × (370,370 + 370,370)/(370,370 +740,741) = $9.00 

 

The Series A shares convert to common stock at $9.00 per share. Each Series A share converts to 1.5 shares of common stock 

($13.50/$9.00 = 1.5). The fully diluted cap table reflects 555,556 shares of Series A preferred ($5 million Series A investment/$9.00 

conversion price = 555,556). The cap table is shown in Figure 5.13.  

 

Shareholder 

Common  

Shares Options 

Series A  

Shares 

Series B  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Ownership Percentage 

Katie 600,000 600,000 26.1% 

Henry 400,000 400,000 17.4% 

Molly 12,000 12000 0.5% 

Available Options 99,111 99,111 4.3% 

Series A Investors 444,444 444,444 19.4% 

Series B Investors 740,741 740,741 32.3% 

Total 1,000,000 111,111 444,444 740,741 2,296,296 100.0% 
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Figure 5.13 Post–Series B cap table with narrow-based weighted-average antidilution protection.  

 

Full Ratchet AntiDilution Protection 

With full-ratchet antidilution protection, the existing preferred shares convert to common stock at the share price of the new 

preferred shares. The Series A conversion price equals the Series B purchase price.  

 

NCP = Series B purchase price = $6.75 

 

Now each Series A share converts to 2.0 shares of common stock ($13.50/$6.75 = 2.0), and the Series A preferred converts to 

740,741 shares of common stock ($5 million Series A investment/$6.75 conversion price = 740,741 shares). The cap table is shown in 

Figure 5.14.  

 

 

Figure 5.14 Post–Series B cap table with full-ratchet antidilution protection. 

 

  

Shareholder 

Common  

Shares Options 

Series A  

Shares 

Series B  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Ownership Percentage 

Katie 600,000 600,000 24.9% 

Henry 400,000 400,000 16.6% 

Molly 12,000 12000 0.5% 

Available Options 99,111 99,111 4.1% 

Series A Investors 555,556 555,556 23.1% 

Series B Investors 740,741 740,741 30.8% 

Total 1,000,000 111,111 555,556 740,741 2,407,407 100.0% 

Shareholder 

Common  

Shares Options 

Series A  

Shares 

Series B  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Ownership Percentage 

Katie 600,000 600,000 23.1% 

Henry 400,000 400,000 15.4% 

Molly 12,000 12000 0.5% 

Available Options 99,111 99,111 3.8% 

Series A Investors 740,741 740,741 28.6% 

Series B Investors 740,741 740,741 28.6% 

Total 1,000,000 111,111 740,741 740,741 2,592,593 100.0% 
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Figures 5.15 and 5.16 summarize the post-money ownership of the Founders under each of the antidilution scenarios just described. 

 

 

Figure 5.15 Summary of Series A ownership percentage under the four antidilution scenarios just explored. 

 

 

Figure 5.16 Summary of Founders’ ownership percentage under the four antidilution scenarios just explored. 

 

Note that full ratchet does not account for the size of the offering. In theory, issuing one share at a lower price than 

previous rounds triggers full-ratchet antidilution. The weighted-average methods account for the size of the new 

offering, so a small dilutive offering doesn’t have a major impact.  

 

Astute readers may have noticed a problem with these scenarios. Decreasing the Series A conversion price increases 

the number of fully diluted Series A shares. Increasing the fully diluted shares decreases the Series B purchase price. 

However, the Series A conversion price depends on the Series B purchase price. The logic is circular. This topic is 

revisited in Chapter 9.    

 

Nonfinancial Terms 

Whereas the focus of this book is on financial terms and calculations, nonfinancial terms are equally important. A brief 

description of each along with example term sheet language follows. For a more in-depth treatment, Venture Deals: 

Be Smarter Than Your Lawyer or Venture Capitalist by Brad Feld and Jason Mendelson and Term Sheets and 

Valuations by Alex Wilmerding are both excellent resources. The sample term sheet language is taken from the 

National Venture Capital Association model term sheet.  

 

Vesting 

Investors often require revesting of Founders’ shares to ensure the commitment of key personnel. This isn’t popular 

with Founders but is usually required. If the company is young and doesn’t already have a vesting schedule, four-year 

vesting with a one-year cliff is common. However, if the company has some operating history or already has an 

existing vesting plan, shorter schedules can be negotiated.  

 

  

Scenario 

Series A Ownership  

Percentage 

No Antidilution Protection 16.7% 

Broad-Based Weighted Average 19.4% 

Narrow-Based Weighted Average 23.1% 

Full Ratchet 28.6% 

Scenario 

Founders' Ownership  

Percentage 

No Antidilution Protection 45.0% 

Broad-Based Weighted Average 43.5% 

Narrow-Based Weighted Average 41.5% 

Full Ratchet 38.6% 
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Noncompetition and Nonsolicitation Agreements 

Investors often require Founders and key employees to enter into noncompetition and nonsolicitation agreements. 

The intent is to protect the company in event of departure of one of the Founders or key employees. A 

noncompetition agreement prevents the departed employee from joining or starting a competing company. The 

nonsolicitation agreement prevents the departed employee from recruiting other key team members to a different 

company. Typical term sheet language is as follows:  

 

Each Founder and key employee will enter into a one-year noncompetition and nonsolicitation agreement in a form 

reasonably acceptable to the Investors. 

 

 

Board of Directors 

The lead investor generally takes a seat on the company’s Board of Directors. The deal documents delineate the post-

closing board composition. A Board of Directors typically contains an odd number of members. In early-stage 

companies there are generally three, five, or seven directors including a mixture of Founders, the CEO, investors, and 

independent domain experts. Companies typically add a new Board seat for the lead investor of each subsequent 

round of financing, assuming the investor is a new investor. 

 

Investors may also require a Board observer seat. A Board observer has rights to attend Board meetings but does not 

have a formal vote. Nonetheless, observers can influence Board discussions and have an impact on decisions made by 

the Board.  

 

The terms for a new investment generally require that each major Board committee – like the Audit Committee and 

Compensation Committee - include a Director from the new class of stock. Investors also require the company to 

cover the Board members with Directors and Officers (D&O) insurance to protect the Directors in the case of any legal 

proceedings against the company. Typical term sheet language is as follows:  

 

At the initial Closing, the Board shall consist of [______] members comprised of (i) [name] as [the representative 

designated by [____], as the lead Investor, (ii) [name] as the representative designated by the remaining Investors, (iii) 

[name] as the representative designated by the Founders, (iv) the person then serving as the Chief Executive Officer of 

the Company, and (v) [___] person(s) who are not employed by the Company and who are mutually acceptable [to the 

Founders and Investors][to the other directors]. 

Each Board Committee shall include at least one Series A Director. 

The Board of Directors shall meet at least quarterly, unless otherwise agreed by a vote of the majority of Directors. 

Option Pool 

Investors often require a refresh of the option pool. This means increasing the pool of available options to ensure 

adequate equity compensation for future employees. For an early-stage financing deal, it is common for investors to 

require 10–20% of the post-financing shares in an option pool available for grant to employees. Typical term sheet 

language is as follows:  

 

Immediately prior to the Series A Preferred Stock investment, [___] shares will be added to the option pool creating an 

unallocated option pool of [___] shares. 
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Protective Provisions 

Protective provisions describe a list of activities requiring Board approval. The intent is to prevent management from 

making decisions that could hinder the company or its investors without providing the Board an opportunity to weigh 

in. Typical activities requiring Board approval include 

 

 Paying dividends 

 Issuing debt with a principal value greater than a threshold amount 

 Changing the size or composition of the Board 

 Selling the company / acquiring a company 

 Issuing new stock or changing terms of existing stock 

 Hiring C-level executives 

 

Note that protective provisions requiring supermajority approval may provide a single investor with veto power. For 

example, if protective provisions require approval of 75% of the holders of Series A shares to undertake certain 

activities, an investor that holds at least 25% of the Series A shares can veto any covered activities. Typical term sheet 

language is as follows:  

 

So long as any shares of Series A Preferred are outstanding, in addition to any other vote or approval required under 

the Company’s Charter or Bylaws, the Company will not, without the written consent of the holders of at least [__]% of 

the Company’s Series A Preferred, either directly or by amendment, merger, consolidation, or otherwise:  

(i) liquidate, dissolve, or wind up the affairs of the Company, or effect any merger or consolidation or any 

other Deemed Liquidation Event; (ii) amend, alter, or repeal any provision of the Certificate of Incorporation 

or Bylaws [in a manner adverse to the Series A Preferred]; (iii) create or authorize the creation of or issue any 

other security convertible into or exercisable for any equity security, having rights, preferences, or privileges 

senior to or on parity with the Series A Preferred, or increase the authorized number of shares of Series A 

Preferred; (iv) purchase or redeem or pay any dividend on any capital stock prior to the Series A Preferred, 

[other than stock repurchased from former employees or consultants in connection with the cessation of 

their employment/services, at the lower of fair market value or cost [other than as approved by the Board, 

including the approval of [___] Series A Director(s)]; or (v) create or authorize the creation of any debt 

security [if the Company’s aggregate indebtedness would exceed $[___] unless such debt security has 

received the prior approval of the Board of Directors, including the approval of [___] Series A Director(s); (vi) 

create or hold capital stock in any subsidiary that is not a wholly owned subsidiary or dispose of any 

subsidiary stock or all or substantially all of any subsidiary assets; or (vii) increase or decrease the size of the 

Board of Directors. 

 

Voting Rights 

The voting rights section of the term sheet describes how different classes of stock are represented in shareholder 

votes. In most cases, the preferred stock votes together with the common stock on an as-converted basis. Typical 

term sheet language is as follows:  

 

The Series A Preferred shall vote together with the Common Stock on an as-converted basis, and not as a separate 

class, except (i) so long as any shares of Series A Preferred are outstanding the Series A Preferred as a class shall be 

entitled to elect [___] [(___)] members of the Board (the Series A Directors), and (ii) as required by law. The Company’s 

Certificate of Incorporation will provide that the number of authorized shares of Common Stock may be increased or 
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decreased with the approval of a majority of the Preferred and Common Stock, voting together as a single class, and 

without a separate class vote by the Common Stock. 

Redemption Rights 

Redemption rights specify that investors may redeem their shares after a specified duration – often five years from 

closing date. Redemption rights allow investors to redeem their shares in exchange for their original investment plus 

any accrued but unpaid dividends. Redemption rights provide a means for investors to recover their investment if the 

company doesn’t reach a liquidity event within a specified timeframe.   Typical redemption rights specify a period of 

five years. 

 

In practice, investors rarely exercise redemption rights. If the company is not performing well, it’s probably not in a 

position to pay the cash required for redemption. This term primarily comes into play when a company has performed 

well, but management avoids exiting. Typical term sheet language is as follows: 

 

Unless prohibited by Delaware law governing distributions to stockholders, the Series A Preferred shall be redeemable 

at the option of holders of at least [___]% of the Series A Preferred commencing any time after [  ] at a price equal to 

the Original Purchase Price plus all accrued but unpaid dividends. Redemption shall occur in three equal annual 

portions. Upon a redemption request from the holders of the required percentage of the Series A Preferred, all Series 

A Preferred shares shall be redeemed.  

 

Conditions to Closing 

Conditions to closing are activities that must be completed prior to closing the financing round. Typical conditions 

to closing include completion of due diligence, filing an amended Certificate of Incorporation, and other necessary 

legal items. Typical term sheet language is as follows:  

 

Standard conditions to Closing, which shall include, among other things, satisfactory completion of financial and legal 

due diligence, qualification of the shares under applicable Blue Sky laws, the filing of a Certificate of Incorporation 

establishing the rights and preferences of the Series A Preferred, and an opinion of counsel to the Company.  

 

Counsel and Expenses 

The company is generally responsible for paying the legal fees associated with the transaction. This section of a term 

sheet describes the responsibilities and may limit the fees for which the company is responsible. Typical term sheet 

language is as follows:  

 

Investor counsel to draft Closing documents. Company to pay all legal and administrative costs of the financing, 

including reasonable fees (not to exceed $[___]) and expenses of Investor counsel unless the transaction is not 

completed because the Investors withdraw their commitment without cause. 

 

Registration Rights 

Registration rights are only relevant when companies file for an initial public offering (IPO). They describe the 

investors’ rights to register their shares as part of the IPO and the company’s subsequent obligations to register 

investors’ shares as part of post-IPO registrations.  Given the rarity of IPOs, these rights are discussed only briefly. 

Typical term sheet language is as follows.  Terms in brackets represent options:  
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 Registrable Securities: All shares of Common Stock issuable upon conversion of the Series A Preferred 

[and any other Common Stock held by the Investors] will be deemed “Registrable 

Securities.” 

 Demand Registration: Upon earliest of (i) [three–five] years after the Closing; or (ii) [six] months following 

an initial public offering (“IPO”), persons holding [__]% of the Registrable Securities 

may request [one][two] (consummated) registrations by the Company of their shares. 

The aggregate offering price for such registration may not be less than $[5–15 

million]. A registration will count for this purpose only if (i) all Registrable Securities 

requested to be registered are registered, and (ii) it is closed, or withdrawn at the 

request of the Investors (other than as a result of a material adverse change to the 

Company).  

 Registration on Form S-3: The holders of [10–30]% of the Registrable Securities will have the right to require 

the Company to register on Form S-3, if available for use by the Company, 

Registrable Securities for an aggregate offering price of at least $[1–5 million]. There 

will be no limit on the aggregate number of such Form S-3 registrations, provided 

that there are no more than [two] per year. 

 Piggyback Registration: The holders of Registrable Securities will be entitled to “piggyback” registration 

rights on all registration statements of the Company, subject to the right, however, 

of the Company and its underwriters to reduce the number of shares proposed to 

be registered to a minimum of [20–30]% on a pro rata basis and to complete 

reduction on an IPO at the underwriter’s discretion. In all events, the shares to be 

registered by holders of Registrable Securities will be reduced only after all other 

stockholders’ shares are reduced.  

 Expenses: The registration expenses (exclusive of stock transfer taxes, underwriting discounts, 

and commissions) will be borne by the Company. The Company will also pay the 

reasonable fees and expenses [not to exceed $___] of one special counsel to 

represent all the participating stockholders.  

 Lockup: Investors shall agree in connection with the IPO, if requested by the managing 

underwriter, not to sell or transfer any shares of Common Stock of the Company 

[(including/excluding shares acquired in or following the IPO)] for a period of up to 

180 days [plus up to an additional eighteen days to the extent necessary to comply 

with applicable regulatory requirements] following the IPO (provided all directors 

and officers of the Company [and [1–5]% stockholders] agree to the same lockup). 

[Such a lockup agreement shall provide that any discretionary waiver or termination 

of the restrictions of such agreements by the Company or representatives of the 

underwriters shall apply to Investors, pro rata, based on the number of shares held.  

 Termination: Upon a Deemed Liquidation Event [and/or] when all shares of an Investor are eligible 

to be sold without restriction under Rule 144 [and/or] the [____] anniversary of the 

IPO. 

No future registration rights may be granted without consent of the holders of a 

[majority] of the Registrable Securities unless subordinate to the Investor’s rights. 
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Information Rights 

Information rights define the investors’ rights to receive ongoing information about the company and its operations. 

Sometimes information rights are only granted to “major investors” that invest greater than a specified threshold 

amount. Typical information rights include quarterly unaudited financial statements, annual audited financial 

statements, access to the management team on request, and an annual operating budget. Typical term sheet 

language is as follows:  

 

Any Major Investor (who is not a competitor) will be granted access to Company facilities and personnel during 

normal business hours and with reasonable advance notification. The Company will deliver to such Major Investor (i) 

annual, quarterly financial statements, and other information as determined by the Board; (ii) thirty days prior to the 

end of each fiscal year, a comprehensive operating budget forecasting the Company’s revenues, expenses, and cash 

position on a month-to-month basis for the upcoming fiscal year; and (iii) promptly following the end of each quarter 

an up-to-date capitalization table. A “Major Investor” means any Investor who purchases at least $[___] of Series A 

Preferred. 

 

Participation Rights 

Most investors expect to receive pro rata participation rights. These rights allow investors to invest additional money 

in future financing rounds to maintain their pro rata ownership percentage. For example, an investor that owns 10% 

of the shares on a fully diluted basis can purchase 10% of each future financing round to maintain her fully diluted 

ownership percentage. Typical term sheet language is as follows:  

 

All Major Investors shall have a pro rata right, based on their percentage equity ownership in the Company (assuming the 

conversion of all outstanding Preferred Stock into Common Stock and the exercise of all options outstanding under the 

Company’s stock plans), to participate in subsequent issuances of equity securities of the Company (excluding those issuances 

listed at the end of the “Antidilution Provisions” section of this Term Sheet. In addition, should any Major Investor choose not to 

purchase its full pro rata share, the remaining [Major] Investors shall have the right to purchase the remaining pro rata shares. 

 

Key Person Insurance 

Investors sometimes require the company to purchase life insurance policies – payable to the company – on Founders 

or employees considered critical to the success of the company, for instance, a technical Founder with proprietary 

knowledge or skills deemed critical to the company’s success. Key person insurance compensates the company if the 

key person dies or is seriously injured and unable to work  Typical term sheet language is as follows:  

 

Company to acquire life insurance on Founders [name each Founder] in an amount satisfactory to the Board. 

Proceeds payable to the Company. 

 

Right of First Refusal/Right of Cosale 

A right of first refusal grants the company and investors the first opportunity to purchase any shares that Founders or 

employees propose to sell. For example, if a Founder proposes to sell some of her shares to a third party, she must 

first offer them to the company and existing investors. Conversely, a right of cosale allows investors to sell their shares 

alongside any proposed transaction. Typical term sheet language is as follows:  

 

Company first and Investors second (to the extent assigned by the Board of Directors) will have a right of first refusal 

with respect to any shares of capital stock of the Company proposed to be transferred by Founders and future 

employees holding greater than [1]% of Company Common Stock (assuming conversion of Preferred Stock and 

whether then held or subject to the exercise of options), with a right of oversubscription for Investors of shares 

unsubscribed by the other Investors. Before any such person may sell Common Stock, he will give the Investors an 
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opportunity to participate in such sale on a basis proportionate to the amount of securities held by the seller and 

those held by the participating Investors.  

Drag-Along 

Drag-along provisions require shareholders to vote along with a proposed sale of the company or other transaction if 

a majority of shareholders approves the transaction. The intent is to streamline the process of receiving shareholder 

approvals for a transaction and to prevent a minor shareholder from vetoing a transaction. For instance, if all 

transactions required unanimous approval, a disgruntled shareholder owning a fraction of a percent of the company 

could veto a transaction.  

 

The same caution described earlier for protective provisions also applies to drag-along provisions; namely, subjecting 

drag-along to a supermajority vote – perhaps 66% or 75% of shareholders – effectively gives a minority shareholder 

veto rights. This can lead to problems when different investors have different agendas or when the investors have a 

different agenda from company management. Typical term sheet language is as follows:  

 

Holders of Preferred Stock and the Founders and all future holders of greater than [1]% of Common Stock (assuming 

conversion of Preferred Stock and whether then held or subject to the exercise of options) shall be required to enter 

into an agreement with the Investors that provides that such stockholders will vote their shares in favor of a Deemed 

Liquidation Event or transaction in which 50% or more of the voting power of the Company is transferred and which is 

approved by the Board of Directors and the holders of [____]% of the outstanding shares of Preferred Stock, on an as-

converted basis (the “Electing Holders”), so long as the liability of each stockholder in such transaction is several (and 

not joint) and does not exceed the stockholder's pro rata portion of any claim, and the consideration to be paid to the 

stockholders in such transaction will be allocated as if the consideration were the proceeds to be distributed to the 

Company's stockholders in a liquidation under the Company's then-current Certificate of Incorporation.]  

 

 

No-Shop/Confidentiality 

Term sheets are not binding agreements. They don’t require either party to consummate a transaction. However, 

most include a no-shop and confidentiality clause that states that the company may not pursue funding from other 

investors or share the term sheet for a specified time.  This provides the investor time to complete her due diligence 

and produce legal documents without worrying about the company closing a deal with a different investor in the 

meantime.  Beyond the period stated in the no-shop provision, the investors and company must negotiate an 

extension or the company is free to pursue investment from elsewhere. Typical term sheet language is as follows:  

 

The Company agrees to work in good faith expeditiously toward a closing. The Company and the Founders agree that 

they will not, for a period of [___] weeks from the date these terms are accepted, take any action to solicit, initiate, 

encourage, or assist the submission of any proposal, negotiation, or offer from any person or entity other than the 

Investors relating to the sale or issuance, of any of the capital stock of the Company or the acquisition, sale, lease, 

license, or other disposition of the Company or any material part of the stock or assets of the Company and shall 

notify the Investors promptly of any inquiries by any third parties in regards to the foregoing. The Company will not 

disclose the terms of this Term Sheet to any person other than officers, members of the Board of Directors, and the 

Company’s accountants and attorneys and other potential Investors acceptable to [____], as lead Investor, without the 

written consent of the Investors.  

Mandatory Conversion 

Preferred stock is typically subject to mandatory conversion to common stock on a qualified public offering (QPO). 

A QPO is an IPO in which the total proceeds exceed a certain threshold, and share price exceeds a specified multiple 
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of investors’ purchase price. The offering size for the QPO is regularly $30–50 million, and the price is typically 4–5× 

the original purchase price.  

 

Generally, when companies file for an IPO, they have a single class of common stock. The mandatory conversion 

forces the preferred stock to convert to common stock in an IPO while still providing the investors some control over 

the size of the IPO since they’re not required to convert for a small transaction and could effectively block one from 

occurring. Typical term sheet language is as follows:  

 

Each share of Series A Preferred will automatically be converted into Common Stock at the then applicable conversion 

rate in the event of the closing of an underwritten public offering with a price of [___] times the Original Purchase 

Price (subject to adjustments for stock dividends, splits, combinations, and similar events) and [net/gross] proceeds to 

the Company of not less than $[___] (a “QPO”), or (ii) upon the written consent of the holders of [___]% of the Series A 

Preferred. 

 

Pay-to-Play 

Pay-to-play provisions rarely appear in early-stage financing rounds. However, they are worth covering briefly. A pay-

to-play provision penalizes investors that fail to maintain their pro rata ownership percentage. Typical penalties 

include losing antidilution rights, automatically converting to common stock, or losing the right to participate in 

future rounds.  Pay-to-play provisions typically appear in later rounds when existing investors must be incentivized to 

help complete the round. Typical term sheet language is as follows.  The bracketed terms represent different penalties 

for not participating. 

 

Unless the holders of [___]% of the Series A elect otherwise, on any subsequent [down] round all [Major] Investors are 

required to purchase their pro rata share of the securities set aside by the Board for purchase by the [Major] Investors. 

All shares of Series A Preferred of any [Major] Investor failing to do so will automatically [lose antidilution rights] [lose 

right to participate in future rounds] [convert to Common Stock and lose the right to a Board seat if applicable]. 

 

Pros and Cons of Equity Financing 

Ultimately, the overwhelming majority of deals beyond the pre-seed/seed stage are equity investments. To some 

degree, equity investment is inevitable unless the company reaches an exit, winds down, or becomes profitable very 

early in its life cycle. However, there are a few tradeoffs to consider between equity and convertible note financing at 

the early stages 

 

Pros 

 

 Interest alignment. The Founders, employees, and investors all prosper if the company is successful. This 

eliminates the weird dynamics that can accompany convertible debt.  

 

 The ownership picture is clear in comparison with a convertible note round. As mentioned earlier, convertible 

notes accrue interest and convert at a discount, so the impact on the cap table is fuzzy until they convert.  

 

 The capital structure is cleaner. The company’s assets aren’t subject to liens or security interests, and the 

company may have more flexibility for traditional debt financing such as a line of credit. Equity financing also 

eliminates any restrictions on receipt of government funding such as SBIR grants.  
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 As discussed in Chapter 4, some investors prefer equity investment to convertible note investments because 

making a direct equity investment allows them to fully exploit the QSBS tax exemptions. Thus an equity 

investment may attract a larger pool of potential investors than a convertible note investment.  

 

Cons 

 

 The legal documents associated with an equity round are more complicated and thus more expensive than a 

convertible note. Legal fees can be cost prohibitive for a very small financing round.  

 

 The terms are more complicated than convertible note investments, leading to a longer timeline for 

negotiations and closing a deal. 

 

 The deal closes in a single closing or a couple of closely spaced closings. This means less flexibility for the 

company and requires Founders to get all the investors aligned and ready for to close at the same time.  

 

Summary 

 

 Equity financing rounds are typically named in sequence: Series Seed, Series A, Series B, Series C, etc. Some 

companies raise a Series Pre-Seed financing prior to the Series Seed.  

 

 Pre-money valuation is the equity value of the company prior to an equity financing round. Post-money 

valuation is the equity value of the company after completion of an equity financing round.  

 

 Equity financing rounds normally entitle investors to purchase preferred stock. Preferred stock carries several 

preferential terms, including liquidation preference, preferred dividends, and antidilution protection. 

Preferred shareholders may convert their preferred shares to common shares if converting yields a better 

return.  

o In a liquidation event, the liquidation preference entitles investors to payment before common 

shareholders receive any proceeds The most common liquidation preference is 1× (i.e., investors 

receive 1× their original investment prior to any payments to common shareholders). 

o Preferred stock also has rights to receive dividends ahead of common stockholders. Dividends 

come in two forms: cumulative and noncumulative. Cumulative dividends are dividends that accrue 

– like interest on a note – whether or not declared by the company’s Board of Directors. The 

company’s Board of Directors must declare noncumulative dividends.  

o The sum of the liquidation preference and accrued dividends is called the redemption value. 

o Antidilution protection provides a mechanism to issue additional common shares to investors if the 

company raises money at a lower valuation in the future. There are three types of antidilution 

protection: broad-based weighted-average, narrow-based weighted-average, and full-ratchet 

protection. Broad-based weighted average is the most Founder friendly. Full ratchet is the most 

investor friendly. 

 

 The three most common types of preferred stock are nonparticipating preferred, participating preferred, and 

capped participating preferred. 
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o Nonparticipating preferred stock allows investors to choose between their liquidation preference 

and the value they would receive if their shares converted to common stock.  

o Participating preferred stock entitles investors to their liquidation preference and their pro rata 

portion of the remaining proceeds, as if their shares converted to common stock.  

o Capped participating preferred is similar to participating preferred but limits the proceeds available 

to investors to a multiple of the initial investment. Investors may forego their liquidation preference 

and convert to common stock to receive a greater payout. 

 

 Nonparticipating preferred is the most Founder-friendly form of preferred stock. Participating preferred is 

the least founder-friendly.  

 

Tips 

 

 Don’t focus exclusively on valuation. There are many other important terms than have significant impacts on 

the Founders’ economics. 

 Negotiate the term sheet as a whole – don’t negotiate term by term. Terms that are important to investors 

may not be important to Founders and vice versa.  

 Always ask investors to include a pro forma cap table with their term sheet to ensure that you’re both on the 

same page in regards to post-financing ownership.   

 Remember that nonparticipating preferred stock is the most Founder friendly. Participating preferred is the 

least Founder friendly.  

 Avoid full-ratchet antidilution protection.  

 Avoid liquidation preferences greater than 1×. 

 Understand the impact of supermajority rights in protective provisions and drag-along rights. They may 

indirectly give a single investor veto rights over certain transactions.  

 

This chapter covered the basics of equity financing but omitted several subtle concepts that are important for 

unifying everything that’s been discussed thus far. For readers averse to math or only looking for a cursory overview 

of the topics, this is an adequate stopping point. However, to understand the calculations surrounding venture capital 

financing, it’s important to dig deeper. The next part of this book elaborates on calculating share prices for a financing 

round, generating waterfalls for single and multiple classes of preferred stock, and employing antidilution protection. 

Chapter 7 begins by explaining some of the subtleties associated with understanding pre- and post-money 

valuations.  
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Part II 

Advanced Concepts 
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Chapter 6 – How Option Pools and Convertible Notes Affect 

Valuation 

This chapter builds on previously covered topics related to employee stock options, convertible notes, and equity 

financing. As mentioned earlier, the definition of pre-money valuation can be ambiguous and often creates confusion. 

Increases to the company option pool and conversion of convertible notes both result in adding shares to the cap 

table. The assumptions around timing of the option pool refresh and note conversion – whether they occur prior to 

the equity investment or concurrent with the equity investment – have significant implications for the share price paid 

by the equity investors. 

 

To ensure that Founders and investors are comparing apples to apples when discussing valuation, it’s critical to 

understand the assumptions around treatment of the option pool and convertible notes.  Be sure to ask investors to 

provide a pro forma cap table summarizing the post-financing ownership with their term sheet. This chapter 

quantifies the impact. Additionally, this chapter introduces the concept of liquidation preference overhang, which 

results when convertible notes convert to equity and can be harmful to Founders.  

 

In this chapter, readers will learn 

 

 How an option pool refresh affects valuation 

 How convertible notes affect valuation 

 How to avoid liquidation preference overhang 

 

Impact of Option Pool Refresh on Pre-Money Valuation 

Investors want to ensure that companies have enough options reserved to attract new employees and incentivize 

existing ones. As a result, they often require that the option pool be refreshed (i.e., increased) at the time of a 

financing round. For early-stage companies, investors typically require an unallocated option pool to 10–20% of the 

fully diluted post-money shares. The size of the pool varies based on the company’s stage, industry, and hiring plans.  

 

The option pool refresh can occur before the new investment (pre-money) or after the new investment (post-

money). A pre-money refresh dilutes the existing shareholders more than a post-money refresh. Refreshing the 

option pool pre-money also tends to be more common than refreshing post-money. Both types are explored in more 

detail in this section.  

 

Post-Money Refresh 

In a post-money refresh, the option pool refresh occurs after the new investment. The option pool increase dilutes 

both the existing shareholders and new investors.  

 

Share price = pre-money valuation/existing shares  

 

Investor shares = equity investment/share price 

 

The target option pool is expressed as a percentage of the fully diluted shares, which includes the shares reserved for 

the option pool. As shown in Chapter 3, 
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Post-money shares = (existing shares + investor shares)/(1 − target option pool %) 
 

Post-money option pool = post-money shares × target option pool % 

 

Note: The option pool refresh sets a target size for the unallocated option pool. The preceding formulas assume that 

the company has no existing option pool or has already allocated 100% of the available pool. If there are available 

options in the existing pool, subtract them as shown here: 

 

Post-money shares = (existing shares + investor shares − available options)/(1 – target option pool %) 

 

Post-money option pool = post-money shares × (1 − target option pool %) 

 

New options = post-money option pool − available options 

 

Pre-Money Refresh 

In a pre-money refresh, the pre-money valuation assumes that the option pool refresh has already occurred. The 

refresh only dilutes the existing shareholders, and the new investors pay a lower price per share than they do with a 

post-money refresh.  Pre-money refresh is most common. 

 

Share price = pre-money valuation/(existing shares + new options) 

 

This introduces circular logic. The size of the option pool depends on the total post-money shares, but the total post-

money shares depend on the share price, which depends on the size of the option pool. It’s helpful to start by 

determining the total number of post-money shares and backing into everything else. The math gets a little messy, 

but the result is 

 

Post-money shares = existing shares/(1 − equity investment/post-money valuation − target option pool %) 

 

where  

 

Post-money valuation = pre-money valuation + equity investment  

 

The details appear in Appendix 3 for interested readers. 

 

It follows that 

 

Share price = post-money valuation/post-money shares  

 

Investor shares = equity investment/share price 

 

Post-money option pool = post-money shares × target option pool % 

 

The preceding formulas assume that no existing option pool or that 100% of the options in the existing pool were 

allocated. If there are unallocated options in the existing pool, they must be considered. 

 

Post-money shares = (existing shares − available options)/(1 − equity investment/post-money valuation − target 

option pool %) 
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Example 6.1 

WexTech raises a $5 million Series A at a $15 million pre-money valuation. The Series A investor, South Street Ventures, requires that 

the option pool be refreshed to 15% of the post-money capitalization. The pre-money cap table is shown in Figure 6.1. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1 Pre-money cap table for Example 6.1. 

 

Post-Money Refresh 

 

Share price = pre-money valuation/existing shares = $15 million/1,111,111 = $13.50 

Investor shares = equity investment/share price = $5 million/$13.50 = 370,370 

Post-money shares = (existing shares + investor shares − available options)/(1 − target option pool %) 

                  = (1,111,111 + 370,370 − 99,111)/(1 − 0.15) = 1,626,318 

Post-money option pool = post-money shares × target option pool % = 1,626,318 × 0.15 = 243,948 

 

The post-money cap table is shown in Figure 6.2. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2 Post-money cap table for example with post-money option pool refresh. 

 

Pre-Money Refresh 

 

Post-money valuation = pre-money valuation + equity investment = $15 million + $5 million = $20 million 

 

Post-money shares = (existing shares − available options)/(1 − equity investment/post-money valuation − target  

         option pool %) 

                  = (1,111,111 − 99,111)/(1 − $5 million/$20 million − 0.15) = 1,686,667 
 

It follows that 

Shareholder

Common 

Shares Options

Fully-Diluted 

Shares

Fully-Diluted 

Ownership Percentage

Katie 600,000 600,000 54.0%

Henry 400,000 400,000 36.0%

Molly 12,000 12,000 1.1%

Available Options 99,111 99,111 8.9%

Total 1,000,000 111,111 1,111,111 100.0%

Shareholder

Common 

Shares Options

Series A 

Shares

Fully-Diluted 

Shares

Fully-Diluted 

Ownership Percentage

Katie 600,000 600,000 36.9%

Henry 400,000 400,000 24.6%

Molly 12,000 12,000 0.7%

Available Options 243,948 243,948 15.0%

Series A Investors 370,370 370,370 22.8%

Total 1,000,000 255,948 370,370 1,626,318 100.0%
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Share price = post-money valuation/post-money shares = $20 million/1,686,667 = $11.86 

 

Investor shares = equity investment/share price = $5 million/$11.86 = 421,667 
 

Post-money option pool = post-money shares × target option pool % = 1,686,667 × 0.15 = 253,000 
 

The post-money cap table is shown in Figure 6.3. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3 Post-money cap table for example with pre-money option pool refresh. 

 

In summary, with a post-money refresh, the Founders, Katie and Henry, own 61.5% compared with 59.3% with a pre-

money refresh. The pre-money refresh results in a lower share price for investors and greater dilution for the 

Founders. 

 

Impact of Convertible Notes on Pre-Money Valuation 
Like the option pool refresh, the treatment of convertible notes affects Founder dilution. Notes are slightly more 

complicated to calculate than option pools because the number of shares issued to note holders depends on the 

equity share price.  

 

There are two common methods for calculating the conversion of notes. It’s important to understand how they work 

– and what assumptions are being made by the equity investors – to properly evaluate a deal. 

 

 Notes convert concurrent with equity investment (fixed pre-money valuation). 

 Notes convert prior to equity investment (fixed post-money valuation). 

 

When notes convert concurrent with the equity investment, the stated pre-money valuation is constant, and the post-

money valuation depends on both the equity investment and conversion of the notes. When notes convert prior to 

equity investment, the pre-money valuation assumes that the notes already converted, and the post-money valuation 

is fixed (post-money valuation = pre-money valuation + equity investment). 

 

Notes Convert Concurrent with Equity Investment (Fixed Pre-Money Valuation) 

The notes convert concurrent with the equity investment. The conversion of notes dilutes the Founders and the new 

investors. To calculate the share price, consider only the stated pre-money valuation and the existing shares. 

 

Equity share price = pre-money valuation/existing shares 

 

Equity investor shares = equity investment/equity share price 

Shareholder

Common 

Shares Options

Series A 

Shares

Fully-Diluted 

Shares

Fully-Diluted 

Ownership Percentage

Katie 600,000 600,000 35.6%

Henry 400,000 400,000 23.7%

Molly 12,000 12,000 0.7%

Available Options 253,000 253,000 15.0%

Series A Investors 421,667 421,667 25.0%

Total 1,000,000 265,000 421,667 1,686,667 100.0%
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The share price paid by the note holders follows one of two formulas. If notes convert at a discount, 

 

Note holder share price = equity share price × (1 − discount %)  

 

If the notes convert at a valuation cap, 

  

Note holder share price = valuation cap/existing shares  

 

Note holder shares = (principal + accrued interest)/note holder share price 

 

Notes Convert Prior to Equity Investment (Fixed Post-Money Valuation) 

The notes convert prior to the equity investment. The pre-money valuation assumes that the notes have already 

converted. This is analogous to a pre-money option pool refresh. This method is more common than the preceding 

method. The note conversion dilutes only the existing shareholders and results in a lower share price for the equity 

investors.  This method is more common than the previous method and generally preferred by investors.   

 

Equity share price = pre-money valuation/(existing shares + note holder shares) 

 

Like the pre-money option pool refresh, this introduces circular logic. The number of shares issued to the note 

holders depends on the equity share price, but equity share price depends on the number of shares issued to the 

note holders. It’s helpful to begin by determining the total post-money shares and backing into the other relevant 

figures. Again, the math gets a little bit ugly, but the solution is similar to the option pool example.  

 

If the notes convert at a discount, 

 

Post-money shares = existing shares/(1 − note % − equity %)  

 

where 

 

Note % = (principal + interest)/[post-money valuation × (1 – discount %)] 

 

Equity % = equity investment/post-money valuation 
 

If the notes convert at a valuation cap, 

 

Post-money shares = (existing shares + note holder shares)/(1 − equity investment/post-money valuation) 

 

where 

 

Note holder shares = (principal + interest)/note holder share price 

 

Note holder share price = valuation cap/existing shares 

 

Proofs of both of these formulas appear in Appendix 3 for interested readers.  
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Example 6.2 

Recognition Designs raises $500,000 from investors in the form of a convertible note with 6% simple interest and a 20% discount. 

One year later, the company raises a $1 million Series Seed round at a $4 million pre-money valuation. The pre-money cap table is 

shown in Figure 6.4. 

 

 

Figure 6.4 Pre-money cap table for Example 6.2. 

 

Accrued interest = principal × (interest rate/days per year) × days outstanding  

           = $0.5 million × (0.06/365) × 365  

           = $0.03 million 

 

 Principal + interest = $0.5 million + $0.03 million            

                                 = $0.53 million 

 

Fixed Pre-Money Valuation 

 

Series Seed share price = pre-money valuation/existing shares = $4 million/10 million = $0.40 

 

Series Seed shares = Series Seed investment/Series Seed share price = $1 million/0.40 = 2.5 million 

 

Note holder share price = equity share price × (1 − discount %) = $0.40 × (1 − 0.20) = $0.32 

 

Note holder shares = (principal + accrued interest)/note holder share price = $0.53 million/$0.32 = 1,656,250 
 

The post-money cap table is shown in Figure 6.5. 

 

 

Figure 6.5 Post-money cap table for example assuming that notes convert using fixed pre-money valuation 

method. 

 

Fixed Post-Money Valuation 

 

Post-money valuation = pre-money valuation + Series Seed investment = $4 million + $1 million = $5 million 

 

Post-money shares = existing shares/(1 − note % − equity %) 

Shareholder 

Common  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Ownership Percentage 

Founders 10,000,000 10,000,000 100.0% 

Total 10,000,000 10,000,000 100.0% 

Shareholder 

Common  

Shares 

Series Seed  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Ownership Percentage 

Founders 10,000,000 10,000,000 70.6% 

Note holders 1,656,250 1,656,250 11.7% 

Series Seed Investors 2,500,000 2,500,000 17.7% 

Total 10,000,000 4,156,250 14,156,250 100.0% 
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where 

 

Note % = (principal + interest)/[post-money valuation × (1 − discount %)] 

 

Equity % = equity investment/post-money valuation 

 

Post-money shares = 10 million/{1 − $0.53 million/[$5 million × (1 – 0.20)] − $1 million/$5 million} = 14,981,273 

 

Series Seed share price = post-money valuation/post-money shares = $5 million/14,981,273 = $0.33 

 

Series Seed shares = Series Seed investment/Series Seed share price = $1 million/$0.33 = 2,996,255 

 

Note holder share price = Series Seed share price × (1 − discount %) = $0.33 × (1 − 0.20) = $0.27 

 

Note holder shares = (principal + interest)/note holder share price = $0.53 million/$0.27 = 1,985,019 

 

The post-money cap table is shown in Figure 6.6. 

 

Figure 6.6 Post-money cap table for example using the fixed pre-money valuation method for note conversions.  

 

When the notes convert concurrent with the new equity investment, the Founders, Katie and Henry, maintain 70.6% 

ownership. When the notes convert prior to valuing the equity investments, Katie and Henry own 66.8%. In summary, 

when the notes convert prior to the new investment, the equity investors invest at a lower share price, and existing 

shareholders experience more dilution.  

 
Example 6.3 

Wolverine Bio raises two SAFEs: a $100,000 Pre-Seed SAFE with a $2 million cap and 20% discount and a $500,000 Seed SAFE with a 

$4 million cap and 20% discount. Both SAFEs select between their caps and a 20% discount. Neither accrues interest. Wolverine Bio 

next raises a $3 million Series A with a $12 million pre-money valuation. The pre-money cap table is shown in Figure 6.7. 

 

 

Figure 6.7 Pre-money cap table for Example 6.3. 

 

Since both caps are less than the $9.6 million discounted valuation [$12 million × (1 − 0.8)], both SAFEs convert at their caps.  

 

Shareholder 

Common  

Shares 

Series Seed  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Ownership Percentage 

Founders 10,000,000 10,000,000 66.8% 

Note holders 1,985,019 1,985,019 13.3% 

Series Seed Investors 2,996,255 2,996,255 20.0% 

Total 10,000,000 4,981,273 14,981,273 100.0% 

Shareholder 

Common  

Shares Options 

Fully Diluted  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Ownership Percentage 

Founders 5,000,000 5,000,000 83.3% 

Option Pool 1,000,000 1,000,000 16.7% 

Total 5,000,000 1,000,000 6,000,000 100.0% 
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Fixed Pre-Money Valuation 

 

Pre-Seed investor share price = valuation cap/existing shares = $2 million/6 million = $0.33 

 

Pre-Seed investor shares = (principal + interest)/Pre-Seed investor share price = ($0.1 million + $0)/$0.33 = 300,000 

 

Seed investor share price = valuation cap/existing shares = $4 million/6 million = $0.67 

 

Seed investor shares = (principal + interest)/Seed investor share price = ($0.5 million + $0)/$0.67 = 750,000 

 

Series A share price = pre-money valuation/existing shares = $12 million/6 million = $2.00 

 

Series A investor shares = Series A investment/Series A share price = $3 million/$2.00 = 1.5 million 

 

The post-money cap table is shown in Figure 6.8. 

 

 

Figure 6.8 Post-money cap table for Example 6.3 assuming fixed pre-money valuation. 

 

Fixed Post-Money Valuation 

The fact that both SAFEs convert at their cap simplifies the calculation. The calculation assumes the two SAFEs convert prior to 

pricing Series A, so 

 

Pre-Seed investor share price = valuation cap/existing shares = $2 million/6 million = $0.33 

 

Pre-Seed investor shares = (principal + interest)/Pre-Seed investor share price = ($0.1 million + $0)/$0.33 = 300,000 

 

Seed investor share price = valuation cap/existing shares = $4 million/6 million = $0.67 

 

Seed investor shares = (principal + interest)/Seed investor share price = ($0.5 million + $0)/$0.67 = 750,000 

 

Series A share price = pre-money valuation/(existing shares + Pre-Seed investor shares + Seed investor shares) 

                  = $12 million/(6 million + 300,000 + 750,000) = $1.70 

 

Series A share = Series A investment/Series A share price = $3 million/$1.70 = 1,762,500 

 

The post-money cap table is shown in Figure 6.9. 

 

Shareholder 

Common  

Shares Options 

Series A  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Ownership Percentage 

Founders 5,000,000 5,000,000 58.5% 

Option Pool 1,000,000 1,000,000 11.7% 

Pre-Seed Investors 300,000 300,000 3.5% 

Seed Investors 750,000 750,000 8.8% 

Series A Investors 1,500,000 1,500,000 17.5% 

Total 5,000,000 1,000,000 2,550,000 8,550,000 100.0% 
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Figure 6.9 Post-money cap table for Example 6.3 with fixed post-money valuation. 

 

Other Scenarios 

It’s easy to imagine scenarios with multiple notes or SAFEs where the securities convert in sequence instead of 

converting simultaneously. For instance, suppose that the Pre-Seed SAFE converts before the Seed SAFE. This rarely 

occurs in practice, but it’s worth a brief digression to illustrate the potential impact.   

 

Suppose that the Pre-Seed SAFE converts prior to the Seed SAFE. 

 

Pre-Seed investor share price = valuation cap/existing shares = $2 million/6 million = $0.33 

 

Pre-Seed investor shares = (principal + interest)/Pre-Seed investor share price = ($0.1 million + $0)/$0.33 = 300,000 
 

The cap for the Seed SAFE is divided by the existing shares and shares issued to Pre-Seed investors to determine a 

conversion price. 

 

Seed investor share price = valuation cap/(existing shares + Pre-Seed investor shares) = $4 million/(6 million + 

300,000) = $0.63 

 

Seed investor shares = (principal + interest)/Seed investor share price = ($0.5 million + $0)/$0.63 = 787,500 

 

Series A share price = pre-money valuation/(existing shares + Pre-Seed investor shares + Seed Investor shares) 

                  = $12 million/(6 million + 300,000 + 787,500) = $1.693 

 

Series A shares = Series A investment/Series A share price = $3 million/$1.693 = 1,771,875 

 

The post-money cap table is shown in Figure 6.10.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.10 Post-money cap table for Example when SAFEs convert in sequence with Seed converting first.  

Shareholder

Common 

Shares Options

Series A 

Shares

Fully-Diluted 

Shares

Fully-Diluted 

Ownership Percentage

Founders 5,000,000 5,000,000 56.7%

Available Options 1,000,000 1,000,000 11.3%

Pre-Seed Investors 300,000 300,000 3.4%

Seed Investors 750,000 750,000 8.5%

Series A Investors 1,762,500 1,762,500 20.0%

Total 5,000,000 1,000,000 2,812,500 8,812,500 100.0%

Shareholder

Common 

Shares Options

Series A 

Shares

Fully-Diluted 

Shares

Fully-Diluted 

Ownership Percentage

Founders 5,000,000 5,000,000 56.4%

Available Options 1,000,000 1,000,000 11.3%

Pre-Seed Investors 337,500 337,500 3.8%

Seed Investors 750,000 750,000 8.5%

Series A Investors 1,771,875 1,771,875 20.0%

Total 5,000,000 1,000,000 2,859,375 8,859,375 100.0%
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Option Pool Refresh and Note Conversion 
So far this chapter has addressed option pool refreshes and note conversions independently. However, it is very 

common that both occur in the same financing round. The most common case is pre-money valuation that assumes 

conversion of notes and  an option pool refresh. As in previous cases, it’s helpful to begin by determining the total 

post-money shares and then backing into the other relevant figures. Appendix 3 derives the formula. The result is 

 
Post-money shares = (existing shares − available options)/(1 − note % − equity % − target option pool %) 

 

where 

 

Note % = (principal + interest)/[post-money valuation × (1− discount %)] 

 

Equity % = equity investment/post-money valuation 

 

Think of note % and equity % as the percentage of fully diluted shares owned by the note holders and equity 

investors, respectively, after the new financing.  

 

Example 6.4 

Panda Life Sciences issues $300,000 in convertible notes on January 1, 2016. The notes accrue interest at 8% annually and carry a 

30% discount. On July 1, 2017, the company closes a $3 million Series Seed financing round at a $7 million pre-money valuation. The 

valuation assumes conversion of the notes and creation of a 12% option pool. The pre-money cap table is shown in Figure 6.11. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.11 Pre-money cap table for Example 6.4. 

 

Accrued interest = principal x (interest rate / days per year) x days outstanding  

            = $0.3 million × (0.08/365) × (July 1, 2017 − January 1, 2016) = $0.3 million × (0.08/365) × 547 = $35,967 

 

Principal + interest = $300,000 + $35,967 = $335,967 

 

Post-money shares = (existing shares − available options)/(1 − note % − equity % − target option pool %) 

 

Note % = (principal + interest)/[post-money valuation × (1− discount %)] = $335,967/[$10 million × (1− 0.30)] 

 

Equity % = equity investment/post-money valuation = $3 million/$10 million 

 

Target option pool % = 0.12 

 

Post-money shares = 4 million/{1− $335,967/[$10 million × (1− 0.30)] − $3 million/$10 million − 0.12} = 7,518,731 

 

Series Seed share price = post-money valuation/post-money shares = $10 million/7,518,731 = $1.330 

 

Series Seed shares = Series Seed investment/Series Seed share price = $3 million/$1.330 = 2,255,619 

 

Note holder share price = Series Seed share price × (1 − discount %) = $1.330 × (1 − 0.30) = $0.931 

 

Note holder shares = (principal + interest) / note holder share price = $335,967/$0.931 = 360,864 

 

Shareholder 

Common  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Ownership Percentage 

Founders 4,000,000 4,000,000 100.0% 

Total 4,000,000 4,000,000 100.0% 
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Post-money option pool = post-money shares × target option pool % = 7,518,731 × 0.12 = 902,248 

 

The post-money cap table is shown in Figure 6.12 

 

 

 

Figure 6.12 Post-money cap table for Example 6.4. 

 

Liquidation Preference Overhang 

The liquidation preference for a class of preferred shares is defined as a multiple of the original purchase price paid by 

the equity investors. However, note holders convert their notes at a discount to the original purchase price. If not 

explicitly specified, they receive a liquidation preference greater than the price they paid per share. This is called 

liquidation preference overhang. Example 6.5 illustrates the concept, 

 
Example 6.5 

Pear Co. raises a $500,000 convertible note with 8% simple interest. In twelve months, the principal plus accrued interest of $540,000 

converts into a Series Seed financing round with a 25% discount to the Series Seed offering price of $2.00 per share. The note 

holders convert at $1.50 per share [$2.00 × (1 − 0.25)] and receive 360,000 shares ($540,000/$1.50). 

 

The Series Seed liquidation preference is defined as 1× the Series Seed original purchase price ($2.00 per share). The note holders 

invested $500,000, but they are entitled to a liquidation preference of $720,000(360,000 shares × $2.00 per share). Instead of a 1× 

liquidation preference on their invested capital – as intended – the note holders receive a 1.44× preference ($720,000 liquidation 

preference/$500,000 investment).  

 

The problem worsens when notes convert at a cap. Imagine the notes convert at a $3 million cap and the equity round has $12 

million pre-money valuation. The note holders effectively receive a 4× liquidation preference, not including the impact of interest. 

 

Liquidation preference overhang is particularly damaging when the notes convert into a participating preferred 

security because participating preferred shareholders receive a liquidation preference and participate with common 

stock. If the preferred shares accrue cumulative dividends, the redemption value inflates further because dividends 

accrue on an inflated base. 

 

Mark Suster from Upfront Ventures wrote an excellent blog post this topic titled, “One Simple Paragraph Every 

Entrepreneur Should Add to Their Convertible Notes.” He explores the issue in detail and suggests that Founders add 

the following paragraph to their convertible notes to avoid any ambiguity at conversion: 

 

“Financing Conversion Securities” means securities with identical rights, privileges, preferences and restrictions as the 

Qualified Financing Securities issued to new investors in a Qualified Financing, other than (A) the per share liquidation 

preference, which will be equal to (i) the Note Conversion Price at which this Note is converted, multiplied by (ii) any 

liquidation preference multiple granted to the Qualified Financing Securities (i.e., 1×, 2×, etc. of the purchase price), (B) 

the conversion price for purposes of price-based antidilution protection, which will equal the Note Conversion Price, 

and (C) the basis for any dividend rights, which will be based on the Note Conversion Price. 

 

Shareholder

Common 

Shares Options

Series Seed 

Shares

Fully-Diluted 

Shares

Fully-Diluted 

Ownership Percentage

Founders 4,000,000 4,000,000 53.2%

Availble Options 902,248 902,248 12.0%

Noteholders 360,864 360,864 4.8%

Series Seed Investors 2,255,619 2,255,619 30.0%

Total 4,000,000 902,248 2,616,483 7,518,731 100.0%
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There are several ways to handle liquidation preference overhang. This is not intended as legal advice. It’s very 

important for Founders to consult legal counsel to determine the best treatment for their particular business.  

 

 Issue a “shadow” class of preferred stock with the same rights and privileges granted to the equity investors, 

but a lower stated original purchase price. Applied to Example 6.4, issue the equity investors Series Seed 

shares with a $2.00 per share original purchase price and liquidation preference. Issue the note holders 

Series Seed 1 shares that have identical to rights to the Series Seed shares but a $1.50 per share original 

purchase price and liquidation preference. This introduces a layer of complexity to the deal documents and 

cap table but is generally not overly burdensome.  

 

This method still provides a slight overhang because the accrued interest also converts to shares. However, 

the issue is commonly handled using this method. Applied to Example 6.5, multiplying the $1.50 original 

purchase price by the 360,000 shares received by the note holders yields a $540,000 liquidation preference, 

which exceeds the $500,000 initially invested by the note holders. To limit the liquidation preference to the 

amount of the initial investment, divide the initial investment by the number of shares received on 

conversion to set the price to apply to the liquidation preference. Then the liquidation preference per share 

is $1.39 ($500,000/360,000). 

 

 Issue only enough preferred shares to the note holders to provide a 1× liquidation preference, and issue the 

remainder in common stock. The note holders receive the same ownership percentage on a fully diluted 

basis but don’t have an inflated liquidation preference. In Example 6.5, rather than receiving 360,000 shares 

of Series Seed, the note holders receive 250,000 shares of Series Seed with a $2.00 per share liquidation 

preference ($500,000 investment/$2.00 per share liquidation preference) and 110,000 shares of common 

(360,000 total shares − 250,000 Series Seed shares). The drawback to this approach is that it introduces 

investors to the pool of common shareholders. This can complicate matters that require shareholder 

approval. The investors and Founders may hold different positions on a matter, but the investors vote with 

the common shares and can potentially influence the vote in their favor.   

 

Summary 

 

 The option pool refresh and conversion of outstanding convertible notes have an impact on the treatment of 

pre-money valuation. It is important to communicate clearly with investors to ensure alignment when 

discussing valuation. 

 

 The option pool refresh can occur pre-money or post-money.  Pre-money is most common.  

o In a pre-money refresh, the company reserves new options before pricing the round, diluting 

existing shareholders and reducing the share price for investors.  

o In a post-money option pool refresh, the company reserves new options concurrent with the 

closing of the round, diluting both existing shareholders and investors.  

 

 Convertible notes are commonly treated in two ways: concurrent conversion (fixed pre-money valuation) or 

pre-money conversion (fixed post-money valuation).  Pre-money conversion (i.e. fixed post-money valuation) 

is most common. 

o The fixed pre-money valuation method assumes that the notes convert concurrent with the new 

investment, diluting existing shareholders and investors.  

o The fixed post-money valuation method assumes that the notes convert prior to pricing the round. 

This dilutes the existing shareholders and results in a lower share price for the investors. 
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 When converting notes at a discount or valuation cap, it is important to include language to prevent 

liquidation preference overhang. Liquidation preference overhang occurs when shares purchased at a 

discount maintain the per-share liquidation preference of other, full-priced shares in the round. This results 

in the note investors having a liquidation preference exceeding their invested capital.  

 

Tips 

 

 Understand a potential investor’s assumptions around note conversion and option pool refresh when 

discussing valuation. In most cases, investors assume that the conversion and option pool refresh occur pre-

money (i.e., the share price is pre-money valuation divided by existing shares plus shares issued to note 

holders plus shares reserved for option pool refresh). 

 Always ask investors to include a pro forma post-financing cap table in their term sheet to ensure that 

everyone has the same understanding of the post-financing ownership structure under the proposed terms. 

 When issuing convertible notes, include language in the notes to prevent liquidation preference overhang 

when the notes convert to equity.  

 

It’s time to dig deeper into preferred stock. Chapter 5 introduced three types of preferred stock and the basic shapes 

of their waterfalls. Chapter 7 describes how to generate the waterfalls for each type when only a single class of 

preferred stock has been issued.  Chapter 8 tackles generating waterfalls for multiple classes of preferred stock.  
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Chapter 7 – Generating Waterfalls for Preferred Stock 

 

Chapter 5 introduced preferred stock and the general shapes of the waterfalls for different types of preferred stock. 

The actual shape of each waterfall varies on a case-by-case basis and is influenced by such things as liquidation 

preference and the investor’s fully diluted ownership percentage. It’s important to learn the process for producing 

basic waterfalls to understand specific deals under consideration. This chapter provides step-by-step instructions for 

generating waterfalls for each type of preferred stock, assuming a single class of preferred stock issued.  

In this chapter, readers will learn 

 How to create waterfalls for nonparticipating preferred stock 

 How to create waterfalls for participating preferred stock 

 How to create waterfalls for capped participating preferred stock 

 
In the following examples, the cap table in each case is identical, but the type of preferred stock is different. This leads 

to substantially different waterfalls. The intent of this chapter is to illustrate high-level concepts. Each example makes 

the following simplifying assumptions: 
 

 Only one class of preferred stock  

 No dividends 

 No debt 

 All options fully vested, in the money, and the holders pay the strike price in cash.  

 

Assuming that options are fully vested and in the money serves two purposes. First, it simplifies the calculations. 

Second, and perhaps more importantly, it provides the worst-case scenario for Founder dilution. 

 

Nonparticipating Convertible Preferred  
A representative waterfall for nonparticipating preferred stock is shown in Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1 Representative waterfall for nonparticipating preferred stock. 

 

The preferred shareholders convert their shares to common stock if the return they receive by converting exceeds 

their liquidation preference. Specifically, they convert when 

 

Preferred value if converted to common > liquidation preference 

 

where  

 

Preferred value if converted to common = total equity value × preferred fully diluted ownership % 

 

Total equity value × preferred fully diluted ownership % > liquidation preference 

 

Solve for total equity value: 

 

Conversion point = liquidation preference/preferred fully diluted ownership % 

 
As discussed in Chapter 5, the waterfall for nonparticipating preferred forms three segments. Each segment yields a 

different formula for the value of the preferred.  
 
Segment 1: Total Equity Value Less than Liquidation Preference 
Assuming a single class of preferred stock, the preferred shareholders receive the greater of their liquidation 

preference or the total equity value. When total equity value is less than the liquidation preference, the proceeds are 

insufficient to satisfy the liquidation preference, and the preferred shareholders receive all available proceeds. 
 
Preferred value = total equity value 

 
Segment 2: Total Equity Value Between Liquidation Preference and Conversion Point 
If the total equity value is greater than the liquidation preference but less than the conversion point, the preferred 

shareholders receive their liquidation preference. 
 
Preferred Value = liquidation preference 
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Segment 3: Total Equity Value Exceeds Conversion Point  
After the preferred shareholders convert their shares to common stock, they receive their pro rata portion of the 

proceeds available to common shareholders. For a single class of preferred stock, this equals their pro rata percentage 

of the total equity value.  
 
Preferred value = total equity value × preferred fully diluted ownership % 

 

Example 7.1 
South Street Ventures invests $5 million into WexTech for Series A nonparticipating preferred stock with a 1× liquidation preference. 

After the financing, South Street Ventures owns 25% of the equity on a fully diluted basis.  
 
Series A liquidation preference = $5 million 

Using the above-mentioned formulas, the Series A conversion point is 
 

Series A conversion point = Series A liquidation preference/Series A fully diluted ownership % = $5 million/0.25 = $20 million 
 
For total equity value less than $5 million (Series A liquidation preference), 

 

Series A value = total equity value 

 

Common value = 0 

 

For total equity value between $5 million (Series A liquidation preference) and $20 million (Series A conversion point), 

 

Series A value = Series A liquidation preference = $5 million 

 

Common value = total equity value − Series A liquidation preference = total equity value − $5 million 

 

For total equity value exceeding $20 million (Series A conversion point), 

 

Series A value = total equity value × Series A fully diluted ownership % = total equity value × 0.25 

 

Common value = total equity value × common fully diluted ownership % = total equity value × 0.75 

 

The waterfall is shown in Figure 7.2. 
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Figure 7.2 Waterfall for Example 7.1. 

 

Participating Convertible Preferred  
As discussed previously, non-participating preferred shareholders choose between their liquidation preference and 

converting to common.  Participating preferred shareholders don’t have to choose. They receive their liquidation 

preference and share in the remaining proceeds as if converted to common stock. As discussed in Chapter 5, in the 

rare case of an IPO, participating preferred may be forced to convert to common at the QPO threshold. An acquisition 

does not trigger automatic conversion.  

 

Acquisition (Most Common Scenario) 

It’s important to note that few companies achieve an IPO. Thus, in most cases when building hypothetical waterfalls 

it’s best to ignore mandatory conversion of participating preferred stock. The benefit is twofold. First, it simplifies the 

calculations significantly. Second, it describes the worst-case return for Founders because participating preferred 

shareholders continue to receive liquidation preference and participate with common. It is better to be pleasantly 

surprised by a higher-than-expected return if an IPO triggers mandatory conversion than vice versa. In most cases, the 

waterfall describing participating preferred forms two segments, as shown in Figure 7.3.  
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Figure 7.3 Representative waterfall for participating preferred stock assuming an acquisition or other scenario that 

does not trigger mandatory conversion. 

 

Segment 1: Total Equity Value Less than Liquidation Preference 
As in the case of nonparticipating preferred, 

 

Preferred value = total equity value 

 
Segment 2: Total Equity Value Exceeds Liquidation Preference  
Assuming that total equity value exceeds the liquidation preference, 
 
Preferred value = liquidation preference + (total equity value − liquidation preference) × preferred fully diluted 

ownership % 

 

Qualified Public Offering (Uncommon Scenario) 

In the rare case of an IPO that triggers mandatory conversion, the waterfall forms three segments, as shown in Figure 

7.4. The calculations in this scenario are slightly more complicated.  
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Figure 7.4 Representative waterfall for participating preferred stock for an IPO that triggers mandatory conversion.   

 

Segment 1: Total Equity Value Less than Liquidation Preference 
As in the case of nonparticipating preferred, 

 

Preferred value = total equity value 

 
Segment 2: Total Equity Value Between Liquidation Preference and QPO Conversion Point  
Assuming that total equity value exceeds the liquidation preference but doesn’t exceed the QPO threshold, the 

preferred shareholders receive 
 
Preferred value = liquidation preference + (total equity value − liquidation preference) × preferred fully diluted 

ownership % 
 

The QPO conversion point occurs when 

 

Preferred value = QPO return 

 

Liquidation preference + (total equity value − liquidation preference) × preferred fully diluted ownership % = QPO 

return 

 

where QPO return = QPO multiple × original investment 
 

Solving for total equity value yields 

 

QPO conversion point = (QPO return − liquidation preference)/preferred fully diluted ownership % + liquidation 

preference 

 
Segment 3: Total Equity Value Exceeds QPO Conversion Point 
For total equity values greater than the QPO conversion point, the participating preferred shares must convert to 

common stock. Thus, for a single class of preferred, the preferred shareholders receive their pro rata portion of the 

total proceeds. 
 
Preferred value = total equity value × preferred fully diluted ownership % 
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Example 7.2 
South Street Ventures makes the same investment described in Example 7.1 but in the form of participating preferred with a 5× QPO 

threshold. This is the last example to consider mandatory conversion of participating preferred stock. Future examples ignore 

mandatory conversion in a QPO because it is uncommon and introduces unnecessary complications into the calculations.  
 
Ignoring Mandatory Conversion 

For total equity value less than $5 million (Series A liquidation preference), 

 

Series A value = total equity value 

 

Common value = 0 

 

For total equity value between $5 million (Series A liquidation preference) and $85 million (QPO conversion point), 

 

Let LPA = Series A liquidation preference 

 

Series A value = LPA + (total equity proceeds − LPA) × Series A fully diluted ownership % 

        = $5 million + (total equity proceeds − $5 million) × 0.25 

 

Common value = (total equity value − LPA) × common fully diluted ownership % 

          = (total equity value − $5 million) × 0.75 

 

The waterfall is shown in Figure 7.5 

 

 
 

Figure 7.5 Waterfall for Example 7.2 ignoring mandatory conversion. 
 

Including Mandatory Conversion 

The QPO threshold occurs when the total return to South Street Ventures equals the QPO return. 

 

QPO return = QPO multiple × original investment = 5 × $5 million = $25 million  

 
Let LPA = Series A liquidation preference.  

 
QPO conversion point = (QPO return − LPA)/Series A fully diluted ownership % + LPA 

      = ($25 million − $5 million)/0.25 + $5 million = $85 million 
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For total equity value less than $5 million (Series A liquidation preference), 

 

Series A value = total equity value 

Common value = 0 

 

For total equity value between $5 million (Series A liquidation preference) and $85 million (QPO Conversion Point) 

 

Series A value = LPA + (total equity proceeds − LPA) × Series A fully diluted ownership % 

        = $5 million + (total equity proceeds − $5 million) × 0.25 

 

Common value = (total equity value − LPA) × common fully diluted ownership % 

          = (total equity value − $5 million) × 0.75 

 

For total equity value exceeding $85 million (QPO conversion point), 

 

Series A value = total equity value × Series A fully diluted ownership % = total equity value × 0.25 

 

Common value = total equity value × common fully diluted ownership % = total equity value × 0.75 

 

The waterfall is shown in Figure 7.6 
 

 

 

Figure 7.6 Waterfall for Example 7.2 assuming mandatory conversion at QPO threshold. 

 

Capped Participating Preferred  

 
A representative waterfall for capped participating preferred stock is shown in Figure 7.7. Capped participating 

preferred is similar to participating preferred, but the cap limits the preferred proceeds to a multiple of the initial 

investment. The investor receives her liquidation preference and participates with common stock, but only until her 

proceeds equal the cap value. When the proceeds the investor would receive by converting to common stock exceed 

the cap, she converts to common stock. 
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Figure 7.7 Representative waterfall for capped participating preferred stock.  

 
Segment 1: Total Equity Value Less than Liquidation Preference 
As for the other types of preferred stock, 

 

Preferred value = total equity value 

 
Segment 2: Total Equity Value Between Liquidation Preference and Cap Point 

Assuming the total equity value exceeds the liquidation preference but doesn’t trigger the participation cap, the 

proceeds paid to the preferred shareholders are identical to those paid for participating preferred. 
 
Preferred value = liquidation preference + (total equity value − liquidation preference) × preferred fully diluted 

ownership % 

 

To calculate the equity value that triggers the participation cap, 
 

Preferred value = cap return  

 

Liquidation preference + (total equity value − liquidation preference) × preferred fully diluted ownership % = cap 

return 

 

where Cap return = cap multiple × original investment 

 

Solving for total equity value, 

 

Cap point = (cap return − liquidation preference)/preferred fully diluted ownership % + liquidation preference 

The math is identical to determining the QPO conversion point for participating preferred stock.  

Segment 3: Total Equity Value Between Cap Point and Conversion Point 

The participation cap limits the preferred proceeds until the preferred shareholders convert to common stock. Thus 
 
Preferred value = cap return 

 

To calculate the conversion point, 
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Cap return = preferred value if converted to common 

 

Cap return = total equity value × preferred fully diluted ownership % 

 

Solving for total equity value, 

 

Conversion point = cap return/preferred fully diluted ownership % 

 
Segment 4: Total Equity Value Exceeds Conversion Point 
For total equity value greater than the conversion point, the preferred shares convert to common stock. For a single 

class of preferred stock, the shareholders receive their pro rata portion of the total proceeds.  
 
Preferred value = total equity value × preferred fully diluted ownership % 

 
Example 7.3 
South Street Ventures makes the same investment as described in Examples 7.1 and 7.2, but in the form of capped participating 

preferred with a 3× cap. Calculate the cap point and conversion point. 

 

Let LPA = Series A liquidation preference  
 
Cap return = cap multiple × original investment = 3 × $5 million = $15 million  

Cap point = (cap return – LPA)/Series A fully diluted ownership % + LPA  

= ($15 million − $5 million)/0.25 +$5 million = $45 million 

Conversion point = cap return/preferred fully diluted ownership % = $15 million/0.25 = $60 million 

 

For total equity value less than $5 million (Series A liquidation preference), 

 

Let LPA = Series A liquidation preference  
 

Series A value = total equity value 

 

Common value = 0 

 

For total equity value between $5 million (Series A Liquidation Preference) and $45 million (cap point), 

 

Series A value = LPA + (total equity proceeds − LPA) × Series A fully diluted ownership % 

        = $5 million + (total equity proceeds - $5 million) × 0.25 

 

Common value = (total equity value − LPA) × common fully-diluted ownership % 

          = (total equity value − $5 million) × 0.75 

 

 

For total equity value between $45 million (cap point) and $60 million (conversion point), 

 

Series A value = cap return = $15 million 

 

Common value = total equity value − cap return = total equity value − $15 million 

 

For total equity value exceeding $60 million (conversion point), 

 

Series A value = total equity value × Series A fully diluted ownership % = total equity value × 0.25 

 

Common value = total equity value × common fully diluted ownership % = total equity value × 0.75 

 

The waterfall is shown in Figure 7.8. 
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Figure 7.8 Waterfall for Example 7.3. 

 

The waterfalls for the Series A investors for Examples 7.1–7.3 are shown on the same chart in Figure 7.9.  

 

 

 

Figure 7.9 Comparison of waterfalls for three different types of preferred stock in Examples 7.1–7.3., ignoring QPO 

conversion for participating preferred stock 
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Common value = total equity value − preferred value 

 
The Founders’ proceeds are shown in Figure 7.10.  
  

 
 

Figure 7.10 Table of Founders’ proceeds for the three different types of preferred stock in Examples 7.3–7.5. 

 

As mentioned earlier, it is critically important to understand the differences between the types of preferred stock. 

They can yield dramatic differences in proceeds received by the Founders. Consider one more example to drive the 

point home. 
 
Example 7.4 
Consider two different scenarios. In each case, Chestnut Ventures invests $5 million for Series A preferred stock. Scenario 1 is 

nonparticipating preferred stock with a 1× liquidation preference. Scenario 2 is participating preferred stock with a 3× liquidation 

preference. The post-money cap table is shown in Figure 7.11. 
 

 

Figure 7.11 Post-money cap table for Example 7.4. 

 

  

Total Equity 

Value

Non-Participating 

Preferred

Participating 

Preferred

Capped Participating 

Preferred 

$0.0M $0.0M $0.0M $0.0M

$5.0M $0.0M $0.0M $0.0M

$10.0M $5.0M $3.8M $3.8M

$15.0M $10.0M $7.5M $7.5M

$20.0M $15.0M $11.3M $11.3M Non-Participating Preferred Converts to Common

$25.0M $18.8M $15.0M $15.0M

$30.0M $22.5M $18.8M $18.8M

$35.0M $26.3M $22.5M $22.5M

$40.0M $30.0M $26.3M $26.3M

$45.0M $33.8M $30.0M $30.0M Capped Participating Preferred Cap Triggered

$50.0M $37.5M $33.8M $35.0M

$55.0M $41.3M $37.5M $40.0M

$60.0M $45.0M $41.3M $45.0M Capped Participating Preferred Converts to Common

$65.0M $48.8M $45.0M $48.8M

$70.0M $52.5M $48.8M $52.5M

$75.0M $56.3M $52.5M $56.3M

$80.0M $60.0M $56.3M $60.0M

$85.0M $63.8M $60.0M $63.8M

$90.0M $67.5M $63.8M $67.5M

$95.0M $71.3M $67.5M $71.3M

$100.0M $75.0M $71.3M $75.0M

Shareholders 

Fully Diluted  

Shares 

Fully Diluted Ownership  

Percentage 

Founders 1,500,000 75.0% 

Chestnut Ventures 500,000 25.0% 

Total 2,000,000 100.0% 
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Scenario 1: Nonparticipating Preferred with 1× Liquidation Preference 

 
Conversion point = Series A liquidation preference/Series A fully diluted ownership %  

           = $5 million/0.25 = $20 million 
 
For total equity value less than $5 million (Series A liquidation preference), 
 

Series A value = total equity value 

 
Common value = 0 
 

For total equity value between $5 million (Series A liquidation preference) and $20 million (conversion point), 
 

Series A value = Series A liquidation preference = $5 million 
 

Common value = total equity value − Series A liquidation preference = total equity value - $5 million 

 
For total equity value exceeding $20 million (conversion point), 

 
Series A value = total equity value × Series A fully diluted ownership % = total equity value × 0.25 
 

Common value = total equity value × common fully diluted ownership % = total equity value × 0.75 
 
Scenario 2: Participating Preferred with 3× Liquidation Preference 

Series A liquidation preference = 3 × $5 million = $15 million 
 

For total equity value less than $15 million (Series A liquidation preference), 
 

Preferred value = total equity value 
 

Common value = 0 
 

For total equity value greater than $15 million (Series A liquidation preference), 

 

Let LPA = Series A liquidation preference 

 

Series A value = LPA + (total equity value − LPA) × Series A fully diluted ownership % 

        = $15 million + (total equity value − $15 million) × 0.25  
 

Common value = (total equity value − LPA) × common fully diluted ownership % 

                          = (total equity value - $15 million) × 0.75 

 

Comparisons of the Founders’ outcomes for the two different scenarios are shown in Figure 7.12. 
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Figure 7.12 Founders’ proceeds for the two scenarios in Example 7.4. 

 

A 3× liquidation preference is highly uncommon, but this extreme example emphasizes the point that considering the 

cap table in isolation is deceiving. The economics of the two securities in this example are dramatically different even 

though the valuations and cap tables are identical.  

 

This chapter dealt with waterfalls for a single class of preferred stock. In real life, most companies raise multiple 

rounds of funding. Chapter 8 introduces the procedure for creating waterfalls for multiple classes of preferred stock.  

 

Summary 

 
 Nonparticipating preferred shareholders choose between their liquidation preference and converting to 

common stock. They choose to convert when the proceeds received by converting exceed the liquidation 

preference.  

o To create a waterfall for nonparticipating preferred stock, start by determining the conversion point. 

For a single class of preferred stock, 

 

Conversion point = liquidation preference/fully diluted ownership % 

 

o For equity values less than the liquidation preference, preferred shareholders receive 100% of the 

proceeds. 

o For equity values greater than the liquidation preference but less than the conversion point, the 

preferred shareholders receive their liquidation preference. 

o For equity values greater than the conversion point, preferred shareholders convert to common 

stock and receive their pro rata portion of the total equity value.  

 

 Participating preferred shareholders receive their liquidation preference and their pro rata portion of the 

remaining proceeds as if they converted to common stock.  
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o Participating preferred stock is forced to convert to common stock in a public offering where its 

proceeds exceed a predetermined threshold called the QPO threshold, typically expressed as a 

multiple of the initial investment. For a single class of preferred stock, 

 

QPO conversion point = (QPO return − LP)/preferred fully diluted ownership % + LP 

 

where QPO return = QPO multiple × original investment, and LP stands for liquidation preference. 

 

Note that acquisitions do not trigger mandatory conversion of participating preferred, and this 

book largely ignores mandatory conversion.  

For equity values less than the liquidation preference, participating preferred shareholders receive 

100% of the proceeds.  

o For equity values greater than the liquidation preference, they receive their liquidation preference 

plus their pro rata portion of what remains after paying the liquidation preference.  

o In rare cases, a QPO triggers mandatory conversion. For equity values greater than the QPO 

conversion point, participating preferred shareholders convert to common stock and receive their 

pro rata portion of the total equity value. 

 

 Capped participating preferred stock behaves similar to participating preferred stock, but the cap limits 

participating proceeds. Capped participating preferred can yield an additional return by converting to 

common stock.  

o The cap return is a multiple of the initial investment. For a single class of preferred stock, 

 
Cap point = (cap return − LP)/preferred fully diluted ownership % + LP 

 

where cap return = cap multiple × original investment, and LP stands for liquidation preference.  
 

o Capped participating preferred can yield a return in excess of the cap by converting to common 

stock. For a single class of preferred stock, capped participating preferred converts to common 

stock when 

 
Conversion point = (participation cap multiple × initial investment)/fully diluted ownership % 

o For equity values less than the liquidation preference, capped participating preferred shareholders 

receive 100% of the proceeds.  

o For equity values greater than the liquidation preference but less than the cap point, they receive 

their liquidation preference plus their pro rata portion of what remains after paying the liquidation 

preference.  

o For equity values greater than the cap point but less than the conversion point, the capped 

participating preferred shareholders receive cap return. 

o For equity values that exceed the conversion point, capped participating preferred shareholders 

convert to common stock and receive their pro rata portion of the total equity value. 

  

 For classes of preferred stock that accrue dividends, replace “liquidation preference” in the above-mentioned 

formulas with “redemption value.” The redemption value is the sum of the liquidation preference and 

accrued but unpaid dividends.  

 

Most startups raise multiple rounds of funding before reaching profitability or exit. Thus, Founders should understand 

the implications of issuing multiple classes of preferred stock. Chapter 8 introduces the procedure for creating 

waterfalls for a company that has issued multiple classes of preferred stock.  
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Chapter 8 – Waterfalls for Multiple Classes of Preferred Stock  

Most startups require multiple rounds of funding to reach profitability or exit. Therefore, it’s worth understanding how 

to generate waterfalls for multiple classes of preferred stock.  

 

This is where calculations become complicated.  Multiple classes of preferred stock means multiple liquidation 

preferences and influence from multiple investors. This increased complexity creates more opportunities for Founders 

accept unfavorable terms without realizing. 

 

In most cases, companies raising their second (or third) round of funding have an experienced financial professional 

on the team and can lean on sophisticated prior investors to help work through these issues. However, it’s still 

important to understand the key points at a high level. 
 

In this chapter, readers will learn 

 
 Seniority of liquidation preferences 

 How to determine conversion order 

 The procedure for creating waterfalls for multiple classes of preferred stock 

 The procedure for creating waterfalls for multiple classes of preferred stock with dividends 

 

Seniority of Liquidation Preferences 
Chapter 5 discussed the concept of liquidation preference seniority. The company’s Articles of Incorporation describe 

the seniority of liquidation preferences and procedure for distributing proceeds.  

 

As a brief recap, the most recently issued class of preferred stock has the most senior liquidation preference. If the 

company reaches a liquidity event and the proceeds are insufficient to satisfy all the liquidation preferences, the most 

senior preference must be satisfied first.  

 

Consider a company that has raised Series A, Series B, and Series C financing rounds. Series C is senior to Series B and 

Series A. Series B is senior to Series A. If the company liquidates and none of the classes of preferred converts to 

common stock, 

 

Series C value = min(Series C liquidation preference, total equity value) 

 

where min denotes taking the minimum value of the set of numbers  

 

In other words, Series C receives the lesser of its liquidation preference and the total equity value. Let LPN represent 

the liquidation preference for Series N, where N = Seed, A, B, C, etc. Now, 

 

Series B value = min(LPB, total equity value − LPC) 

 

Series A value = min(LPA , total equity value − LPC − LPB) 

 

Common value = max(0, total equity value − LPC − LPB − LPA) 

 

where max denotes taking the maximum value of the set of numbers.  
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In other words, at most, common stock receives what remains after paying all the liquidation preferences.  

 

Sometimes liquidation preferences are pari passu (“on equal footing”). In that case, instead of one class receiving its 

full preference before the others receive anything, the classes split available proceeds pro rata based on liquidation 

preference. Consider a company that raised Series A, Series B, and Series C financing rounds. All three classes of 

preferred stock are pari passu. If the company liquidates and none of the classes of preferred stock converts to 

common stock, 

 

Series C value = min(total equity proceeds × LPC/total liquidation preference) 

 

Series B value = min(total equity proceeds × LPB/total liquidation preference) 

 

Series A value = min(total equity proceeds × LPA/total liquidation preference) 

 

where 

 

Total liquidation preference = LPA + LPB + LPC 

 

Determining Conversion Order 
After understanding the seniority of liquidation preferences, the next key step is to determine the order in which the 

different classes of preferred convert to common stock. The concept is similar to options with different strike prices, 

as explained in Example 3.8. 
 
Borrowing terminology from Merick et al. (Venture Capital and the Finance of Innovation), it’s easy to determine the 

conversion order by examining the redemption value per share (RVPS). It’s helpful to think of the RVPS as the 

maximum amount the preferred shareholders can receive per share if they do not convert to common stock. Thus 

they only convert to common stock when converting yields proceeds in excess of their RVPS.  

 

For nonparticipating preferred stock, 

 

RVPS = liquidation preference per share + dividends per share 
 

For capped participating preferred, 

 

RVPS = cap return per share = cap multiple × original share price 

 

In the case of nonparticipating preferred and capped participating preferred, the preferred shareholders voluntarily 

convert. Participating preferred, however, never has the financial incentive to convert and converts only if forced by 

the mandatory conversion trigger in a QPO. Given the rarity of IPOs, this chapter assumes that participating preferred 

never converts to common stock. This assumption has two benefits: it simplifies the math, and it yields a more 

conservative estimate of the Founders’ potential proceeds in an exit.  

 

Determining the conversion order is simple. Determine the RVPS for each class of preferred as described earlier. 

Classes of stock convert in order of their RVPS in ascending order. The class with the lowest RVPS converts first.   
 
After determining the conversion order, the process for determining the various conversion points is the same as that 

described in Chapter 7. However, there are two additional details to consider:  

 

 There are multiple liquidation preferences to account for. 

 

 The pool of common shares (and shares participating with common stock) grows as additional classes of 

preferred convert to common. For a given total equity value, it’s important to understand which classes of 
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preferred stock receive a liquidation preference and which classes participate with common stock. This is 

easier to understand through concrete examples. Examples 8.1 and 8.2 illustrate these ideas before returning 

to a more general description of the procedure.   

.  

Example 8.1 

KGM, Inc., raises two financing rounds: 

 

Series Seed: 500,000 shares at $2.00 per share, 1× liquidation preference, nonparticipating preferred, no dividends 
Series A: 1 million shares at $5.00 per share, 1× liquidation preference, nonparticipating preferred, no dividends 
 
Series A is senior to Series Seed. In other words, the Series A must receive its liquidation preference before the Series Seed receives 

any proceeds. The post-money cap table is shown in Figure 8.1. 
 

 

Figure 8.1 Post–Series A cap table for Example 8.1 

 

Series Seed RVPS = Series Seed liquidation preference + Series Seed dividends = 1 × $2.00 + 0 = $2.00 
Series A RVPS = Series A liquidation preference + Series A dividends = 1 × $5.00 + 0 = $5.00  
 
Because Series Seed RVPS is less than Series A RVPS, Series Seed converts to common stock first.  

 

Let LPSeed = Series Seed liquidation preference and LPA = Series A liquidation preference 
 
The logic described in Chapter 7 is unchanged. Series Seed converts to common stock when converting yields proceeds greater than 

its liquidation preference. However, now it’s necessary to account for Series A’s senior liquidation preference. Because Series Seed 

converts before Series A, only Series Seed and common stock participate in the common value at the Series Seed conversion point. 

Series Seed converts when  
 
(Total equity value – LPA) × Seed shares/(Seed shares + Common shares) > LPSeed 

Solving for total equity value,  

 

Series Seed conversion point = LPSeed/[Seed shares/(Seed shares + common shares)] + LPA 

 

For simplicity, common shares include the option pool. Assume that all options are exercised and in the money because this 

provides the worst-case scenario for Founder dilution and simplifies the calculation.  

 

Series Seed conversion point = $1 million/[500,000/(500,000 + 3 million)] + $5 million = $12 million 

Determine the Series A conversion is determined in a similar manner. Because Series A is the last class of preferred stock to convert, 

there are no additional liquidation preferences to consider. Furthermore, because Series Seed converts to common stock when 

Series A converts, all shares are part of the pool of common shares.  

 

Total equity value × Series A fully diluted ownership % > LPA 

 

Shareholder 
Common  

Shares Options 
Series Seed  

Shares 
Series A  
Shares 

Fully Diluted  
Shares 

Fully Diluted  
Ownership Percentage 

Founders 2,500,000 2,500,000 55.6% 

Option Pool 500,000 500,000 11.1% 

Series Seed Investors 500,000 500,000 11.1% 

Series A Investors 1,000,000 1,000,000 22.2% 

Total 2,500,000 500,000 500,000 1,000,000 4,500,000 100.0% 
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Solving for total equity value, 

 

Series A conversion point = LPA/Series A fully diluted ownership % = $5 million/0.22 = $22.5 million 

 
For total equity value less than $5 million (LPA), the proceeds are insufficient to satisfy all the liquidation preferences. Series A has the 

most senior liquidation preference. Series A receives 100% of the proceeds, and Series Seed and common receive nothing.  

 
Series A value = total equity value 
 

Series Seed value = 0 
 

Common value = 0 
 
For total equity value between $5 million (LPA) and $6 million (LPA + LPSeed), the value is sufficient to satisfy the Series A liquidation 

preference but not the full Series Seed liquidation preference. Neither class converts to common stock. Thus Series A shareholders 

receive 100% of their preference, and the Series Seed shareholders receive the remainder. Common shareholders receive nothing.  

 
Series A value = LPA = $5 million 
 

Series Seed value = (total equity value − LPA) = (total equity value − $5 million) 
 

Common value = 0 
 
For total equity value between $6 million (LPA + LPSeed) and $12 million (Series Seed conversion point), the proceeds are sufficient to 

satisfy the Series Seed and Series A liquidation preferences, but neither class has converted to common stock. Both classes of 

preferred receive their liquidation preference, and the common shareholders receive the remainder.  

 
Series A value = LPA = $5 million 
 

Series Seed value = LPSeed= $1 million 

 
Common value = (total equity value − LPA − LPSeed) 

          = total equity value − $5 million − $1 million = total equity value − $6 million 
 
For total equity value between $12 million (Series Seed conversion point) and $22.5 million (Series A conversion point), Series Seed 

converts to common stock and thus no longer receives its liquidation preference. Series A does not convert and still receives its 

liquidation preference. Thus the pool of common shareholders consists of the common and Series Seed.  

 
Series A value = LPA= $5 million 

 
Series Seed value = (total equity value − LPA) × [Series Seed shares/(common shares + Series Seed shares)] 

             = total equity value − $5 million) × [500,000/(500,000 + 3 million)]  

             = (total equity value − $5 million) × 0.143 
 

Common value = (total equity value − LPA) × [common shares/(common shares + Series Seed shares)] 

          = (total equity value − $5 million) x [3 million/(500,000 + 3 million)] = (total equity value − $5 million) × 0.857 
 
For total equity value exceeding $22.5 million (Series A conversion point), Series Seed and Series A both convert to common stock. 

The pool of common stock contains all shares, and each class of shares receives its pro rata percentage of the total equity value.  

 
Series A value = total equity value × Series A fully diluted ownership % = total equity value × 0.222 

 
Series Seed value = total equity value × Series Seed fully diluted ownership % = total equity value × 0.111 

 
Common value = total equity value × common fully diluted ownership % = total equity value 0.667 
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The waterfalls for all three classes of stock are shown in Figure 8.2.  
 

 

 

Figure 8.2 Waterfall for Example 8.1. 

 

Example 8.2 
Assume identical details to Example 8.1, but Series A is participating preferred. Now Series A shares participate in addition to 

receiving a liquidation preference and must be considered in the pool of common stock. As before, Series Seed has the lowest RVPS 

and converts first.  

 

Let LPSeed = Series Seed liquidation preference and LPA = Series A liquidation preference 
 

Series Seed converts to common when: 

 

Series Seed value if converted to common > LPSeed 

 

Because Series Seed converts before Series A, Series A still receives its liquidation preference when Series Seed converts. 

 

(Total equity value – LPA) × Seed shares/(common shares + Seed shares + Series A shares) > LPSeed 

 

Solving for total equity value, 

 

Series Seed conversion point = LPSeed/Series Seed fully diluted ownership % + LPA 

 

Series Seed conversion point = $1 million/0.111 + $5 million = $14 million 
 
For total equity value less than $5 million (LPA), the proceeds are insufficient to satisfy all the liquidation preferences. Series A has the 

most senior liquidation preference. Series A receives 100% of the proceeds, and Series Seed and common stock receive nothing.  

 
Series A value = total equity value 
 

Series Seed value = 0 
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Common value = 0 
 
For total equity value between $5 million (LPA) and $6 million (LPA + LPSeed), the value is sufficient to satisfy the Series A liquidation 

preference but not the full Series Seed liquidation preference. Thus Series A shareholders receive 100% of their preference, and 

Series Seed shareholders receive the remainder. Common shareholders receive nothing.  

 
Series A value = LPA = $5 million 
 

Series Seed value = (total equity value − LPA) = total equity value − $5 million 
 

Common value = 0 
 
For total equity value between $6 million (LPA + LPSeed) and $14 million (Series Seed conversion point), the proceeds are sufficient to 

satisfy the Series Seed and Series A liquidation preferences, and neither class has converted to common stock. Both classes of 

preferred receive their liquidation preference. Series A shareholders and common shareholders participate in what remains after 

paying the Series A and Series Seed liquidation preferences.  

 

Series A value = LPA + (total equity value − LPA − LPSeed) × [Series A shares/(Series A shares + common shares)] 

        = $5 million + (Total equity value − $5 million − $1 million) × [1 million/ (1 million + 3 million)]  

        = $5 million + (total equity value − $6 million) × 0.25 

 
Series Seed value = LPSeed = $1 million 

 
Common value = (total equity value − LPA − LPSeed.) × [common shares/(common shares + Series A shares)]  

          = (total equity value − $5 million − $1 million) [3 million/(1 million + 3 million)]  

          = (total equity value − $6 million) × 0.75 
 
For total equity value greater than $14 million (Series Seed conversion point), Series Seed converts to common stock and no longer 

receives its liquidation preference. Series A does not convert and still receives its liquidation preference. Series A, Series Seed, and 

common stock all share in what remains after paying the Series A liquidation preference.  

 

Series A value = LPA + (total equity value − LPA.) × Series A fully diluted ownership % 

        = $5 million + (total equity value − $5 million) × 0.222 

 

Series Seed value = (total equity value − LPA) × Series Seed fully diluted ownership %  

             = (total equity value − $5 million) × 0.111 

 
Common value = (total equity value − LPA) × common fully diluted ownership %  

          = (total equity value − $5 million) × 0.667 
 
The waterfalls for all three classes of stock are shown in Figure 8.3.  
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Figure 8.3 Waterfall for Example 8.2.  

 

General Procedure for Nonparticipating Preferred 

As described in Chapter 7, nonparticipating preferred converts to common stock when 

 

Preferred value if converted to common > liquidation preference 

 

Now preferred value if converted to common is slightly more complicated due to additional classes of preferred 

stock.  

 

Preferred value if converted to common = (total equity value − sum of other liquidation preferences) × preferred % of 

common stock 

 

Sum of other liquidation preferences is the sum of liquidation preferences for any classes of preferred stock that 

haven’t converted to common stock yet (i.e., the classes of preferred stock with a greater RVPS).  

 

Preferred % of common stock = shares of preferred stock in class/total shares participating with common stock 

 

Conversion occurs when 

 

(Total equity value − sum of other liquidation preferences) × preferred % of common > liquidation preference 

 

Conversion point = liquidation preference/preferred % of common + sum of other liquidation preferences 

 

General Procedure for Participating Preferred 
As described in Chapter 7, participating preferred converts to common stock only in the rare case of a QPO. For 

simplicity’s sake, assume that participating preferred never converts. 

 

General Procedure for Capped Participating Preferred 
As described in Chapter 7, capped participating preferred is subject to a cap and converts to common stock when 

converting yields proceeds that exceed the cap. The formulas are now slightly more complicated. The cap is triggered 

when 
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Liquidation preference + (total equity value − sum of other liquidation preferences) × preferred % of common = cap 

return 

 

Cap point = (cap return − liquidation preference)/preferred % of common + sum of other liquidation preferences  

 

Capped participating preferred converts to common stock when 

  

Preferred value if converted to common > cap return 

 

(Total equity value − sum of other liquidation preferences) × preferred % of common > cap return 

 

Solving for total equity value, 

 

Conversion point = cap return/preferred % of common + sum of other liquidation preferences 

 

Multiple Classes of Preferred Stock with Dividends 

Dividends add another wrinkle. Remember, the RVPS for each class of preferred stock determines the conversion 

order. RVPS for nonparticipating preferred depends on liquidation preference and dividends. As dividends accrue, 

RVPS changes. This can lead to situations where the conversion order changes over time. Example 8.3 illustrates this 

point. 
 
Example 8.3 
BrookeSoft raises a Series A financing at $3.00 per share with 8% cumulative dividends and a Series B at $4.00 per share with no 

dividends. Both classes of stock are nonparticipating preferred with 1× liquidation preference. Remember that 
 
RVPS = liquidation preference per share + dividends per share 
 
Thus 
 

Series A RVPS = Series A liquidation preference per share + Series A dividends per share 

        = 1 × Series A share price + Series A share price × Dividend % × (days/365)  

        = 1 × $3.00 + $3.00 × 0.08 × (days/365)  
        = $3.00 + $0.24 × (days/365) 
 
Series B RVPS = Series B liquidation preference per share + Series B dividends per share 
        = 1 × Series B share price + Series B share price × dividend % × (days/365)  

        = 1 × $4.00 + $4.00 × 0 × (Days/365)  
        = 1 × $4.00 + $4.00 × 0 × (days/365) = $4.00 
 
The conversion order depends on the days elapsed since the Series A financing. Before Series A accrues a significant amount in 

dividends, it converts first. However, after Series A accrues enough dividends that its RVPS exceeds the Series B RVPS, Series B 

converts first. Setting the two RVPS values equal to one another illustrates the idea. 
 
Series A RVPS = Series B RVPS 
$3.00 + $0.24 × (days/365) = $4.00 

 

Subtract $3.00 from both sides: 
 

$0.24 × (days/365) = $1.00 

 

Divide both sides by $0.24: 
 

Days/365 = $1.00/$0.24 

 

Solve for days: 
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Days = 365 × ($1.00/$0.24) = 1,520 days (approximately 4.16 years)  
Thus, within the first 1,520 days after Series A financing, Series A converts first. Beyond 1,520 days, Series B converts first. After 

determining the conversion order, the other calculations follow the same procedure laid out in Examples 8.1 and 8.2.  
 

Summary 

 

 To create waterfalls for multiple classes of preferred stock, begin by understanding the seniority of 

liquidation preferences. 

 

 Next, determine the conversion order (i.e., the order in which different classes convert to common stock). 

The redemption value per share (RVPS) dictates the conversion order. Classes of preferred stock convert in 

order of their redemption value per share in ascending order. 

o RVPS for nonparticipating preferred = liquidation preference per share + dividends per share. 

o RVPS for capped participating preferred = cap multiple × original purchase price. 

 

 After determining the conversion order, determine the relevant conversion points (and cap points if dealing 

with capped participating preferred). Then the procedure for generating the waterfall is similar to that 

described for a single class of preferred stock with two complications.  

o There are multiple liquidation preferences to keep account of.  

o The pool of common shares – and shares participating with common shares – grows as additional 

classes of preferred convert to common. For any given total equity value, it is important to 

understand which classes of preferred stock receive a liquidation preference and which classes 

participate with common stock. 

  

The final topic before diving into step-by-step examples is application of antidilution protection. The introduction of 

antidilution protection in Chapter 5 made a few simplifying assumptions. Chapter 9 removes these assumptions and 

illustrates how antidilution protection is applied in practice.  
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Chapter 9 – Advanced Topics in AntiDilution Protection 

The earlier discussion of antidilution protection simplified matters by providing the share price for the new financing 

triggering the antidilution protection. In reality, the pre-money fully diluted share count has an impacts on the share 

price paid by the new investors and antidilution protection changes the fully diluted share count. The logic is circular. 

The issue is resolved with a little bit of algebra, explained in this chapter and Appendix 4.  
 

In this chapter, readers will learn 
 

 How to calculate share price with full-ratchet antidilution protection 

 How to calculate share price with broad-based weighted-average antidilution protection 

 How to calculate share price with narrow-based weighted-average antidilution protection 

Antidilution protection isn’t always applied to the letter of the law. In many down rounds, the new investors and 

existing shareholders negotiate the terms. The new investors often hold more leverage than existing investors and 

accept that dilution is a better choice for management and existing investors than letting the company run out of 

money. Furthermore, antidilution protection for investors means additional dilution for the Founders, and neither 

existing investors nor the new investors want to dilute management and employees to the point of reducing their 

motivation.  
 

Full Ratchet 
Assume that a Series B offering triggers full-ratchet antidilution protection on Series A. The post-money shares 

following Series B are 
 
Post-money fully diluted shares = pre-money fully diluted shares + Series B fully diluted shares 

 

Pre-money fully diluted shares = common shares + Series A fully diluted shares 

 

For simplicity, assume that common shares include options. 
 
The full-ratchet antidilution protection adjusts the conversion price for Series A shares to equal the original purchase 

price for Series B shares. Thus 
 
Series A fully diluted shares = Series A investment/Series A conversion price = Series A investment/Series B share 

price 
 

The algebra gets a little ugly, but the result as follows. For interested readers, a detailed derivation of this formula 

appears in Appendix 4. Post-money shares refers to the fully diluted shares after completion of the Series B financing 

and adjustment of the Series A conversion price. 

 

Post-money shares = common shares/(1 − Series A investment/Series B post-money valuation − Series B 

investment/Series B post-money valuation) 
 

Thus 

 

Series B share price = Series B post-money valuation/post-money shares 
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Broad-Based Weighted Average 
The same circular logic described earlier also applies to weighted-average antidilution protection. It’s possible to 

solve using the same approach. The algebra is even more complicated than the full-ratchet case and appears in 

Appendix 4. The result is that 

  

Post-money shares = /  

 

where 



 = common shares + (Series A investment × pre-money fully diluted shares)/ 

 

 = [1− (Series A investment × Series B %)/− Series B %] 

 

where 

 

Series B % = Series B investment/Series B post-money valuation 



= Series A purchase price × (fully diluted pre-money shares + Series B investment/Series A purchase price)

 

Narrow-Based Weighted Average  
The process for narrow-based weighted-average anti-dilution protection is similar. 

 

Post-money shares = /  

 

where 



 = common shares + (Series A investment × Series A pre-money fully diluted shares)/ 



 = [1 – (Series A investment × Series B %)/− Series B %] 

 

where 

 

Series B % = Series B investment/Series B post-money valuation



= Series A purchase price × (Series A pre-money fully diluted shares + Series B investment/Series A purchase price)
 

Summary 

 
 Antidilution protection is more complicated than it may appear at first glance. There is circular logic involved. 

The antidilution adjustment depends on the new offering share price. But the new offering share price 

depends on the number of existing shares, which depends on the antidilution adjustment. A little bit of 

algebra – described in Appendix 4 – solves the problem.  

 
 In practice, existing investors often waive or negotiate antidilution rights as a concession to bring new 

investors into the deal.  

 

This concludes the general overview of concepts and calculations. Readers now possess all the tools to understand 

and evaluate the financial terms of a financing deal. Part III ties everything together by walking through step-by-step 

examples. Each of the examples in Chapters 10–12 walks through the first several financing transactions of a 

hypothetical company.  
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Part III 

Detailed Examples 
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Chapter 10 – Step-by-Step Example 1 
 

Shannon and Matt are the Founders of Astoria, Inc., and own 1,2 million and 800,000 shares, respectively. The pre-

money cap table is shown in Figure 10.1. 

 

 

Figure 10.1 Pre-money cap table for Step-by-Step Example 1. 

 

On January 15, 2017, Astoria, Inc., raises $200,000 from Neha in the form of a convertible note. Neha’s note accrues 

8% simple interest, and features a 20% conversion discount, mandatory conversion in the event of a financing of at 

least $2 million, and a $5 million valuation cap.  
 
On July 23, 2017, Astoria, Inc., receives a term sheet for a $2.25 million Series Seed round led by Garden Way 

Ventures. The term sheet assigns a $3.75 million pre-money valuation. The pre-money valuation includes creation of a 

15% option pool and conversion of Neha’s note. The Series Seed is capped participating preferred stock with a 3× 

cap and noncumulative dividends.  
 
The Series A term sheet follows. This term sheet is based on the National Venture Capital Association (NVCA) model 

term sheet. For simplicity, this term sheet omits nonfinancial terms that don’t affect the current discussion.  

  

Shareholder 

Common  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Ownership Percentage 

Matt  800,000 40.0% 

Shannon 1,200,000 60.0% 

Total 2,000,000 100.0% 
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TERM SHEET 
FOR SERIES SEED PREFERRED STOCK FINANCING OF 

Astoria, Inc. 
July 23, 2017 

 
This Term Sheet summarizes the principal terms of the Series Seed Preferred Stock Financing of Astoria, Inc., a 

Delaware corporation (the “Company”). In consideration of the time and expense devoted and to be devoted by the 

Investors with respect to this investment, the No Shop/Confidentiality and Counsel and Expenses provisions of this 

Term Sheet shall be binding obligations of the Company whether or not the financing is consummated. No other legally 

binding obligations will be created until definitive agreements are executed and delivered by all parties. This Term Sheet 

is not a commitment to invest, and is conditioned on the completion of due diligence, legal review, and documentation 

that is satisfactory to the Investors. This Term Sheet shall be governed in all respects by the laws of Delaware. 
 

Offering Terms 

 
 

Closing Date: As soon as practicable following the Company’s acceptance of this Term Sheet and satisfaction of 

the Conditions to Closing (the “Closing”).  

Investors: Garden Way Ventures: $2,250,000 

Amount 

Raised: 
$2,458,285 including $208,285 from the conversion of principal and interest on convertible notes. 

 

Price per 

Share: 
$1.295 per share (based on the capitalization of the Company set forth below) (the “Original 

Purchase Price”). 

Pre-Money 

Valuation: 
The Original Purchase Price is based upon a fully diluted pre-money valuation of $3,750,000 

(including an employee pool representing 15% of the fully diluted post-money capitalization) and 

a fully diluted post-money valuation of $6,000,000.    

Dividends: Dividends will be paid on the Series Seed Preferred on an as-converted basis when, as, and if paid 

on the Common Stock. 

Liquidation 

Preference: 

 

In the event of any liquidation, dissolution, or winding up of the Company, the proceeds shall be 

paid as follows: 

First pay one (1) times the Original Purchase Price plus declared and unpaid dividends on each share 

of Series Seed Preferred. Thereafter, Series Seed Preferred participates with Common Stock pro rata 

on an as-converted basis until the holders of Series Seed Preferred receive an aggregate of three 

(3) times the Original Purchase Price (including the amount paid pursuant to the preceding 

sentence). 

A merger or consolidation (other than one in which stockholders of the Company own a majority 

by voting power of the outstanding shares of the surviving or acquiring corporation) and a sale, 

lease, transfer, exclusive license or other disposition of all or substantially all of the assets of the 

Company will be treated as a liquidation event (a “Deemed Liquidation Event”), thereby triggering 

payment of the liquidation preferences described above.  
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Begin by determining accrued interest on Neha’s note.  

 
Accrued interest = principal × (interest rate/days per year) × days outstanding 

             = $200,000 × (0.08/365) × (July 23, 2017 – January 15, 2017) = $200,000 × (0.08/365) × 189 = $8,285 

 

Principal + accrued interest = $200,000 + $8,285 = $208,285 

 

The $2.25 million Series Seed offering exceeds the $2 million mandatory conversion threshold, so Neha’s note 

converts into Series Seed shares. Since the $3.75 million pre-money valuation is less than the $5 million valuation cap 

on Neha’s note, her $208,285 of principal and interest converts at a 20% discount to the Series Seed price.  
 
The note conversion and option pool are both factored into the pre-money valuation. To determine the Series Seed 

share price, fix the post-money valuation at $6 million (i.e., $3.75 million pre-money + $2.25 million investment). Then 

determine the total post-money shares and work backwards to determine to the option pool and share price.  

 

As shown in Chapter 6 and Appendix 3, 

 

Post-money shares = (existing shares − available options)/(1 − note % − equity % − target option pool %) 

 

where 

 

Note % = (principal + accrued interest)/[post-money valuation × (1− discount %)] 

 

Equity % = equity investment/post-money valuation  

 

Post-money shares = (2 million − 0)/{1 − 0.15 − $208,285/[$6 million × (1− 0.20)] − $2.25 million/$6 million} = 

4,663,842 

 

Post-money option pool = post-money shares × target option pool % = 4,663,842 × 0.15 = 695,076 
 

Series Seed share price = post-money valuation/post-money shares = $6 million/4,663,842 = $1.295 

 

Series Seed investor shares = Series Seed investment/Series Seed share price = $2.25 million/$1.295 = 1,737,691 

 

Note holder share price = Series Seed share price × (1 − discount %) = $1.295 × (1 − 0.20) = $1.036 

 

Note holder shares = note $/note holder share price = $208,825/$1.036 = 201,075 

 

The post-money cap table is shown in Figure 10.2. Note that there were no terms to prevent liquidation preference 

overhang from Neha’s note. Thus, she is entitled to a $260,356 ($1.295 Series Seed share price × 201,075 shares) 

liquidation preference on a $200,000 initial investment.  
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Figure 10.2 Post-money cap table for Step-by-Step Example 1. 

 

The Series Seed preferred is capped participating preferred stock. To generate the waterfall, begin by determining the 

cap point and conversion point. Neha and Garden Way Ventures have identical shares, so treat them as a single class.  

 

LPSeed = Series seed liquidation preference = 1 × 1,938,766 × $1.295 = $2.51 million 

 

Cap return = cap multiple × Series Seed shares × Series Seed share price = 3 × 1,938,766 × $1.295 = $7.53 million 

 

Cap point = (cap return − LPSeed)/Series Seed fully diluted % + LPSeed 

   = ($7.53 million − $2.51 million)/(1,938,766/4,663,842) + $2.51 million = $14.51 million 

 

Conversion point = cap return/Series Seed fully diluted % = $7.53 million/(1,938,766/4,663,842) = $18 million 
 

Knowing the cap point and conversion point, follow the procedure from Chapter 6 to generate the waterfall. For 

simplicity, assume that all options are in the money and exercised for cash. This provides the worst-case scenario for 

Founder dilution.  Count the options among the common shares.  

 

For Total Equity Value Less than $2.51 Million (LPSeed) 

The value is insufficient to satisfy the Series Seed liquidation preference. Series Seed receives 100% of the proceeds, 

and common stock receives nothing. 

 

Series Seed value = LPSeed = $2.51 million 

 

Common value = 0 

 

For Total Equity Value Between $2.51 Million (LPSeed) and $14.51 million (Cap Point) 

Series Seed has not reached its participation cap. Series Seed receives its liquidation preference and its pro rata 

portion of the remaining proceeds as if converted to common stock. Common stock receives its pro rata portion of 

what remains after paying the Series Seed liquidation preference.  

 

Series Seed value = LPSeed + (total equity value − LPSeed) × Series Seed fully diluted % 

               = $2.51 million + (total equity value − $2.51 million) × (1,938,766/4,663,842) = $2.51 million + (total  

                   − $2.51 million) × 0.418 

 

Common value = (total equity value − LPSeed) × common fully diluted % 

           = (total equity value − $2.51 million) × (2 million + 695,076)/4,663,842  

          = (total − $2.51 million) × 0.582 

 

  

Shareholders 

Common  

Shares Options 

Series Seed  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Ownership Percentage 

Matt  800,000 800,000 17.3% 

Shannon 1,200,000 1,200,000 25.9% 

Option Pool 695,076 695,076 15.0% 

Note holders 201,075 201,075 4.3% 

Garden Way Ventures 1,737,691 1,737,691 37.5% 

Total 2,000,000 695,076 1,938,766 4,633,842 100.0% 
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For Total Equity Value Between $14.51 Milion (Cap Point) and $18 Million (Series Seed Conversion Point) 

The Series Seed cap is triggered. Series Seed shareholders receive the cap return, and the common shareholders 

receive the remainder.  

 

Series seed value = cap return = $7.53 million 

 

Common value = total equity value − cap return = total equity value − $7.53 million 

 

For Total Equity Value Exceeding $18 Million (Series Seed Conversion Point) 

Series Seed converts to common stock. Series Seed and common stock both receive their pro rata portion of the total 

equity value. 

 

Series Seed value = total equity value × Series Seed fully diluted % = total equity value × (1,938,766/4,663,842)  

               = total equity value × 0.418 

 

Common value = total equity value × common fully diluted % = total equity value × (2 million + 695,076)/4,663,842 

            = total equity value × 0.582 
 

The waterfall is shown in Figure 10.3. 
 

 
 

Figure 10.3 Waterfall for Step-by-Step Example 1. 
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Chapter 11 – Step-by-Step Example 2 

 

Jermaine, Binyam, and Sara are the Founders of BuyCycle, Inc. The company’s prefinancing cap table is shown in 

Figure 11.1 
 

 

Figure 11.1 Pre-money cap table for Step-by-Step Example 2. 

 

On January 1, 2015, BuyCycle, Inc., raises $350,000 in convertible debt from three angel investors named Kevin, 

Christy, and Keisha. The notes carry 8% simple interest and a $12 million valuation cap. The notes convert with a 

staggered discount: 10% within the first 12 months, 20% at between 12 and 24 months, and 30% beyond 24 months. 

The note documents contain the following clause to eliminate liquidation preference overhang: 
 
If this note converts at a price higher than the cap that you have been given you agree that in the conversion of the 

note into equity you agree to allow your stock to be converted such that you will receive no more  than a 1× 

liquidation preference plus any agreed interest. 
 
On March 15, 2017, the company raises a $5 million Series A at a $10 million pre-money valuation led by Ellsworth 

Venture Partners. The Series A preferred is participating preferred stock with a 1× liquidation preference and 4× QPO 

threshold. The option pool is refreshed to 10% of the post-money capitalization. The option pool refreshes and note 

conversions both occur pre-money.  

 

The company creates a separate class of stock for the note holders called Series A-1.  Series A-1 is identical to Series 

A preferred in every regard, except it has a different conversion price (original purchase price) to avoid liquidation 

preference overhang when the note holders convert their shares.   
 
The Series A term sheet follows. This term sheet is based on the National Venture Capital Association (NVCA) model 

term sheet. For simplicity, this term sheet omits nonfinancial terms that don’t affect to the current discussion.  

 

  

Shareholder 

Common  

Shares Options 

Fully Diluted  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Ownership Percentage 

Founders 4,600,000 4,600,000 92.0% 

Option Pool 400,000 400,000 8.0% 

Total 4,600,000 400,000 5,000,000 100.0% 
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TERM SHEET 
FOR SERIES A PREFERRED STOCK FINANCING OF 

BuyCycle, Inc. 
 

This Term Sheet summarizes the principal terms of the Series A Preferred Stock Financing of BuyCycle, Inc.., a 

Delaware corporation (the “Company”). In consideration of the time and expense devoted and to be devoted by the 

Investors with respect to this investment, the No Shop/Confidentiality and Counsel and Expenses provisions of this 

Term Sheet shall be binding obligations of the Company whether or not the financing is consummated. No other legally 

binding obligations will be created until definitive agreements are executed and delivered by all parties. This Term Sheet 

is not a commitment to invest, and is conditioned on the completion of due diligence, legal review and documentation 

that is satisfactory to the Investors. This Term Sheet shall be governed in all respects by the laws of Delaware. 
 

Offering 
Terms 

 

Closing Date: As soon as practicable following the Company’s acceptance of this Term Sheet and satisfaction of 

the Conditions to Closing (the “Closing”).  

Investors: Ellsworth Venture Partners: $5,000,000 

Amount 

Raised: 
$5,411,677 including $411,677 from the conversion of principal and interest on convertible notes. 

Price per 

Share: 
$1.720 per share (based on the capitalization of the Company set forth below) (the “Original 

Purchase Price”). 

Pre-Money 

Valuation: 
The Original Purchase Price is based upon a fully diluted pre-money valuation of $10,000,000 

(including an employee pool representing 10% of the fully diluted post-money capitalization) and 

a fully diluted post-money valuation of $15,000,000  

Dividends: The Series A Preferred and Series A-1 Preferred will carry an annual 6% cumulative dividend payable 

upon a liquidation or redemption. For any other dividends or distributions, participation with 

Common Stock on an as-converted basis. 

Liquidation 

Preference: 

 

In the event of any liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the Company, the proceeds shall be 

paid as follows: 

First pay one (1) times the Original Purchase Price plus accrued dividends on each share of Series A 

Preferred and Series A-1 Preferred on a pari passu basis. Thereafter, the Series A Preferred and 

Series A-1 Preferred participates with the Common Stock pro rata on an as-converted basis. 

A merger or consolidation (other than one in which stockholders of the Company own a majority 

by voting power of the outstanding shares of the surviving or acquiring corporation) and a sale, 

lease, transfer, exclusive license or other disposition of all or substantially all of the assets of the 

Company will be treated as a liquidation event (a “Deemed Liquidation Event”), thereby triggering 

payment of the liquidation preferences described above. 

First, determine the accrued interest on the notes. 
 
Accrued interest = principal × (annual interest rate/days per year) × days outstanding  

             = $350,000 × (0.08/365) × (March 15, 2017 − January 1, 2015) = $350,000 × (0.08/365) × 804 =  

   $61,677 
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Principal + accrued interest = $350,000 + $61,677 = $411,677 

 
The pre-money valuation of $10 million is less than the $12 million valuation cap, so the notes convert at a discount 

to the $10 million offering price. The notes have been outstanding for over two years. They convert at a 30% discount.  
 
Because the pre-money valuation includes conversion of the notes and option pool refresh, as shown in Chapter 6 

and Appendix 3,  

 
Post-money shares = (existing shares − available options)/(1 − note % − equity % − target option pool %) 

 

where 

 

Note % = (principal + accrued interest)/[post-money valuation × (1− discount %)] 

 

Equity % = equity investment/post-money valuation  
 

Post-money shares = (4,600,000 − 400,000)/{1− 0.10 − $411,677/[$15 million × (1− 0.30)] − $5 million/$15 million} 

  = 8,721,051  
 

Post-money option pool = post-money shares × target option pool % = 8,721,050 × 0.10 = 872,105 

 

Series A share price = post-money valuation/post-money shares = $15 million/8,721,051 = $1.720 

 

Series A shares = Series A investment/Series A share price = $5 million/$1.720 = 2,907,017 

 

Series A-1 share price = note holder share price = Series A share price × (1 − discount %) = $1.720 × (1 − 0.30) 

      = $1.204 

 

Series A-1 shares = (principal + accrued interest)/Series A-1 share price = $411,677/$1.204 = 341,929 

 

The post-money cap table is shown in Figure 11.2, 

 

 

Figure 11.2 Post-money cap table for Step-by-Step Example 2. 

 

The two classes of preferred stock are both participating preferred.  Because mandatory conversion in a QPO is very 

rare, assume that neither class ever converts to common to simplify the calculations and examine the worst-case 

scenario for Founders.  

 

With that assumption, follow the procedures from Chapters 7 and 8 to produce the waterfall. For simplicity, assume 

that all options are in the money and exercised with the strike price paid in cash. This provides the worst-case 

scenario for Founder dilution. Count the options among the common shares. 

 

  

Shareholders

Common 

Shares Options

Series A 

Shares

Series A-1 

Shares

Fully-Diluted 

Shares

Fully-Diluted

 Ownership Percentage

Founders 4,600,000 4,600,000 52.7%

Option Pool 872,105 872,105 10.0%

Note holders 341,929 341,929 3.9%

Series A Investors 2,907,017 2,907,017 33.3%

Total 4,600,000 872,105 2,907,017 341,929 8,721,051 100.0%
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For Total Equity Value Less than $5.412 Million (LPA-1 + LPA) 

The equity proceeds are insufficient to satisfy both liquidation preferences. Series A and Series A-1 are parri passu, so 

they each receive their pro rata portion of the available proceeds, determined based on liquidation preference. 

Common shareholders receive nothing. 

 

LPA-1 = Series A-1 liquidation preference = 1 × $1.204 ×341,929 = $0.412 million 

 

LPA = Series A liquidation preference = 1 × $1.720 × 2,907,017 = $5 million 

 

Series A value = total equity value × LPA/(LPA + LPA-1) 

          = total equity value × $5 million/($5 million + $0.412 million) = total equity value × 0.895 

 

Series A-1 value = total equity value × LPA-1/(LPA + LPA-1) 

             = total equity value × $0.412 million/($5 million + $0.412 million) = total equity value × 0.105 

 

Common value = 0 

 

For Total Equity Value Greater than $5.412 Million (LPA-1 + LPA) 

Series A and Series A-1 both receive their liquidation preference and their pro rata portion of the remaining proceeds 

after the liquidation preferences are paid. Common stock receives its pro rata percentage of the proceeds available 

after paying the Series A and Series A-1 liquidation preferences.  

Series A value = LPA + (total equity value − LPA − LPA-1) × Series A fully diluted %  

          = $5 million + (total equity value − $5 million − $0.412 million) × 0.333  

        = $5 million + (total equity value − $5.412 million) x 0.333 

 

Series A-1 value = LPA-1 + (total equity value − LPA − LPA-1) × Series A-1 fully diluted %  

             = $0.412 million + (total equity value − $5 million − $0.412 million) × 0.039  

                          = $0.412 million + (total equity value − $5.412 million) × 0.039 

 

Common value = (total equity value − LPA − LPA-1) × common fully diluted % 

            = (total equity value − $5 million − $0.412 million) × 0.627  

          = (total equity value − $5.412 million) × 0.627 

 

The waterfall is shown in Figure 11.3. 
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Figure 11.3 Waterfall for Step-by-Step Example 2. 
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Chapter 12 – Step-by-Step Example 3 

Meredith, John, Hope, and Caroline are the Founders of Waldo Robotics. The company has 3 million shares 

outstanding, including a 5% option pool. The pre-money cap table is shown in Figure 12.1. 

 

 

Figure 12.1 Pre-money cap table for Step-by-Step Example 3. 

 

On June 30, 2015, Waldo Robotics raises $575,000 in convertible notes from two angel investors, Ana and Jorge. The 

notes accrue interest at 6% compounded annually and carry a 15% discount and a $4 million valuation cap. The note 

documentation includes the following clause: 

 

If this note converts at a price higher than the cap that you have been given you agree that in the conversion of the 

note into equity you agree to allow your stock to be converted such that you will receive no more than a 1× liquidation 

preference plus any agreed interest. 

 

On August 17, 2016, Waldo Robotics closes a $3.5 million Series A financing from Bradford Woods Capital at an $11.5 

million pre-money valuation. The pre-money valuation assumes the conversion of the notes. Series A is 

nonparticipating preferred with 8% cumulative dividends. The option pool is refreshed to 15% on a post-money basis. 

The option pool refresh is not built into the pre-money valuation.  

 

The company creates a separate class of stock for the note holders called Series A-1.  Series A-1 is identical to Series 

A preferred in every regard, except it has a different conversion price (original purchase price) to avoid liquidation 

preference overhang when the note holders convert their shares.   
 

The Series A term sheet follows. This term sheet is based on the National Venture Capital Association (NVCA) model 

term sheet. For simplicity, this term sheet omits nonfinancial terms that don’t affect the current discussion.  

 

  

Shareholder 

Common  

Shares Options 

Fully Diluted  

Shares 

Fully Diluted  

Ownership Percentage 

Founders 2,850,000 2,850,000 95.0% 

Option Pool 150,000 150,000 5.0% 

Total 2,850,000 150,000 3,000,000 100.0% 
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TERM SHEET 

FOR SERIES A PREFERRED STOCK FINANCING OF 

Waldo Robotics, Inc. 

 

This Term Sheet summarizes the principal terms of the Series A Preferred Stock Financing of Waldo Robotics, 

Inc. a Delaware corporation (the “Company”). In consideration of the time and expense devoted and to be devoted by 

the Investors with respect to this investment, the No Shop/Confidentiality and Counsel and Expenses provisions of this 

Term Sheet shall be binding obligations of the Company whether or not the financing is consummated. No other legally 

binding obligations will be created until definitive agreements are executed and delivered by all parties. This Term Sheet 

is not a commitment to invest, and is conditioned on the completion of due diligence, legal review, and documentation 

that is satisfactory to the Investors. This Term Sheet shall be governed in all respects by the laws of Delaware. 

 

Offering Terms 

 

Closing Date: As soon as practicable following the Company’s acceptance of this Term Sheet and satisfaction of the 

Conditions to Closing (the “Closing”).  

Investors: Bradford Woods Capital: $3,500,000. 

Amount Raised: $4,114,2816 including $614,286 from the conversion of principal and interest on convertible notes. 

Price per Share: $3.833 per share (based on the capitalization of the Company set forth below) (the “Original Purchase 

Price”). 

Pre-Money 

Valuation: 

The Original Purchase Price is based upon a fully diluted pre-money valuation of $11,500,000 and a fully 

diluted post-money valuation of $19,048,322 (including conversion of all outstanding notes an available 

employee pool representing 15% of the fully diluted post-money capitalization) 

Dividends: The Series A Preferred and Series A-1 Preferred will carry an annual 8% cumulative dividend payable 

upon a liquidation or redemption. For any other dividends or distributions, participation with Common 

Stock on an as-converted basis. 

Liquidation 

Preference: 

 

In the event of any liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the Company, the proceeds shall be paid 

as follows: 

First pay one (1) times the Original Purchase Price plus accrued dividends on each share of Series A 

Preferred and Series A-1 Preferred, on a pari passu basis, (or, if greater, the amount that the Series A 

Preferred and Series A-1 Preferred would receive on an as-converted basis). The balance of any proceeds 

shall be distributed pro rata to holders of Common Stock. 

A merger or consolidation (other than one in which stockholders of the Company own a majority by 

voting power of the outstanding shares of the surviving or acquiring corporation) and a sale, lease, 

transfer, exclusive license or other disposition of all or substantially all of the assets of the Company will 

be treated as a liquidation event (a “Deemed Liquidation Event”), thereby triggering payment of the 

liquidation preferences described above. 
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Start by determining how much interest has accrued on the notes. Because the notes accrue compound interest, use 

the formula from Appendix 2. 

 

Principal + interest = principal × (1 + interest rate/compounding period) ^ (compounding period × years 

outstanding) 

 

Years outstanding = (current date − issue date)/365 = (August 17, 2016 − June 30, 2015)/365 = 1.134 

 

Compounding period = 1 for annual compounding; 2 for semiannual compounding 

 

Principal + interest = $575,000 × (1 + 0.06/1) ^ (1 × 1.134) = $614,286 

 

A 15% discount to the $11.5 million pre-money valuation exceeds the $4 million valuation cap on Ana and Jorge’s 

notes, so the notes convert at the cap. The shares received by the note holders are designated Series A-1. Series A-1 

shares are identical to Series A shares, but their liquidation preference is based on the note holder share price to 

eliminate liquidation preference overhang.   

 

Note holder share price = valuation cap/existing shares = $4 million/3 million = $1.33 

 

Note holder shares = (principal + interest)/note holder share price = $614,286/$1.33 = 460,715 

 

The Series A pre-money valuation does not include conversion of outstanding notes.   

 

Series A share price = pre-money valuation/existing shares = $11.5 million/3 million = $3.833 

 

Series A shares = Series A investment/Series A share price = $3.5 million/$3.833 = 913,043 

 

Lastly, calculate the option pool. Using the formula from Chapter 6 and Appendix 3, 

 

Post-money shares = (existing shares − available options + Series A-1 shares + Series A shares)/(1 − target option  

          pool %)  

                  = (3 million −150,000 + 460,715 + 913,043)/(1 − 0.15) = 4,969,127 

 

Post-money option pool = post-money shares × target option pool % = 4,969,127× 0.15 = 745,369 

 

Note that 745,369 represents the total post-money option pool. Because 150,000 options were reserved previously, 

595,369 options are added to the pool (745,369 − 150,000).  

 

The post–Series A cap table is shown in Figure 12.2.  
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Figure 12.2 Post–Series A cap table for Step-by-Step Example 3.  

 

On August 15, 2017, Waldo Robotics closes a $10 million Series B round led by Ellsworth Ventures at $22 million pre-

money valuation. Series B is participating preferred with 8% cumulative dividends. No option pool refresh is required.  

 

The Series B term sheet follows. This term sheet is based on the National Venture Capital Association (NVCA) model 

term sheet. For simplicity, this term sheet omits nonfinancial terms that don’t affect to the current discussion.  

 

  

Shareholders

Common 

Shares Options

Series A 

Shares

Series A-1 

Shares

Fully-Diluted 

Shares

Fully-Diluted

 Ownership Percentage

Founders 2,850,000 2,850,000 57.4%

Option Pool 745,369 745,369 15.0%

Noteholders 460,715 460,715 9.3%

Series A Investors 913,043 913,043 18.4%

Total 2,850,000 745,369 913,043 460,715 4,969,127 100.0%
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TERM SHEET 

FOR SERIES B PREFERRED STOCK FINANCING OF 

Waldo Robotics 

 

This Term Sheet summarizes the principal terms of the Series B Preferred Stock Financing of Waldo Robotics, a 

Delaware corporation (the “Company”). In consideration of the time and expense devoted and to be devoted by the 

Investors with respect to this investment, the No Shop/Confidentiality and Counsel and Expenses provisions of this 

Term Sheet shall be binding obligations of the Company whether or not the financing is consummated. No other legally 

binding obligations will be created until definitive agreements are executed and delivered by all parties. This Term Sheet 

is not a commitment to invest, and is conditioned on the completion of due diligence, legal review, and documentation 

that is satisfactory to the Investors. This Term Sheet shall be governed in all respects by the laws of Delaware. 

 

Offering Terms 

 

Closing Date: As soon as practicable following the Company’s acceptance of this Term Sheet and satisfaction of the 

Conditions to Closing (the “Closing”).  

Investors: Ellsworth Ventures: $10,000,000 

Amount Raised: $10,000,000  

Price per Share: $4.427 per share (based on the capitalization of the Company set forth below) (the “Original 

Purchase Price”). 

Pre-Money Valuation: The Original Purchase Price is based upon a fully-diluted pre-money valuation of $22,000,000 and a 

fully diluted post-money valuation of $32,000,000.  

Dividends: The Series B Preferred will carry an annual 8% cumulative dividend payable upon a liquidation or 

redemption. For any other dividends or distributions, participation with Common Stock on an as-

converted basis. 

Liquidation Preference: 

 

In the event of any liquidation, dissolution, or winding up of the Company, the proceeds shall be 

paid as follows: 

First, pay one (1) times the Original Purchase Price plus accrued dividends on each share of Series B 

Preferred. Thereafter, the Series B Preferred participates with the Common Stock pro rata on an as-

converted basis. 

Next, pay one (1) times the Original Purchase Price plus accrued dividends on each share of Series A 

Preferred and Series A-1 Preferred on a pari passu basis as among the holders of Series A-1 and Series 

A Preferred Stock (or, if greater, the amount that the Series A Preferred and Series A-1 Preferred, 

respectively, would receive on an as-converted basis). The balance of any proceeds shall be distributed 

pro rata to holders of Common Stock. 

A merger or consolidation (other than one in which stockholders of the Company own a majority by 

voting power of the outstanding shares of the surviving or acquiring corporation) and a sale, lease, 

transfer, exclusive license, or other disposition of all or substantially all of the assets of the Company 

will be treated as a liquidation event (a “Deemed Liquidation Event”), thereby triggering payment of 

the liquidation preferences described above. 
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Because there are no notes converting and no option pool refresh, 

 

Series B share price = pre-money valuation/post–Series A shares = $22 million/4,969,127 = $4.427 

 

Series B shares = Series B investment/Series B share price = $10 million/$4.427 = 2,258,694 

 

The post–Series B cap table is shown in Figure 12.3. 

 

 

 

Figure 12.3 Post–Series B cap table for Step-by-Step Example 3. 

 

The Series B preferred has the most senior liquidation preference. Series A and Series A-1 are pari passu. Because all 

classes of shares accrue cumulative dividends, use redemption value instead of liquidation preference in order to 

account for dividends. The redemption value changes over time. Produce the waterfall on the date of the Series B 

investment, August 17, 2016. 

 

Series A-1 RVPS = Series A-1 liquidation preference per share + Series A-1 dividends per share 

             = $1.333 + $1.333 × 0.08 × (August 15, 2017 – August 17, 2016)/365 = $1.333 + $1.333 x 0.08 x  

   (363/365) = $1.439  

 

Series A RVPS = Series A liquidation preference per share + Series A dividends per share 

          = $3.833 + $3.833 × 0.08 × (363/365) = $4.138 

 

Series B RVPS = Series B liquidation preference per share + Series B dividends per share 

         = $4.427 + $4.427 × 0.08 × (0/365) = $4.427 

 

Next, determine the conversion order. Series A-1 has the lowest RVPS and converts to common stock first. Series A 

converts next. Series B is participating preferred and converts only if forced to convert in a QPO. Calculate the relevant 

conversion points. For simplicity, assume that all options are in the money, exercised for cash, and included in the 

pool of common shares. This provides the worst-case scenario for Founder dilution.   

 

Series A-1 redemption value = Series A-1 RVPS × Series A-1 shares = $1.439 × 460,715 = $0.663 million 

 

Series A redemption value = Series A RVPS × Series A shares = $4.138 × 913,043= $3.78 million 

 

Series B redemption value = Series B RVPS × Series B shares = $4.427 x 2,258,694 = $10 million 

 

When Series A-1 converts, Series A and Series B both receive their redemption value, and Series B participates with 

common stock. Let RVN represent the redemption value for Series N, where N = Seed, A, B, C, etc. 

Shareholders

Common 

Shares Options

Series A 

Shares

Series A-1 

Shares Series B Shares

Fully-Diluted 

Shares

Fully-Diluted Ownership 

Percentage

Founders 2,850,000 2,850,000 39.4%

Option Pool 745,369 745,369 10.3%

Noteholders 460,715 460,715 6.4%

Series A Investors 913,043 913,043 12.6%

Series B Investors 2,258,694 2,258,694 31.3%

Total 2,850,000 745,369 913,043 460,715 2,258,694 7,227,822 100.0%
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Series A-1 conversion point = RVA-1/[Series A-1 shares/(common shares + Series A-1 shares + Series B shares)] + RVA  

         + RVB 

                 = $0.663 million/[460,715/(3 million + 460,715 + 2,258,694)] + $3.78 million + $10 million  

   = $22.9 million 

 

Calculate the Series A conversion point similarly. When Series A converts, Series A-1 has converted and no longer 

receives a liquidation preference or accrued dividends. Series B receives its liquidation preference and participates 

with common stock. 

 

Series A conversion point = RVA/Series A fully diluted % + RVB = $3.78 million/0.126 + $10 million = $39.9 million 

 

Knowing all the conversion points, develop the waterfall.  

 

For Total Equity Value Less than $10 Million (RVB) 

The equity proceeds fail to satisfy the full Series B redemption value. Because Series B is the most senior class of 

preferred stock, Series B shareholders receive 100% of the available proceeds, and other shareholders receive nothing. 

 

Series B value = total equity value 

 

Series A value = 0 

 

Series A-1 value = 0 

 

Common value = 0 

 

For Total Equity Value Between $10 Million (RVB) and $14.4 Million (RVB + RVA + RVA-1) 

The equity proceeds satisfy the full Series B redemption value but are not sufficient to satisfy the full Series A and 

Series A-1 redemption values. Because Series A and Series A-1 are pari passu, they split the remaining proceeds after 

payment of the Series B redemption value pro rata based on redemption value. Common shareholders receive 

nothing.  

 

Series B value = RVB = $10 million 

 

Series A value = (total equity value − RVB) × RVA/(RVA + RVA-1) 

         = (total equity value − $10 million) × $3.78 million/($3.78 million + $0.663 million) = (total equity value  

             − $10 million) × 0.85 

 

Series A-1 value = (total equity value − RVB) × RVA-1/(RVA + RVA-1) 

             = (total equity value − $10 million) × $0.663 million/($3.78 million + $0.663 million) = (total equity  

    value − $10 million) × 0.15 

 

Common value = 0 
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For Total Equity Value Between $14.4 Million (RVB + RVA + RVA-1) and $22.9 Million (Series A-1 Conversion 

Point) 

The proceeds are sufficient to pay all redemption values, and none of the classes of preferred convert to common 

stock. Series B, Series A, and Series A-1 all receive their full redemption value. Series B participates with common stock 

in the remaining proceeds after payment of the redemption values. 

 

Series B value = RVB + (total equity value − RVB − RVA − RVA-1) × Series B shares/(common shares + Series B shares) 

         = $10 million + (total equity value − $10 million − $3.78 million − $0.663 million) ×  

  2,258,694/(3,595,369 + 2,258,694)  

         = $10 million + (total equity value − $14.4 million) × 0.386 

 

Series A value = RVA = $3.78 million 

 

Series A-1 value = RVA-1 = $0.663 million 

 

Common value = RVB + (total equity value − RVB − RVA − RVA-1) × common shares/(common shares + Series B  

  shares) 

           = (total equity value − $10 million − $3.78 million − $0.663 million) ×  

             3,595,369/(3,595,369 + 2,258,694) 

                 = (total equity value − $14.4 million) × 0.614 

 

For Total Equity Value Between $22.9 Million (Series A-1 Conversion Point) and $39.9 Million (Series A 

Conversion Point) 

Series A-1 converts to common stock and no longer receives a liquidation preference or preferred dividends. Series B 

and Series A each receive their redemption value, and Series B participates with common stock in the proceeds 

remaining after payment of the Series B and Series A redemption values. The pool of common shares now includes 

Series A-1 shares. 

 

Series B value = RVB + (total equity value − RVB − RVA-1) × Series B shares/(common shares + Series A-1 shares +  

  Series B shares) 

         = $10 million + (total equity value − $10 million − $3.78 million) ×  

           2,258,694/(3,595,369 460,715 + 2,258,694)  

        = $10 million + (total equity value − $13.78 million) × 0.357 

 

Series A value = RVA = $3.78 million 

 

Series A-1 value = total equity value − RVB − RVA-1) × Series A-1 shares/(common shares + Series A-1 shares + Series  

  B shares) 

            = (total equity value − $10 million − $3.78 million) × 460,715/(3,595,369 460,715 + 2,258,694) 

            = (total equity value − $13.78 million) × 0.073 

 

Common value = total equity value − RVB − RVA-1) × common shares/(common shares + Series A-1 shares + Series B  

  shares) 

           = (total equity value − $10 million − $3.78 million) × 3,620,113/(3,595,369 460,715 + 2,258,694)  

           = (total equity value − $13.78 million) × 0.569 
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For Total Equity Value Exceeding $39.9 Million (Series A Conversion Point)  

Series A and Series A-1 convert to common stock and no longer receive a liquidation preference or preferred 

dividends. Series B receives its redemption value and participates with common stock – which now includes the 

converted Series A and Series A-1 shares – in the remaining proceeds. All classes of shares participate with common 

stock. 

 

Series B value = RVB + (total equity value – RVB) × Series B fully diluted %  

        = $10 million + (total equity value − $10 million) × 0.313 

 

Series A value = (total equity value − RVB) × Series A fully diluted % = (total equity value − $10 million) × 0.126 

 

Series A-1 value = (total equity value − RVB) × Series A-1 fully diluted % = (total equity value − $10 million) × 0.065 

 

Common value = (total equity value − RVB) × common fully diluted % = (total equity value − $10 million) × 0.497 

 

The waterfall is shown in Figure 12.4.  

 

 

 

Figure 12.4 Waterfall for Step-by-Step Example 3 at Series B closing date.  
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Appendix 1 – Recommendations for Further Reading 

 

Books 

Venture Capital and the Finance of Innovation, by Andrew Metrick and Ayako Yasuda, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 

Hoboken, NJ, 2011 

Venture Deals: Be Smarter than Your Lawyer and Venture Capitalist, by Brad Feld and Jason Mendelson, John Wiley & 

Sons, Inc., Hoboken, NJ, 2013. 

Term Sheets and Valuations: A Line-by-Line Look at the Intricacies of Term Sheets and Valuations, by Alex 

Wilmerding, Aspatore Books, Boston, MA, 2006 

 

Blogs 

Feld Thoughts (Brad Feld of Foundry Group): http://www.feld.com/ 

Both Side of the Table (Mark Suster of Upfront Ventures): https://bothsidesofthetable.com/ 

Cooley GO: https://www.cooleygo.com/ 

Silicon Hills Lawyer (Jose Ances of Miller, Egan, Molter & Nelson): http://siliconhillslawyer.com/ 

A VC (Fred Wilson of Union Square Ventures): http://www.avc.com 
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Appendix 2 – Compound Interest 

With compound interest, the principal and accrued interest are periodically compounded, meaning that interest 

accrues on the principal and the previously accrued interest. With identical interest rates, compound interest results in 

more interest accrued over time than simple interest.  

 

There are built-in spreadsheet functions and online calculators to calculate compound interest. Unfortunately, most of 

them assume that the loan is repaid at some even multiple of the compounding period. The more likely case with a 

convertible note is that it will convert at a point in time between compounding periods. The following general formula 

provides a good estimate of compound interest: 

 

Principal + interest = principal × (1 + interest rate/compounding period) ^ (compounding period × years 

outstanding) 
 

Years outstanding = (current date − issue date)/365 

 

Compounding period = 1 for annual compounding, 4 for quarterly compounding, 12 for monthly compounding, etc. 

 

Note: Notes accruing compound interest are highly unusual. However, Founders may encounter notes with annual 

compounding interest. Notes with interest compounding more frequently than annually should be avoided.  

 
Example A2.1 

Nancy invests $100,000 in a convertible note with 6% annually compounding interest on January 1, 2015. Because Nancy’s note 

compounds annually, the general formula is 

 

Principal + accrued interest = $100,000 × (1 + 0.06/1) ^ (years outstanding/1) 

 

At any date prior to the first anniversary of the note, the simple interest and compounding interest are identical. As of January 1, 

2016, Nancy’s note accrues $6,000 in interest.  

 

Principal + accrued interest = $100,000 × (1 + 0.06) ^ (365/365)) = $106,000 

 

On January 1, 2016, the interest compounds, so for the next year the 6% interest applies to a base of $106,000 ($100,000 + $6,000). 

As of the July 1, 2016, the note has accrued an additional $3,125 in interest, and the total outstanding value of the loan is $109,125. 

 

Principal + interest = $100,000 × (1 + 0.06) ^ (547/365) = $109,125  

 

On the second anniversary (January 1, 2017), the note has accrued an additional $6,378 (6% × $106,000 × 366/365) in interest 

compared to January 1, 2016.  (remember, 2016 is a leap year). That interest compounds, and the interest applies to a new base of 

$112,378 ($106,000 + $6,378).  

 

Principal + interest = $100,000 × (1 + 0.06) ^ (731/365)) = $112,378 

 

On the third anniversary (January 1, 2018), the note has accrued an additional $6,743 in interest (6% × $112,378). The total amount 

outstanding at that point is $119,121 ($112,378 + $6,743) versus $118,000 with simple interest.  

 

Principal + interest = $100,000 × (1 + 0.06) ^ (1,096/365) = $119,121 
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Appendix 3 – Deriving Option Pool and Note Conversion 

Formulas 

Deriving Pre-Money Option Pool Refresh from Chapter 6 
Begin by defining post-money shares: 

 

Post-money shares = existing shares + investor shares +new options  

 

Define the formula for investor shares: 

 

Investor shares = equity investment/share price  
 

Share price = post-money valuation/post-money shares 

 

Thus 

 

Investor shares = (equity investment × post-money shares)/post-money valuation 

 

Define formula for new options: 

 

New options = post-money option pool − available options = post-money shares × target option pool % − available 

options 
 

Plug these definitions back into original formula for post-money shares: 

 

Post-money shares = existing shares +post-money shares × equity % + post-money shares × target option pool % − 

available options 

 

where 

 

Equity % = equity investment/post-money valuation 

 

Think of equity % as the percentage of fully diluted post-money shares owned by the equity investors.  

 

Subtract any terms multiplied by post-money shares from both sides of the equation: 

 

Post-money shares − post-money shares × equity % − post-money shares × target option pool % = existing shares − 

available options  

 

Factor out post-money shares: 

 

Post-money shares × (1 − equity % − target option pool %) = existing shares − available options 

 

Solve for post-money shares: 

 

Post-money shares = (existing shares − available options)/(1 − equity % − target option pool %) 
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Proof of Fixed Post-Money Valuation Method for Note Conversion from Chapter 6 
Begin by defining post-money shares: 

 

Post-money shares = existing shares + equity investor shares + note holder shares 

 

Define formula for equity investor shares: 

 

Equity share price = post-money valuation/post-money shares 

 

Equity investor shares = equity investment/equity share price = equity investment/(post-money valuation/post- 

   money shares) 

         = (equity investment × post-money shares)/post-money valuation 

 

Define formula for note holder shares: 

 

When Notes Convert at a Discount 

 

Note holder share price = equity share price × (1 − discount %) = (post-money valuation/post-money shares) × (1 − 

discount %) 

 

Note holder shares = (principal + accrued interest)/note holder share price 

                  = (principal + accrued interest)/[(post-money valuation/post-money shares) × (1 − discount %)] 

 

Plugging back into original formula: 

 

Post-money shares = existing shares + post-money shares × equity % + post-money shares × note % 

 

where 

 

Equity % = equity investment/post-money valuation 

 

Note % = (principal + accrued interest)/[post-money valuation × (1− discount %)] 

 

Think of equity % and note % as the percentage of fully diluted post-money shares owned by the equity investors and 

note holders, respectively.  

 

Subtract any terms multiplied by post-money shares from both sides of the equation: 

 

Post-money shares − post-money shares × equity % − post-money shares × note % = existing shares 

 

Factor out post-money shares: 

 

Post-money shares × (1 − equity % − note %) = existing shares 

 

Solve for post-money shares: 

 

Post-money shares = existing shares/(1 − equity % − note %) 

 

When Notes Convert at a Valuation Cap 

 

Note holder share price = valuation cap/existing shares 

 

Note holder shares = (principal + interest)/note holder share price 
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Plugging back into original formula, note holder share price does not depend on the stated post-money valuation, so 

the math is simpler: 

 

Post-money shares = existing shares + post-money shares × equity % + note holder shares 

 

where 

 

Equity % = equity investment/post-money valuation 

 

Subtract any terms multiplied by post-money shares from the both sides of the equation: 

 

Post-money shares − (equity investment × post-money shares)/post-money valuation = existing shares + note holder 

shares 

 

Factor out post-money shares: 

 

Post-money shares × (1 − equity %) = existing shares + note holder shares 

 

Solve for post-money shares: 

 

Post-money shares = (existing shares + note holder shares)/(1 − equity %) 

 

Deriving Pre-Money Option Pool Refresh and Pre-Money Note Conversion 
This procedure is similar to that described for a pre-money option pool refresh or pre-money note conversion. Begin 

by determining the total post-money shares: 

 

Post-money shares = existing shares + equity investor shares + note holder shares + new options 

 

Define the formula for equity investor shares: 

 

Equity share price = post-money valuation/post-money shares 

 

Equity investor shares = equity investment/equity share price = equity investment/(post-money valuation/post- 

   money shares) 

                      = (equity investment × post-money shares)/post-money valuation 

 

Define the formula for note holder shares. 

 

When Notes Convert at a Discount 

Note holder share price = equity share price × (1 − discount %) = (post-money valuation/post-money shares) × (1 − 

discount %) 

 

Note holder shares = (principal + accrued interest)/note holder share price = post-money shares × note % 

                 = (principal + accrued interest)/[(post-money valuation/post-money shares) × (1 − discount %)] 

 

Define the formula for new options: 

 

New options = post-money options − available options = post-money shares × target option pool % − available 

options 
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Plug these definitions back into original formula for post-money shares, subtract all terms multiplied by post-money 

shares from the right side of the equation, and factor out post-money shares: 

 

Post-money shares × (1 − equity % − note % − target option pool %) = existing shares − available options 

 

where 

 

Equity % = equity investment/post-money valuation 

 

Note % = (principal + accrued interest)/[post-money valuation × (1− discount %)] 

 

Think of equity % and note % as the percentage of fully diluted post-money shares owned by the equity investors and 

note holders, respectively.  

 

Solve for post-money shares: 

 

Post-money shares = (existing shares − available options)/(1 − equity % − note % − target option pool %) 

 

When Notes Convert at a Valuation Cap 

Note holder share price = valuation cap/existing shares 

 

Note holder shares = (principal + interest)/note holder share price 

 

Note holder share price does not depend on the stated post-money valuation, so the math is simpler. Plug the 

definitions back into original formula for post-money shares, subtract all terms multiplied by post-money shares from 

the right side of the equation, and factor out post-money shares: 

 

Post-money shares × (1 − equity % − target option pool %) = existing shares + note holder shares − available 

options  

 

where 

 

Equity % = equity investment/post-money valuation 

 

Think of equity % as the percentage of fully diluted post-money shares owned by the equity investors.  

 

Solve for post-money shares: 

 

Post-money shares = (existing shares + note holder shares − available options)/(1 − equity % − target option pool %) 
 

This methodology extends to accommodate multiple notes with different caps or discounts. Simply calculate the note 

% or note holder shares for each note, and plug into the formula. For example, if a company converts two 

outstanding notes with different discounts and refreshes its option pool, 

 

Post-money shares = (existing shares − available options)/(1 − equity % − note1 % − note2 % − target option pool %) 
 

where 

 

Equity % = equity investment/post-money valuation 

 

Note1 % = (note1 principal + accrued interest)/[post-money valuation × (1− note1 discount %)] 

 

Note2 % = (note2 principal + accrued interest)/[post-money valuation × (1− note2 discount %)] 
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Appendix 4 – Deriving Share Price for Rounds Triggering 

Antidilution Protection 

Derivation of Share Price for Full-Ratchet Antidilution Protection from Chapter 9 
Assume that a Series B offering triggers full-ratchet antidilution protection on Series A preferred stock. To determine 

the Series B share price, begin by determining the fully diluted post-money shares following the Series B financing: 

 

Post-money shares = common shares + Series A fully diluted shares + Series B fully diluted shares 

 

Full-ratchet antidilution protection adjusts the Series A conversion price to equal the Series B purchase price. Thus 

 

Series A fully diluted shares = Series A investment/Series A conversion price = Series A investment/Series B share 

price 

 

Series B fully diluted shares = Series B investment/Series B share price 

 

Plugging back into original formula for post-money shares: 

 

Post-money shares = common shares + Series A investment/Series B share price + Series B investment/Series B share 

price 

 

Substitute  

 

Series B share price = post-money valuation/post-money shares 

 

where post-money valuation refers to the post–Series B Valuation.  

 

Post-money shares = common shares + post-money shares × Series A % + post-money shares × Series B % 

 

where 

 

Series A % = Series A investment/post-money valuation 

 

Series B % = Series B investment/post-money valuation 

 

Subtract any terms multiplied by post-money shares from both sides of the equation: 

 

Post-money shares − post-money shares × Series A % − post-money shares × Series B % = common shares 

 

Factor out post-money shares: 

 

Post-money shares × (1 − Series A % − Series B %) = common shares 

 

Solve for post-money shares: 

 

Post-money shares = common shares/(1 − Series A % − Series B %) 

 

The same logic applies if there are multiple classes of preferred stock subject to antidilution adjustments (for instance, 

if a Series C offering triggers antidilution protection on Series A and Series B.) 
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Derivation of Share Price for Broad-Based Weighted-Average Antidilution Protection from 

Chapter 9 
Assume that a Series B offering triggers weighted-average antidilution protection on Series A preferred stock. To 

determine the Series B share price, begin by determining the fully diluted post-money shares following the Series B 

financing. 

 

Post-money shares = common shares + Series A fully diluted shares + Series B fully diluted shares 

 

Series A fully diluted shares = Series A investment/Series A conversion price = Series A investment/NCP 

 

Series B fully diluted shares = Series B investment/Series B share price 

 

NCP is the new conversion price for Series A determined by the formula for weighted-average antidilution protection 

described in Chapter 5.  

 

NCP = OPP × (A + C)/(A + B) 
 

where 

OPP = original conversion price of the class being adjusted  

 

A = total fully diluted shares outstanding before the dilutive financing 

 

B = shares of new preferred stock purchased in the dilutive financing 

 

C = shares of new preferred stock that would be issued in the dilutive financing if the share price were OPP (i.e., Series 

B investment / OPP) 

 

In the present example, 

 

OPP = Series A investment/Series A shares = Series A purchase price 

 

A = existing shares 

 

B = Series B investment/Series B purchase price 

 

C = Series B investment/Series A purchase price 

 

Post-money shares = common shares + Series A investment/NCP + Series B investment/Series B purchase price 

 

and 

 

Series B purchase price = post-money valuation/post-money shares

 

NCP = /(existing shares + post-money shares × Series B %)  

 

where 



= Series A purchase price × (existing shares + Series B investment/Series A purchase price) 

 

Series B % = Series B investment/post-money valuation 
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Plug these definitions back into original formula for post-money shares, subtract all terms multiplied by post-money 

shares from the right side of the equation, and factor out post-money shares: 



Post-money shares × [1− (Series A investment × Series B %)/− Series B %] =  

 

where 



 = common shares + (Series A investment × pre-money fully diluted shares)/ 

 

Let 



 = [1− (Series A investment × Series B %)/− Series B %] 

 

Solve for post-money shares: 

 

Post-money shares =  

 

Narrow-Based Weighted-Average Anti-Dilution Protection 
The process for narrow-based weighted-average anti-dilution protection is similar. However, given the slightly 

different definition for NCP,  

 

NCP = OPP × (A + C)/(A + B) 
 

where 

OPP = Series A investment/Series A shares = Series A purchase price 

 

A = fully diluted Series A shares prior to adjustments 

 

B = Series B investment/Series B purchase price 

 

C = Series B investment/Series A purchase price 

 

Following the same math as earlier for weighted-average antidilution, find that 

 

Post-money shares = /  

 

where 



 = common shares + (Series A investment × Series A pre-money fully diluted shares)/ 



 = [1− (Series A investment × Series B %)/− Series B %] 

 

where 

 

Series B % = Series B investment/Series B post-money valuation



= Series A purchase price × (Series A pre-money fully diluted shares + Series B investment/Series A purchase price)
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Glossary 

 

83b election: An IRS form that allows the recipient of restricted stock that is subject to vesting – such as Founders’ 

shares – to pay taxes on the equity at the time of grant rather than at the time it vests. Assuming that the shares 

increase in value, filing an 83b election can result in significant tax savings. 

 

Accelerated vesting: A provision allowing employee options and/or Founders’ shares to vest immediately on an 

acquisition or other liquidation event. 

 

Accredited investor: An individual with a net worth of at least $1 million, excluding the value of his or her primary 

residence, or an annual income of at least $200,000 for the last two years with expectations to make the same amount 

in the next year.  

 

Angel investors: High-net-worth individuals or groups of high-net-worth individuals that invest personal money in 

early-stage companies. Typically, these individuals are accredited investors.  

 

Antidilution protection: Rights granted to preferred shareholders to limit dilution if the company raises money in a 

down round (i.e., at a lower valuation) in the future. 

 

Authorized shares: The total number of shares issued and available for sale by a corporation.number of shares 

available for issue by a corporation, including shares that have already been issued.   

 

Bridge Round:  A funding event occurring between two venture capital rounds, typically funding by existing 

investors, to allow a company to reach necessary milestones to raise the next venture round.  Bridge rounds are often 

structured as convertible notes.   

 

Cap (see also Valuation cap): A limit on the valuation at which convertible note holders convert their notes to equity. 

If a note includes a valuation cap, the note holders convert at the lesser of a discount to the offering price and the 

share price determined by the valuation cap.  

 

Capitalization table (cap table): A table displaying the equity ownership of a company. Each row represents a 

shareholder or class of shareholders. Each column represents a class of shares. Each entry in the cap table represents 

the number of shares of a given class owned by a shareholder or class of shareholders. 

 

Capped participating preferred stock (see also Participating preferred with cap): A form of preferred stock 

entitling the holder to receive her liquidation preference and her pro rata portion of the remaining proceeds – after 

payment of all liquidation preferences – as if converted to common stock. The cap – expressed as a multiple of the 

original investment – limits the proceeds until the holder converts to common stock.  

 

Cashless exercise: A provision granting the ability to exercise options at the time of a liquidity event without paying 

the strike price in cash.  
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Change of control preference: A multiple of the principal (or principal plus interest) paid to note holders if the 

company is acquired before the note converts to equity.  

 

Cliff vesting: Setting a minimum time before which no options or shares vest. All shares or options are subject to 

forfeiture if the employee or Founder leaves the company prior to the cliff. For example, if the vesting schedule for 

stock options imposes a one-year cliff, an employee who leaves the company prior to one year of service forfeits 

100% of her options.  

 

Collateral: The assets of a company subject to the debt holders’ security interest. 

 

Common stock:  A security representing a portion of ownership in a corporation.  It entitles the holder to receive it’s 

fractional percentage of any dividends paid and it’s fractional percentage of any proceeds - after repaying debt and 

any preferences associated with preferred stock - if the company liquidates.  

 

Conditions to closing: Activities that must be completed prior to closing a financing round. Typical conditions to 

closing include satisfactory completion of due diligence and compliance with all securities laws. 

 

Confidentiality provision: Provision requiring confidentiality of a signed term sheet.  

 

Conversion discount (see also Discount): A discount applied to the offering share price to determine the price per 

share paid by convertible note investors when converting to equity.  

 

Conversion Price:  The price at which investors may convert their shares of preferred stock to shares of common 

stock.  The conversion price typically equals the purchase price at the time the preferred stock is issued.  

 

Convertible note: A form of debt that allows the note holder to convert to equity rather than receive repayment.  

 

Convertible preferred stock (see also Nonparticipating preferred): A form of preferred stock that allows the 

holder to choose between receiving her liquidation preference plus accrued but unpaid dividends and converting to 

common stock and receiving her pro rata percentage of proceeds available to common shareholders. The shareholder 

chooses whichever option yields the greater return. 

 

Cumulative dividends: Dividends that accrue on an annual basis, similar to interest accruing on a note. A $1 million 

investment accruing 8% cumulative dividends accrues $80,000 in dividends each year until a liquidity event. 

 

Debt holder: An investor holding a debt security including traditional debt and convertible debt.  

 

Debt: An agreement between debt holder and company in which the investor loans the company money in exchange 

for future repayment of the principal amount plus interest.  

 

Discount (see also Conversion discount): A discount applied to the offering share price to determine the price per 

share paid by convertible note investors when converting to equity.  

 

Dividends: Distributions from the company to shareholders, typically on a pro rata basis. Early-stage companies 

rarely pay cash dividends. Rather, dividends accrue until the company reaches a liquidity event. 
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Double-trigger acceleration: A provision allowing Founders’ shares and/or employee options to vest immediately if 

the company is acquired and the acquirer terminates the Founder or employee without cause. The name double 

trigger comes from the two triggering events: acquisition of the company and termination of the Founder or 

employee. 

 

Down round: An equity financing round with a post-money valuation of less than the post-money valuation of a 

prior financing round.  

 

Drag-along provision: Provision requiring all shareholders to go along with an acquisition or other transaction 

agreed to by the majority of the preferred shareholders. This streamlines the process of approving a transaction and 

prevents minor shareholders from vetoing a deal. 

 

Early exercise: A provision allowing exercise of options before they are fully vested. The issued shares are still subject 

to forfeiture, but early exercise results in reduced tax expense for the option holder because the holder can file an 83b 

election and pay taxes before the shares increase in value.  However, the option holder accepts the risk that the 

shares may not increase in value in she will lose the money she paid to exercise the options.  

 

Enterprise value: The total market value of a company. 

 

Equity value: The market value of a company minus any outstanding debt. Equity value is equal to enterprise value 

minus any outstanding debt obligations. 

 

Equity: A security entitling the holder to a proportional share of any distributions from the company.  

 

Exercise price (see also Strike price): The price at which a holder of stock options or warrants may purchase shares.  

 

Exercising: The act of using the rights granted by stock options or warrants. When a holder of stock options (or 

warrants) exercises her options (or warrants), she pays the strike price and receives the corresponding number of 

shares.  

 

Exit diagram (see also Waterfall diagram): A graph displaying the distribution of proceeds in a liquidation event. 

The x-axis represents possible equity values of the company, and the y-axis represents proceeds distributed to a given 

shareholder or class of shareholders for a given equity value. When companies issue preferred stock, it is important to 

create a waterfall diagram to understand the distribution of proceeds under possible future scenarios.  

 

Expiration date: The date beyond which stock options and warrants can no longer be exercised.  

 

Fully diluted shares: The total number of shares of common stock assuming exercise of all options and warrants and 

conversion of all preferred stock into common stock.  

 

In the money: Options or warrants with a strike price that is less than the current market value of the underlying 

shares. When options or warrants are in the money, the holder can exercise and receive shares worth more than the 

strike price. 
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Incentive stock options (ISOs) (see also Qualified options): Employee stock options meeting specific criteria set 

forth by the IRS that provide tax benefits to employees.  

 

Information rights: Rights granting investors access to financial information and company updates.  

 

Interest rate: An annual percentage rate applied to the principal amount of a loan to calculate the interest owed to 

debt holders.  

 

Interest: A charge paid to debt holders by the company for the privilege of borrowing money. Interest is typically 

expressed as an annual percentage applied to the principal amount of the loan.  

 

Issued shares: The subset of the authorized shares of a company granted to entities or individuals. By definition, 

issued shares must be less than authorized shares.  

 

Key person insurance: Life insurance – payable to the company – that covers Founders or other key employees 

considered critical to the company’s success.  

 

Liquidation preference overhang: Situation in which convertible note investors receive a liquidation preference in 

excess of their initial investment. Results from convertible notes converting at a discount to the original purchase 

price of an equity financing round but receiving a liquidation preference based on the undiscounted original purchase 

price.  

 

Liquidation preference: A right entitling preferred shareholders to receive a multiple of their original investment plus 

accrued but unpaid dividends prior to any payments to the common shareholders in a liquidity event. 

 

Mandatory conversion: A term in convertible notes that forces the notes to convert to equity if the company 

receives an equity investment greater than a specified dollar amount.  This is an important term for notes with a 

valuation cap.   

 

Maturity date: A predetermined date in the future on which a debt must be repaid. In the case of convertible notes, 

the maturity date may also stipulate conversion into equity at a predetermined share price.  

 

Noncompete agreement: An agreement preventing Founders or key employees who leave a company from joining 

or starting a competing venture for a specified period after departing.  

 

Noncumulative dividends: Dividends that only accrue if declared by the company’s Board of Directors. Unlike 

cumulative dividends, noncumulative dividends do not accrue unless declared.  

 

Nonparticipating preferred stock (see also Convertible preferred stock): A form of preferred stock that allows the 

holder to choose between receiving her liquidation preference plus accrued but unpaid dividends and converting to 

common stock and receiving her pro rata percentage of proceeds available to common shareholders. The shareholder 

chooses whichever option yields the greater return. 

 

Nonqualified options: Stock options that do not meet the requirements of qualified options (ISOs). 
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Nonsolicitation agreement: An agreement preventing Founders or key employees who quit a company from 

soliciting other employees from the company for employment. 

 

No-shop provision: Provision prohibiting a company from seeking investment from other investors for a specified 

period after signing a term sheet.  

 

Option (see also Stock option): A security that allows the holder to purchase shares at a predetermined price called 

the strike price within a fixed period. When the market value of the shares exceeds the strike price, the holder of 

options gets to purchase shares at a discount.    

 

Option pool refresh: Increase in the size of the available option pool, typically at the time of a financing round. The 

additional shares reserved in the refresh dilute existing shareholders and sometimes dilute new investors. 

 

Option pool: A pool of authorized shares reserved for issuance to employees in the form of stock options. 

 

Original purchase price: The price at which shares were purchased in the original transaction in which they were 

issued.  

 

Out of the money: Options or warrants with a strike price that exceeds the current market value of the underlying 

shares. When options or warrants are out of the money, the holder loses money by exercising. Thus it makes no 

financial sense to exercise out-of-the-money options or warrants.  

 

Pari passu: “On equal footing.” In the case of liquidation preferences, instead of one class receiving its liquidation 

preference in priority to the others, each receives its pro rata portion of the available proceeds until its full preference 

is paid.  

 

Participating convertible preferred stock (or Participating preferred): A form of preferred stock entitling the 

holder to receive her liquidation preference and her pro rata portion of the remaining proceeds – after payment of all 

liquidation preferences – as if converted to common stock.  

 

Participating convertible preferred with cap (see also Capped participating preferred): A form of preferred stock 

entitling the holder to receive her liquidation preference and her pro rata portion of the remaining proceeds – after 

payment of all liquidation preferences – as if converted to common stock. The cap – expressed as a multiple of the 

original investment – limits the proceeds until the holder converts to common stock.  

 

Participation cap: A limit placed on the proceeds received by capped participating preferred stock expressed as a 

multiple of the initial investment.  

 

Participation rights (see also Pro rata rights): The right of investors to participate in future financing rounds to 

maintain their pro rata ownership percentage. In the case of convertible notes, where the investors don’t own equity, 

participation rights may be expressed as a dollar amount of participation in the next financing round.  

 

Pay-to-play provision: Provision that requires investors to invest their pro rata amount in future financing rounds. 

Failure to comply results in preferred stock converting to common stock. Pay-to-play provisions appear in later-stage 

financing rounds for companies that may be underperforming and having difficulty attracting outside investors. 
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Post-money valuation: The equity value of a company after a new equity investment.  

 

Preferred stock: A form of equity that receives preferential treatment over common stock. Preferred stock comes in 

several different forms but in most cases receives a liquidation preference and preferred dividends over common 

stock.  

 

Pre-money valuation: The equity value of a company prior to a new equity investment.  

 

Principal: The initial amount invested in a debt or equity security.  

 

Pro rata rights (see also Participation rights): The right of investors to participate in future financing rounds to 

maintain their pro rata ownership percentage. In the case of convertible notes, where the investors don’t own equity, 

participation rights may be expressed as a dollar amount of participation in the next financing round.  

 

Pro rata: Fractional percentage of ownership. If a shareholder owns 100 of 1,000 total issued shares, her pro rata 

ownership is 10% (100/1,000).  

 

Protective provisions: Subjecting certain activities – such as issuing a new class of preferred stock, issuing debt, or 

selling the company – to approval by the preferred shareholders or Board of Directors.  

 

Qualified options (see also ISOs): Employee stock options meeting specific criteria set forth by the IRS that provide 

tax benefits to employees.  

 

Qualified Public Offering (QPO): A public offering with proceeds and valuation exceeding a specified threshold.  In 

a Qualified Public Offering, investors are forced to convert their preferred stock to common stock.  

 

Qualified public offering (QPO): A public offering with valuation and proceeds exceeding specified thresholds. The 

valuation threshold is typically expressed as a multiple of the original purchase price. Participating preferred stock is 

forced to convert to common stock in a QPO.  

 

Redemption rights: The right of investors to redeem their shares in exchange for their original purchase price plus 

any accrued but unpaid dividends.  

 

Redemption value per share (RVPS): The total liquidation preference and dividends due per share of 

nonparticipating preferred stock.  

 

Registration rights: The investors’ rights to and when investorsRights dictating how and when investors may register 

their shares as part of public offerings. 

 

Restricted stock units (RSUs): An alternative form of equity compensation for employees. Rather than receive 

options, employees receive shares that are subject to vesting. Unlike options, RSUs always have some intrinsic value 

because they don’t have to be “in the money” to have value.  

 

Restricted Stock: Stock issued to Founders and employees that is subject to vesting and other provisions.   
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Right of cosale: A right granting investors the opportunity to sell their shares alongside a proposed transaction.  

 

Right of first refusal: A right granting the company and investors the first opportunity to purchase shares that a 

Founder or employee proposes to sell.  

 

Secured Note: A convertible note subject to a security interest, which grants investors a lien on the corporation’s 

assets and/or intellectual property.   

 

Security interest: A term in debt securities that allows debt holders to seize certain assets of the company if the 

company fails to repay the debt. Some convertible notes require a security interest. 

 

Seniority: The order of priority of liquidation preferences paid in a liquidity event. Typically, the most recently issued 

classes of preferred stock are the most senior and receive their liquidation preference in preference to all prior classes.  

 

Shareholder: Any person or entity owning shares of a company. Founders, employees, and investors all may be 

shareholders.  

 

Shares: Fractional units of ownership in a company that entitle the owner to a proportional share of any cash 

distributed from the company. 

 

Simple agreement for future equity (SAFE): An alternative to convertible notes popularized by Y Combinator. A 

SAFE functions similarly to a convertible note but is not a debt security and thus does not accrue interest or have a 

fixed maturity date. 

 

Single-trigger acceleration: A provision allowing Founders’ shares and/or employee options to vest immediately on 

consummation of a qualified transaction, such as acquisition by a larger company. 

  

Stock option (see also Option): A security that allows the holder to purchase shares at a predetermined price called 

the strike price within a fixed period. When the market value of the shares exceeds the strike price, the holder of 

options gets to purchase shares at a discount.    

 

Strike price (see also Exercise price): The price at which a holder of stock options or warrants may purchase shares.  

 

Term sheet: A short document highlighting the key terms of an investment deal, typically provided to the company 

by the lead investor.  

 

Valuation cap (see also Cap): A limit on the valuation at which convertible note holders convert their notes to equity. 

If a note includes a valuation cap, the note holders convert at the lesser of a discount to the offering price and the 

share price determined by the valuation cap.  

 

VCs: Shorthand for venture capitalists. Professional investment firms that invest in early-stage companies. VCs invest 

from a committed fund, typically funded by institutional investors such as pension funds, endowments, and 

foundations. 
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Vesting: A process by which Founders and employees earn unencumbered ownership of their shares or stock options 

over time.  Unvested shares are subject to forfeiture or repurchase by the company if the employee or Founder 

terminates her service.  

 

Voting rights: Explanation of the representation of different classes of stock in a shareholder vote. Usually preferred 

stock votes with common stock as a single class.  

 

Warrant coverage: Providing warrants to investors, sometimes as an incentive for early closing or in lieu of a 

discount on convertible notes. Warrant coverage is typically expressed as a percentage of the investment. For 

example, if an investment of $100,000 includes 25% warrant coverage, the investor receives warrants for $25,000 

worth of shares.  

 

Warrants: A security that allows the holder to purchase shares at a predetermined price called the strike price. When 

the market value of the shares exceeds the strike price, the warrants are valuable. Warrants are similar to options but 

are often issued to investors and thus exercisable for preferred stock and not subject to vesting.  

 

Waterfall diagram (see also Exit diagram): A graph displaying the distribution of proceeds in a liquidation event. 

The x-axis represents possible equity values of the company, and the y-axis represents proceeds distributed to a given 

shareholder or class of shareholders for a given equity value. When companies issue preferred stock, it is important to 

create a waterfall diagram to understand the distribution of proceeds under possible future scenarios. 
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